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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Of the various psychopathological groups recognized 
by clinical psychiatry one, of the more frequently encoun-
tered and broadly challenging is tha t of the psychoneurotic 
reaction types . Despite the great volume of effort that 
has been directed toward studying these disorders, there 
remains a lack of unanimity and definitiveness with regard 
to the essential na ture of the concept itself as well as 
to the range of behaviors to which it should properly 
be applied ( 3S ). 
Clinical .observers are generally agreed, however, that 
the psychoneurotic group as a whole, while manifesting 
deficient attempts at adaptation to life, maintains relatively 
unimpa1red its orientation to reality. Unlike the patently 
bizarre and grossly aberrant phenomena commonly seen in 
psychotic states, psychoneurotics do not display pers i stent 
disturbances in thinking, distortion of consensually 
determined patterns of oonduct 1 or generalized emotional 
apathy ( 7, 11, . 26, 34, 44, 1+5, 63, 64, 6S, 69 ) . On the 
other hand, their behavior is different from that of normal 
adults in that they are unable to accept the vicissitudes 
of daily living without experiencing inner feelings of 
suffering and discomfort which may reach disabling 
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propor tions ( 1, 20, 35, 4o, 4 7 ,. 71 ) ; they are inclined 
to be sensitive, easily hurt, no~persistent, and lacking 
in the optimal use of their na tive capacities ( 7, S, 69 ). 
Some writers, mindful of the psychoneurotic's close con-
tact with his environment, prefer to look upon the disorder 
as a part-reaction in which only limited aspects of the 
mental and physical life are involved ( 12, 26 ). ' In this 
way t he psychoneurotics may be said to border upon the 
standards of adjustment of normal dults. 
The psychoneurotic group, in turn, has been subdivided 
into various nodal categories. It has long been noted 
that certain patterns of reaction occur with sufficient 
frequency to be distinguishable. A broad sampling of 
texts in clinical psychiatry and abnormal psychology reveals 
a general acknowledgment of the following categories: 
(1) anxiety neurosis; (2) conversion hysteria, including 
dis socia tive reactions; (3) phobic reactions; (4) obsessive-
compulsive neurosis; and (5) neurasthenia. In the vast 
majority of cases the symptoms cluster within these five 
categories though, admittedly, the multifarious nature of 
psychoneurotic clinical signs can yield complicated inter-
gradations amongst types. 
Obsessive-compulsive reactions, however, have been set 
apart from the other psychoneurotic entities. Whereas 
the l a tter can be conclusively distinguished from psychotic 
disorders, the obsessive-compulsive category has been found 
- 3 -
to approach disruptions of psychotic quality ( 14, 26, 34 ). 
In many instances, the differential diagnostic problem 
cannot be clearly resolved ( 45, 62 ). Psychoanalytic 
writers, in particular, have regarded the obsessive-compulsive 
t ype as the most deeply disturbed of the psychoneurotic 
condi tions. They have pointed out that in this clinical 
entity are found unresolved, infantile problems akin to 
those of certain psychotic groups, notably the paranoid 
schizonhrenics ( 1, 7, 15 ). Hence, it appears strongly 
borne out that with respect to the overall character of 
their adjustment, the psychoneurotics present a uniform 
group;·. the obsessive-compulsive type excepted. 
The purpose of this research is to investigate 
quantitatively the clinical observation that psycho-
neurotics, in the formal aspects of their functioning, 
approximate to the level of adjustment of normal adults 
in terms of an analysis of the quality of their perception. 
An approach \dll be made in terms of the theoretical formu-
l a tions of Werner ( 72 ) in genetic psychology which provide 
a conceptual framework within which the data may be com-
prehended . Werner has given explicit definition to certain 
genera l principles of development which, themselves, have 
been widely recognized in many areas of psychology ( 42 ). 
In effect, development is envisag·ed as a movement governed 
by t wo interrelated laws: uincreasing differentiation and 
heirarchic integration". With r~spect to the effects of 
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psychopathology upon pe·.nception, it is proposed tha t such 
states are a ssocia ted with a decrease or inhibition of 
perceptual differentiation and integration. Pathological 
perceptue.l activity may thus be viewed as the coexistence 
of genetically early and genetically late perceptual 
fe atures in which there is a lesser accentuation of mature 
perceptual qualities and a greater accentuation of the 
immature qualitie~. The distinction between mature and 
immature perceptual responses is further clarified by other 
descriptive terms which may be presented in 11 pa ired-opposite 11 
fashion: 11discrete 11 versus 11 syncretic 11 , 11 articula ted. 11 
versus 11 diffus e 11 , 11 stable 11 versus 11 l abile 11 , and 11 flex1ble 11 
versus 11 rigid 11 • 
In view of the existing literature ( 13, 32, 49 ) it 
would s eem tha t the Rorschach technique is well suited 
for such a genetically oriented undertaking. For example, 
Friedman ( lS ), working within the theoretical framework 
of Werner ( 72 ), was able to develop a set of systematic 
modificat ions of the Rorschach location scores which, in 
terms of the degree of different i a tion and integration 
t hey seemingly involved, could reflect genetic levels of 
perceptual functioning. These scores were distinguished 
as genetically mature versus genetically immature. Using 
them, Friedman investigated the perceptual behavior of 
catatonic and hebephrenic schizophrenics in terms of its 
struc tural aspects. The phrase "structural aspects" was 
employed in accordance with its conventional meaning ( 42, 70 ) 
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to refer to 11 the a.rrangement of parts forming a whole 11 as 
well as 11 the way in which such parts are articulated or 
put together 11 • Empirically, then, perceptual structure 
was derived from the newly developed sets of scoring 
categories which described whether a subject responded to 
the entirety of a blot configuration, or to several of 
its parts, singly or in combination. Perceptual function-
ing, perceptual activity, and related terms were taken, 
in a general way, to imply the various structural operations 
reflected~. in the end result of the perceptual process, 
namely , the stated percept. 
From the results of his study, Friedman ( lS ) noted 
a close parallel between the perceptual functioning of the 
schizophrenic group and that of a group of children, aged 
three to five years . He further demonstrated that the 
differences 'in perceptual structure between the sc~izophrenics 
and a control group of normal adults corresponded to these 
qualities which distinguished genetically early from 
genetically late perceptual functioning. In short, a 
methodology was developed which could trace out the perceptual 
phenomena typical of a given psychopathological entity 
and indicate its correspondence to the perceptual behavior 
of children at different levels on the genetic scale --
that is, a procedure for studying quantitatively different 
degrees of impairment in psychopathology. 
Friedmants assumptions regarding the genetic implica-
tions of his scoring categories were stated operationally 
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in terms of the degree of perceptual maturity they 
appeared to demand. Since his work involved merely the 
early age ranges of children (i.e., three to five years), 
the capacity of his schema actua.lly to reflect genetic 
levels of perceptual structurization was not examined, 
apart from a gross comparison of results between his group 
of children and adults. In a study which was directed 
toward investigating quantitatively the laws of develop-
ment as proposed by Werner, Hemmendinger ( 25 ) was able 
to apply Friedman's schema to a broad age range of children 
anu to a group of normal adults. The Rorschach records 
of one hundred and sixty children, ranging from three to 
ten years, and thirty normal adults between twenty and 
forty years were analyzed for the structural aspects of 
their perceptual functioning. In brief, Hemmendinger's 
results indicated that those scores which Friedman had pro-
posed as genetically mature became increasingly more fre-
quent in th~ records of older age children and adults; 
conversely, those scores proposed as genetically immature 
tended to become progressively lees ft~eqaent or to drop 
out al together with increasing chronological age. He was 
able to conclude that 11 the s tructure of perception becomes 
less global and diffuse, more differentiated with age ••• 
(It) shows not only increasing differentiation but an in-
creasing degree of integration from early childhood to 
adulthood. 11 Thus, the value of Friedman's scoring schema ( 13 ) 
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in its capecity to reflect the course of perceptual develop-
ment as outlined theoretically by Werner ( 72 ) was em-
pirically supported. As will be seen in later chapters 
(IV and V) , a further evaluation of this schema has been 
made possible since the present study represents the first 
independent confirmation of the data with different groups 
of children. 
The findings of Friedman's study ( 1~ ), which allied 
schi zophrenic perceptual activity with that of three to 
f ive year old children , in combination with the experimental 
buttressing of his scoring schema as a suitable means for 
reflecting the genetic development of perception, has 
established the merit of this methodology as a quantitative 
means of investigating different degrees of impairment 
in psychopathology . It should, for example, be possible 
to locate along a continuum of increasing chronological 
age amongst children a progressively wider range of 
similarity to the perceptual performance of the psychoneurotic 
group. Towards this end, the Rorschach test lends itself 
r eadily since it can yield precise , quantifiable data; 
furthermore, it presents the same stimulus material to all 
subjects, regardless of age, an advantage not easily 
afforded by conventional tests of thinking and reasoning. 
Thus, the hypothesis is advanced that the structural 
aspects of the perceptual functioning of psychoneurotics 
consists of a combination of genetically early and genetically 
late features in which there will be a lesser emphasis 
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upon the late features than that displayed by normal 
adults . From the clinical observations and the literature 
reviewed, as .well as the results of previous investigations 
( 1g, 25 ), it would appear that the perceptual performance 
I 
of t he psychoneurotics, while falling short of the normal 
adult ::standard, will cor~espond closely to the perceptual 
qualities characteristic of a fairly advanced level of 
the genetic scale. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORI CAL BACKGROUND 
Th i s section has the primary purpose of providing a 
more complete documentation of the existing clinical, 
theoretical, and research bases upon which the project 
underta ken here is founded . First, it will deal with 
t he development of modern psychoneurotic nosology along 
with detailed clinical descriptions of the psychoneurotic 
types represented in this study. Second, it will treat 
more extensively of the theoretical genetic framework 
within which the quantitative data is to be understood. 
Thi r d , t he Rorschach test findings which bear upon per-
ceptua l functioning visualized in its genetic aspects will 
be reviewed. 
, , 
Finally, a brief resume of the entire problem 
will be of fered. 
I. THE PSYCHONEUROSES*: CLINICAL CLASSIFICATION 
AND DESCRIPTION 
A. Development of Psychoneurotic Clinical Nosology 
Coincident with the gradual acceptance of the psychogenic 
* Though the terms 11 psychoneurosis 11 and 11 neurosis 11 are used 
synonymously by many authors, the latter, according to present 
day usage, has lost much of its specific character. Not only 
is it used as a genera l term for psychopathological behavior, 
whether or not the specific behavior in question accords with 
the descriptive, psychoneurotic categories of clinical psy-
chiatry, but its us e has been extended to cover the wide variety 
of aberrant behaviors induced in animals under specifiable, 
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hypothesis in modern medicine, which holds that certain 
cases of mental disorders may be fundamentally rooted in 
psychological experien.ces of the individual, the psycho-
neuroses first came into their own as bona fide disease 
entities worthy of medical management ( 73, 75 ). In 
the latter part of the nineteenth century, the eminent 
French neurologist, Charcot, began a systematic study of 
psychoneurotic symptoms, ~nfining himself to the hysterical 
type of manifestation ( 26 ). He made the important ob-
servation that, by means of hypnosis, he was able to induce 
and remove genuine hysterical symptoms in patients. Since 
it was known at the time that hypnosis was a particularly 
deep form of suggestibility, it was concluded that hysteria 
was a sort of self-hypnosis in which one part of the self 
suggested to the other part that the hysterical symptom 
be developed ( 7 ). Later investigators in the so-called 
French school, namely Bernheim and Janet, continued research 
into the relationship between hysteria and hypnosis and 
did much to popularize the psychogenic theory. The full 
establishment of this point of view, however, was realized 
in the work of Freud, himself a pupil of Charcot in the 
latter years of the nineteenth century. On the basis of 
the findings of the French workers as well as his own 
· 7, experimental condi tiona. Hence, for purposes of this 
study, the term 11 psychoneurosis 11 is preferable and will 
be utilized throughout. 
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deep-seated conviction of the importance of psychological 
processes in the genesis of psychoneurotic disorders , 
Freud developed and advanced the comprehensive theory of 
psychoanalysis which gave systematic interpretation to 
the nature of psychogenic illness. 
Because of the central positi on of hysteria in the 
emerging study of psychological factors in mental disorders, 
little significant effort was extended in the direction 
of isolating and studying systematically other disorders. 
Gradually, however, clinical investigators came to realize 
that there were many mental disturbances, symptomatically 
very different from hysteria, such as gross anxieties 
and fears, which similarly could be understood as based 
on the psychological experience of the individual ( 7 ). 
The first principal effort at subdivision was provided 
by Janet, who recognized but two groups of ·p sychoneuroses, 
hysteria and psychasthenia. The latter category served 
in a catch-all capacity, for under it were subsumed 
phobias, anxiety reactions, obsessive-compulsive disorders, 
and fatigue states (neurasthenia) -- in fact, literally 
all the recognized benign mental disorders which had not 
been included under hysteria. On the basis of hie 
extensive investigations, Freud gave independent nosological 
status to each of the psychoneurotic types noted by Janet. 
In its overall aspects, the Freudian descriptive classifi-
-cation has stood the test of time. Many writers, including 
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those without a primary psychoanalytic orientation, 
consider it to represent the most acceptable and widely 
employed clinical nosology at the present time ( 16, 26 ). 
B. Description of the Individual Psychoneurotic Types 
The clinical manifestations of those psychoneurotic 
entities represented in the experimental sample of this 
study will be treated briefly in this section. Descriptions 
of anxiety· neurosis, conversion hysteria (inCluding 
dissociative reactions), and phobic disorders are included. 
Since the characterization of any psychiatric syndrome 
must, in the .interests of practice,li ty, be confined to a 
delineation of its more distinct and salient symptoms, 
it should be borne in mind that pure cases of psychoneurosis 
are rarely, if ever, found in the actual clinical situation. 
Admixtures of clinically heterogeneous symptoms as well as 
certain almost imperceptible shadings between types of 
disorders may occur. Further, the theoretically limitless 
range of unique facets of psychopathological expression 
inevitably cannot be encompassed by even the most detailed 
and precise descriptive methods. Despite the intergradations 
and idiosyncratic p,hen6mena found in clinical experience, 
however, acceptable descriptive classifications are able 
to take cognizance of the most important sympt~matic features 
in the individual case; in the vast majority of instances 
such features accord with the defined diagnostic categories 
followed in this study ( 9 ). The following descriptions 
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derive principally from the clinical analyses of Cameron ( g }, 
Henderson and Gillespie ( 26 ), Malamud ( 3g ), Noyes ( 45 ), 
Sadler ( 57 ), Strecker and his associates ( 64 ), and 
White ( 73 ). 
(1) Anxiell_ Neurosis This psychoneurotic 
condition is marked basically by diffuse feelings of 
anxiety, frequently accompanied by dizziness, irritability, 
insomnia, generalized inner tension, and definite concern 
over somatic functioning which may .. -: amount to a hypochon-
driacal preoccupation. In certain instances, a vague 
sen~e of impending misfortune, colored by feelings of 
moodiness and discouragement, are present. Often the 
patient complains that he cannot think clearly, concentrate, 
or stick to one task for very long ( g ). Typically, the 
anxiety remains unobjectified; the patient states that 
he is fearful and tense, unable to get along with family 
and business associates, but cannot offer any explanation 
for. his behavior. The generalized anxious mood is a 
pervasive one. Sweeping attacks of anxiety commonly appear 
periodically as t emporary eruptions of fright, irri tabil1 ty, 
etc., and are regarded by many theorists in psychopathology 
a.s temporary breaks in the indi vidual 1 s capacity to bind 
and suppress psychological tension. 
The anxiety neurosis can readily be distinguished 
from normal apprehensiveness and fear in that no particular 
objective danger is present or, in most cases, is presumed 
14 -
to be present ( 3S, 57 ). The anxiety reaction is thus 
established on the basis of psychologice.l tensions which, 
for the duration of the panic-like state, exert a disabling 
effect upon the personality. 
(2) Conversion Hysteria This psychoneurotic 
condition is featured clinically by either a physical 
symptom without underlying organic pathology or by a.n 
episodic mental state in which a 11 more or le ss limited 
gr oup of functions occupies and directs the field of con-
sc i ousness 11 ( 26 ). The bodily symptoms of hysteria 
involve both the sensory and motor functions of the body 
and occur i n organa innervated by the cerebrospinal portion 
of the central nervous system. Specifically, the . 1nvolve-
ment of t he motor system, or voluntary muscula ture, takes 
the form of a variety of paralyses, tics, tremors, and 
convulsions. Sensory involvements ~nclude anesthesias, 
parathe s ias, hysterical blindness, aphonia, and d.eafness. 
With regard to the paralyses and disturbances in tactile 
sensitivity, it has been found that these symptoms 11 tend 
to follow body segments in terms of functional division 
rather than in accordance with the facta of neuroanatomy 11 
( 64 ). For example, the hand might be paralyzed from 
the wrist down (a so-called 11 glove 11 paralysis ), a phenomenon 
incompatible with the known facts of neural innervation 
in this area. 
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The symptomatic disturbances of consciousness in-
clude amnesia, fugue states, and somnambulism. These 
states are ref~rred to descriptively as dissociative 
reactions -- that is, they represent the detachment and 
indepe ndent fu.nctioning of a part of the mental content. 
In amnesia, for exampl~, the loss of memory is often 
as so·cia ted with a circumscribed series of events wh~cl;l., 
for psychological reasons, the patient is unable to 
remember. The most extreme elaboration of the dissociative 
process occurs in cases of double or multiple personality 
in which any of the dissociated groups is capable, when 
1tfully conscious and in charge of the physical functions 
of the body, of appearing superficially as a complete 
personality" ( 26 ). Cases of this nature are extremely 
rare. 
(3) Phobic Disorders This term refers to 
a psychoneurotic condition which involves the morbid fear 
of an object or situation which, if encountered by the 
patient, serves to incite ma ssive feelings of anxiety and 
fear. In order to prevent the arousal of a panic-like 
reaction, the patient can arrange to avoid contact with 
the phobic object. Unfortunately, most phobic situations 
are usually found in everyday life so that it is practically 
impossible for the patient to avoid at least infrequent 
contact with it unless he chooses seriously to alter and 
curtail hie living habits ( ~ ). In certain instances, 
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t h e phobic system has the tendency to generalize to related 
objects and situations, resulting in a progressively 
greater incapacitation of the patient ( 73 ). Slnce, from 
a practical point of view, any object or situation may 
become invested with a phobic character, it is not sur-
prising that a large variety of phobias have been described. 
Neurasthenic reactions were not encountered in the 
patient population from which the experimental sa.mple 
of t his study was derived. According to recent writers 
in the field of psychopathology ( 26, 1+5, .-64 ) this 
disorder, which involves basically chbanic feelings of 
fatigue and pervasive me.laise, is becoming increasingly 
less common in psychiatric diagnosis. Careful considera-
tion has often revealed that the neurasthenic syndrome 
embraces symptomatic phenomena which belong primarily to 
other psychoneurotic categories -- especially, anxiety 
reactions associated with depressive feelings and hysteria. 
Strecker and his associates ( 64- ) have observed that the 
designation of 11 neurasthenia 11 does not have much to 
recommend its continueu inclusion in modern schemes of 
classification; this extreme view has not achieved wide-
spread acceptance. In any case, it should be noted that 
the source from which the present psychoneurotic sample 
was drawn consisted exclusively of World War II veterans. 
It might, accordingly, be argued that chronic fatigue 
reactions would act as a strong deterrent against an 
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individual's acceptance into the Armed Forces, thereby 
reducing greatly the potential number of such cases in a 
veteran population. ~ne obsessive-compulsive reaction 
type, it was pointed out, was excluded because of its 
approximating in severity and manner of symptomatic 
expression to a variety of psychotic syndromes. 
In summary, the psychoneuroses represented in the 
experimental sample of this investigation are a congruous 
clinical grouping of mental disorders in the development 
of which psychological factors are of central importance. 
Regarded from the viewpoint of their generalized adjust-
ment to reality, they fall into a position intermediate 
between the more serious mental disorders, the psychoses, 
and normal personality functioning. While psychoneurotic 
conditions reflect a degree of upheaval in personal and 
socia l adjustment , they do not involve the marked dis-
ruptions and abandonment of r eality commonly witnessed in 
psychotic disorders. The maladaptation of the psycho-
neuroses affects only selected aspects of personality 
expression by virtue of which they appear qualitatively, 
to some writers at least ( 12, 3~, 63 ), to be closer 
to the hypothetical normal. It is our purpose to investigate 
this clinical notion of the relatively high level of 
adjustment of psychoneurotics in terms of an analysis of 
their perceptual functioning. The data are to be ordered 
within a well-known theoretical framework in genetic 
psychology which will be treated in the next section. 
- lS - . 
II. THE CONCEPTS OF 11 DIFFERENTIATION 11 AND 11 INTEGRATION 11 
The theoretical framework within which the data of 
this study have been conceptualized derives principally 
from the interrelated concepts of 11 differentiation 11 and 
11 integration 11 • These formule.tions have achieved wide-spread 
acceptance and are employed in many divers areas of psy-
chology. Murphy ( 42 ) regards them as 11 general prin-
ciples of develonment'u which describe the 11 logica:l ordering" 
of organic growth, and traces their original specification 
to Herbert Spencer. At present , these aspects or 11 laws 11 
of development are, to mention but a few such instances, 
familiar ones to students of experimental child psychology 
( 3 ); to students of psychoanalysis ( 1 ), particularly 
those concerned with the relation of psychoanalytic theory 
to developmental psychology ( 24 ); and to exponents of 
various other theories of personality ( 2, 36, 65 ). 
To demonstrate concretely their extensive application, it 
is possible to document the usage of these 11 laws 11 by 
personality theorists of markedly heterogeneous orientation. 
Allport ( 2 ), whose work partakes of a strongly eclectic 
character, lists 11 differentie.tion 11 and 11 1n tegration 11 as 
two of the basic aspects of personality development. 
Lewin ( 36 ) , deeply rooted.·;_ in Gestalt psychology, comps.res 
the 11 life space 11 of children versus adults in terms of the 
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level of"differentiation" and "stratification" (that is, 
hierarchical type of organization) of its various 11 psych.ical 
spheres." Sullivan ( 65 ) emphasizes three developmental 
modes in which experience occurs: (1) the prototaxic 
.mode where experience is undifferentiated, undefined, 
and without definite limits; (2) the parata.xic mode where 
parts of experience are singled out but are n6t related 
in any logical fashion; and (3) the syntactic mode where 
experience becomes organized. In effect, the prominent 
pla ce of the principles of "differentiation" and 11 inte-
gration11 in these theories is evident. 
It is also to be noted that these two basic aspects 
of development apply not only to the individual personality 
as a whole but also with equal relevance to any of t he 
components which contribute t o lt. a fun ctioning. Murphy 
( 42 ) states specifically that the same developmental 
emphases describe perception, motor learning, and physical 
growth . Whi le implementing this point with empirical 
evidence, he invests it with an axiomatic character as 
f ollows: 
11 The theory ••• has to be found in living things. 
No problem of development arises unless a thing 
changes; a homogeneous thi;ng can only change 
qualitatively by breaking up into recognizably· 
distinct parts; and it is only when such a . 
breaking-up has occurred that the heterogeneous 
elements ca n be integrated into an articulate 
whole." (p. 343) · 
By virtue of his highly specific delineation of the 
formal qualities of the developmental stages of perception, 
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t h e formulations of Werner ( 72 ) have been followed 
in the present study. Organic development is defined as 
11 increasing differentiation and centralization - - or 
hierarchic integration 11 • Th~s, in both its psychological 
as well as physical aspects, the organization of the 
organism is less differentiated and more homogeneous at 
earlier levels than at advanced levels. With growth, 
the early state of homogeneity gives way to one in which 
speciali zed functions and forms of activity make their 
appearance. Concurrently, an increase in integration 
ensues wherein those functions that have a higher degree 
of subordinating power emerge and are strengthened. In 
terms of perceptual development, the change is from 
responses in global, unanalyzed unite to those involving 
the apprehension of definite and discrete parts and their 
organization into clea~ and coherent patterns . 
I 
Development is., howe'ver, never one-sided nor complete. 
Just as the behavior of a child may reflect a fi r st em-
phasis upon properties to be developed more fully ,.i th 
growth, so the.t of adults retains some of the features 
most characteristic of the per f ormance of children. Hence, 
no matter \'!hat the level at which any aspect of organic 
functi oning is examined, certain qualities of reaction are 
seen to predominate while traces of others, belonging 
primarily to different levels, will also be present . 
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The distinction between 11 differentiated 11 and "un-
differentiated" and between 11 h1erarc~ically organized or 
integrated" and "unorganized" ca~be defined further by 
certa in other descriptive terms~ Thus, to describe 
structures which are undifferentiated the expressions 
11 syncretic 11 , 11 diffuse 11 , 11 labile 11 , and . 11 rigid 11 may be 
applied; when differentiated and organized, such 
structures become 11 discrete 11 , 11 articulate 11 , 11 stable 11 , 
and 11 flextble 11 • These terms are generally stated in 
11 paired-opposite 11 form and serve as descriptive extremes 
' ·. 
that provide .additional qualitative characterization to 
. .. 
data which are being visualized within a genetic frame 
of reference. 
Fused functions are considered to be 11 syncretic 11 
while separate functions are 11 discrete 11 • With regard to 
the former, Werner ( 72 ) states: 11 If several mental functions 
or phenomena, which would appear as distinct from each other 
in a mature state of consciousness, are merged wi thout 
differentiation into one activity or one phenonmenon, we 
may speak of a syncretic function or a syncretic phenomenon." 
An example of this is the syncretic experience of synesthesia 
wherein certain sensations which properly belong to one 
sense modality attach to certain sensations of another 
modality and appear regularly whenever stimulation of the 
latter occurs. This phenomenon is rarely experienced by 
adults, but is not uncommon for children. Conversely, the 
. ·~\ .. 
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term 11 discrete 11 is applied in the case of "all those 
mental contents, acts, and meanings which represent 
something relatively specific, singular, and unambiguous." 
( 72 ). 
The pair 11 diffuse - articulate" may be understood 
to describe formal structures in psychological experience. 
A diffuse structure is one which is relatively 11 uniform 
and homogenous, one in which the parts have become more 
or less indistinct and a re no longer characterized by a 
clear self-subsistence" ( 72 ) . In the drawings of chil-
dren , for example, the construction of bare outline 
figures with few distinguishable parts can often be demon-
strated. In contrast, the term 11 articulate 11 denotes those 
structures in which distinct and clearly related parts 
constitute the whole. 
The relative fixity or changeability of behavior, 
viewed in its adaptive aspects, is described by the two 
sets of 11p rred-opposi te 11 terms, namely, 11 rigid-flexible 11 
and 11 l abile-stable 11 • Werner ( 72 ) has pointed out that 
the more d ifferentiated and hierarchically organized the 
mental structure of an organism, the more flexible its 
behavior, i.e., the more the organism is able to change 
its behavior in order to maintain "functional equilibrium 
in the face of mutable situations." Thus, flexibility of 
response, engendered by the adaptive demands of changing 
circumstance, accompanies stability of behavior. On the 
. . . 
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other hand, rigid behavior, based upon a comparatively 
undifferentiated and unorganized structure, permits but 
· ~ 
little of those modifications that must ·be sho·wn if behavior 
is to remain functionally adequate. At the same time, such 
behavior is labile in that it is subject to drastic change 
if no more than minor details in the stimulus situation, 
which do not, in effect, produce a change in its_;essetl'tial 
composition, are altered. For example , Werner has pointed 
out that the very young child has a homogeneous, undiffer-
entiated percept of the mother-figure which does not permit 
of modification -- rigidity of perception. Should such 
modification ensue (e . g . , the mother may wear a new dress 
in the child 1 s presence), the child may fail to recognize 
her -- lability of perception . In sum, mature behavior is 
varied and consistent when appropriate; under similar 
circumstances, immature behavior, in contrast, is likely 
to be persistent and unpredictably varied. 
In terms, then, of the leading concepts of "differ-
entiation" and 11 integration 11 , as well as the descriptive 
paired-opposites which serve t o broaden their meaning for 
perception, it is possible to deal quantitatively and 
within a genetic framework with those features of perceptual 
functioning which have been defined as 11 structural 11 • It 
should be clear that the present study treats exclusively 
of those structural manipulations which are reflected in 
the net product of the process of perceiving, namely, the 
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stated percept. · It is, accordingly, not concerned with 
the various psychological and psychophysiological bases 
of perceptual functioning such as might conceivably be 
implied in Murphy's ( 42) bipolar theory of perception 
or by other theories which attempt to get at the determin-
ants of perception. It is the organiza tional features 
of perceptual performance, howsoever determined, that ~.J?;e 
under investigation. 
III. RORSCHACH DATA 
A. Rorschach Studies of Children: Evidence Regarding 
the Development of Perceutual Responses. Attention is 
given in this section to .empirical studies dealing with 
the genetic features of perceptual functioning. The widely 
appreciated need for data in this area has, according to 
Hertz ( 2S ), yielded a voluminous and comprehensive 
literature whose more significant aspects merit detailed 
inspection. In the review that follows, the selection of 
materials has been guided by two factors: (1) their 
contribution to normative results concerning the perception 
of children; and (2 ) their pertinence to the present 
investigation. 
One of the earlier important studies was that of 
Klopfer and Margulies ( 33 ), who, in 1941, presented the 
findings of the Rorschach records of approximately t wo 
hundred children, collected from various sources. The 
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nubjects were children between the ages of two to seven 
years of varying socio-economic rackgrounds. There was 
no attempt to equate age groupsfor I. Q~ and the authors 
noted that S0-90% of the subjects had high average to 
I 
superior intelligence. _ Three typical patterns of reaction 
to the cards vere descr~ bed: (a) "magic repetition 11 of a 
single word to all ten cards, which represented, according 
to the authors , a ' prelogical form of ~esponse; (b) re-
jection of all cards which the child did not find inter-
esting, or a modified "magic repetition", consisting of 
perseveration to some of the cards with individual attention 
directed toward the others; (c) individual res:9onse to 
at least seven out of the ten cards, though responses may 
' ' 
still be crude. These patterns of reaction were observed 
to demonstrate a developmental trend: pattern (a) was 
rare after three years and disappeared almost entirely 
after four years; pattern (b) seemed t o peter out between 
four and five years, although it was predominant at the 
lowest age level; and pattern (c) was absent at the level 
of two and one-half to three years, but gradually increased 
until it became the exclusive reaction of children from 
five and one half years on. The percentage of children 
using only whole responses was also reported. Wherea~v 
thirty-five per cent of the children, aged two to three 
years, produced only responses based on the entire stimulus 
configurations, this percentage was seen gradually to 
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di mi nish until at the six year old level, no child gave 
a record containing only whole resp onses. 
In 1942, Stavrianos ( 61 ) published some normative 
data on children from the results of an investigation 
oriented primarily toward eliciting sex differences in 
Rorschach reactions. Her total group of childrenwere 
divided into three groups as follows: I, 5:0-7:0; 
II, 7:1-9:0; and III, 9:1-11:0. 'rhere were approximately 
fOl"ty children, both boys and girls, in each age grouping. 
I nte lligence ratings for the majority of the children 
were derived fl.,om teachers ' estimates. The repor~ed data 
on location scores are reproduced in Table I. 
The author noted that both boys and girls at the 
ages of five to seven years tend to overemphasize the wh~le 
responses which "at the youngest age level •.• is almost 
invariably a crude, undifferentiated, immature response ••• 11 
in which there is no•· attempt to loca te parts within the 
whole. The quality of these responses was seen to improve 
with increasing age . Developmental trends not elaborated 
on by Sta.vrianos, whose primary concern was the mere 
elicitation of sex differences, involved a. gradual diminution 
in the emphasis on whole responses with increasing chron-
ological age along with a progressively greater focusing 
on large details as areas of response. This trend appears 
consistently in the case of both boys and girls . The use 
of rare details and white spa ces showed no clear and con-
s istent developmental pa tterning. 
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TABLE I 
DEVELOPMENTAL RORSCHACH DATA: (STAVRIANOS)* 
Group Average %W %D %d %Dd f. S Response 
.:· I B 10.7 61 35 1.5 2 
G 12.6 53 36 5·5 6 
II B 14.7 ~~ . ~~-5 4.5 5.5 G 12.0 4.5 3 
III B 20.3 39 4S 4 · g 
G 16.6 39 53 6 ~ 
*Reproduced from Stavrianos ( 61, p. 170). 
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An extension of the Klopfer and Margulies study was 
reported in 1943 by Kay and Vorhaus ( 31 ) who attempted 
to investigate the development of certain cognitive factors 
in personality. They presented the following data derived 
from the Rorschach records of one hundred and thirty-eight 
children, aged two to seven years which are included in 
Table II. 
The results show a · great though decreasing emphasis 
on Whole responses at each age level from two to five 
years inclusive, with almost equivalent emphasis at the 
s ix year old level. Whole responseq in turn, were divided 
into three types: ( 1) "outline 11 -- those 11 based on the 
general shape of the card, even when this outline was 
used only fairly accurately or quite inaccurately, as long 
as there still was some semblance of sinularity between 
blot features and concept features left 11 ; {2) 11 determinants 11 ' 
--
11 those which arise · from color and shading rather than 
form 11 ; {J) 11 organized 11 -- those which arousi;!d 11manipu ·-tion 
of the elements of the cards rather than from the naive, 
one-sided responsivenss to some quality of the card 11 • 
Table III lists the empirical findings in this respect. 
No clear trend was observed with regard to 11 determinant 11 
Wholes, but 11 outline 11 Wholes appeared to decrease whereas 
11 organized 11 Wholes increased with age. 
A ful~ther analysis of Whole responses divided them 
into four classes of quality according to the following 
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TABLE II 
DEVELOP:rvlENTAL RORSCHACH DATA: ('KAY AND VORHAUS) * 
Age R %W %(Df df. Dd) %( Df. d) -
Mean values 
2-2 :11 8.4 61.8 22.1 1.9 
3-3:11 10.1 70.6 . 24.9 2.8 
4-4:11 11.6 61.8 38.1 3.4 
5-5:11 15.9 55.0 4o.4 7.1 
6-6:11 19.5 46.4 51.1 10.5 
I 
*Reproduced from Kay and Vorhaus ( 31, p. 71 ). 
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I 
TABLE III 
TYPES OF WHOLE RESPONSE : I (KAY AND VORHAUS)* 
··Age %outline w %Determinant VI %organized \V 
) 
2-2:11 S2 17 1 
3-3:11 60 33 7 
4-4:11 63 23 14 
5-5 :11 62 19 19 
6-6:11 54 21 25 
*Reproduced from Kay and Vorhaus ( 31, p. 73 ). 
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criteria. : ( 1) W,l .: 11 ac cura te outline, good organization, 
and reasonable (or good) determinant responses 11 ; (2) 11 crude 11 : 
11 inaecurate or vague outline and crude determinant responses"; 
(3) "arbitrary or perseveration 11 : very poorly organized in 
terms of form level, and also perseverations based upon 
both outline and determinant;- (4-) 11 pseudo-peychotic 11 : 
"confabulations {DW), contaminations, fabulationa {the 
combini ng of t wo :eensibly interp.reted areas into a new, 
f ant ast ic concept in which the ideas are merged), and con-
fabula tory combi na tiona {dif:fl"erent parts fitting the 
concept, but the configurational relationships being 
neglected)." Table IV reports the relevant data. 
The a.u thors noted that, with increasing age, there 
was an increase in W,l, no change in 11 crude 11 W's, a decrease 
in 11 arb i trary or perseverative 11 W' s ., and an increase in 
the 11 p seudo-psychotic 11 responses . The increase in the 
latter was tentatively expla ined by the suggestion that 
11 these responses need some form of perceptual or intellec-
tual development before they ernerge. 11 
Schachtel ( 5S ) reported on a series of Rorschach 
protocols derived from the performance of one child, tested 
successively at the age of three , four, five, six, seven, 
and seven and one-half years. At three years of age, 
ninety per cent of the responses ere Whole responses and 
follo ed the "magi c repetition" pattern described by Klopfer 
and Margulies ( 33 ); a t four a nd five years, though there 
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TABLE IV 
TYPES OF WHOLE RESPONSE: II (KAY AND VORI~US)* 
Age % ·w;. % Crude W % Arbitrary % Pseudo-
or Persev W psychotic W 
2-2:11 12 20 61 7 
3-3:11 24- 24- 43 9 
4-4:11 34 27 29 10 
5-5:11 51 22 13 14-
6-6:11 55 17 15 13 
*Reproduced from Kay and Vorhaus ( 31, p . 74- ). 
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was still a strong predominance of Whole responses, other 
types began to appear . 
One of the more comprehensive reports is tha t of 
Hertz and Ebert ( 29 ) concerning the mental processes of 
six and eight year old children. The subjects used were 
two hundred and forty-t o eix year olds and two hundred 
and eight eight year olds, with slightly more girls than 
boys constituting the total sample. The mean I. Q. of 
the six year olds was one hundred and seventeen, and that 
of the eight year olds~s one hundred and twenty-four, 
clearly above average in both cases. Data were offered 
both with regard to formative percentages for location 
scores and new determina tions of the locations for large 
and rare details. Normal details for each age group we re 
determined from a frequency distribution made for the 
number of times specific areas on each card were selected. 
11 The 20th percentile was adopted as the criterion of 
normalcy and then normal details were enumerated. for each 
card and for both age groups 11 ( p. 17 ). The normative 
data are reproduced in Table V. 
Commenting on their results the authors noted that: 
11 \Vhile six year old children grasp certain large, 
common, obvious features in the objective situa-
tion, they more characteristically react to the 
whole, often uncritically and unanalytically •.. 
Eight year olds, likewise, embrace the whole of a 
situa tion on occasion, but they sho"i ability to 
analyze it into . its obvious and essential features. 
They show more capacity to react differentially 
to the oJ.fferent aspects of objective situations •.• 
From eight years on- children tenO. to become more 
analyti c and specific. 11 ( 29, p . 21 ) 
Age 
6 
g 
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TABLE V 
11 APPROACH 11 NORMS: CHILDREN (HERTZ AND EBERT)* 
R 
22 
27 
%W 
41 
27 
%D 
39 
52 
%Dr 
17 
17 
2 
4 
*Reproduced from Hertz and Ebert ( 29, p. 27 ). 
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It was also observed that approximately 90% of normal de-
tails for the six year olds are also D for the eight year 
olds; 67% of the D for the eight year olds are also D for 
the six year olds . 
Swift ( 66 ) , in 194-5, reported on a nor·mati ve study ·· 
on the Rorschach records of eighty-two :preschool children, 
ranging in age from 3:1 to 6:4. The average age was 
4- :S and the average I.~. was 124.6. She noted a median 
W% for the boys of S4-, with a range from 32 to 100; rare 
details had a median value of 16%. Sex differences in-
cluded a higher median percentage of detail responses 
amongst the girls. 
Gair ( 19 ) reported on the Rorschach characteristics 
of a group of very superior seven year old children whose 
mean I.Q. was 14-6 with a range from 135-174. Her subjects 
were all from decideEy superior socio-economic backgrounds 
and were, in addition, enrolled in special classes for 
highly gifted children. Gair observed that the superior 
seven year olds used comparatively more ~nole responses 
tha.n the Stavrianos group ( 61 ) and that the majority 
of these Whola responses were of "superior quality re-
sulting in a better intellectual picture ." 
In an extensive normative study, Ford ( 17 ) published 
the Rorschach findings of one hundred and twenty-three 
children ho were approximately equally divided with respect 
to sex and between 3:0 and 7:11 years of age . The I.Q. 
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r a nge was fr om 90 to 157 , with a mean value of 124. 
The vast majority of the children in the sample came from 
homes of p a tently high socio-economic rank. Initia lly, 
she examined her results to determine whether th~ early 
reaction pa tterns outlined by Klopfer and Margulies ( 33 ) 
could be distingui shed. In general , her findings were 
confirmatory , though ohe was able t o add a1 other nttern 
resembling the 11 moclified magic repetiti on" pattern, except 
tht.::J.t it occurred in Detail rRther than i n Whole responses . 
Table VI represents a summary of relevant data in mean 
perce ntages. 
In general , i t as noted thnt at all levels t here 
was a grea ter emphasis on detail responses a nd a progressive 
reduction of .Whole re sponses. Ford considers her resultA 
discrenant from those obtained by Klopfer an<i IV'· .rgulies 
( 33 ) who renort n relatively high incidence of preschool 
records in which % was 100 . She nntes , however, in 
comuo.rison to the r esults of normal dul t records re -
uorte<i by Rorschach, that the total number of m1o le responses 
was observed to be greater for the children. In addition, 
the author was sensitive to the d i fferences in the type 
of Whole responses given by her subjects and pointed out 
that in the very young children these responses were ap t 
to be vague and of poor quality ; further, she noted that 
11 it is extremely diffi cult to tell whether the response is 
predominantly dete rmined by the whole blot (W) or whether 
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TABLE VI 
DEVELOPMENTAL RORSCHACH DATA: (FORD)* 
Age R %W %D %Dr .%Dr,Do,s 
3 15.6 37.0 51.9 4.4 11.0 
4 16.3 3g-9 51.6 5.0 9.7 
5 17.2 33.3 58.7 4.4 g.2 
6 24.4 25.2 60.5 S.1 14.3 
7 30.6 22.S 61.9 12.0 15.3 
*Reproduced from Ford ( 17 , p. 40 ). 
I. 
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some detail is the basis of the interpretation which is 
referred by the child to the 'hole (DiV). 11 The Whole 
responses of older children were usually 11 less vague 1 
often good form 1 and sometimes clearly indicative of 
real effort to integrate the various parts of the blot 
into the response." 
In summary 1 a critical evaluation of the above 
studies reveals that characteristically they suffer from 
a variety of common faults. Firstly, no consisten~, 
t heoretical framework has been offered in the light of 
which the obtained results can be systematically viewed. 
Secondly 1 though several writers have taken cognizance 
of the fact that several qualitatively different types 
of Whole responses exist 1 these types have not been clearly 
and unequivocally defined to make possible reliable scor-
ing and, hence, the meaningful checking of results betveen 
studies. Thirdly 1 the majority of samples consist of 
children clearly above average both with respect to r· socio-
economic background and I.Q. which brings into question 
t he representativeness of the results. Lastly 1 the data 1 
for the most part 1 are not treated statistically for the 
significance of trends so that the basic meaning and 
direction of the results cannot be readily grasped. A 
recent study which successfully meets most of the above 
criticisms_ has been published by Thetford, et al. ( 67 ) 
who investigated the developmental aspects of personality 
•· 
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structure in children. Unfortunately, the results of 
t heir youngest group of children (i.e., from b:O to 9:11 
years of age ) were presented in the form of mean percen-
tages of t he combined results, thus obscuring whatever 
developmental emphases may otherwise have been brought 
out over t his span of years . 
Generally, however, reasonably consistent results 
may be adduced from the 8tudies reviewed. The protocols 
of the youngest children appear to be marked by an 
excessive emphasis on Whole responses. These Whole re sponses 
gradually seem to give way to a more prominent focusing 
on details as areas for response. Further , it has been 
observed by a number of the investigators tha t the Whole 
respons es may subsume a variety of qualitative patterns 
which, with increasing age, appea~ to result in a progres-
sive diminution of those patterns considered most 
primitive (i.e., perseverative responses, 11 pseudo-psychotic 11 
responses, etc.). From his survey of these studies, 
Hemmendinger ( 25 ) has pointed out that the general sim-
ilarities in the results "suggest that a consistent 
scoring schema, based upon clear-cut, genetically-orie nted 
thinking would pick up consistent age differences among 
children." For the groundwork in the development of such 
a schema, we shall next turn to an important contribution 
in the E1~opean literature. 
Dworetski ( 13 ), in 1939, presented a study in which 
she provided a comprehensive structural analys i s of 
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responses to the Rorschach test, buttressed by a theoretical 
framework . Specifically, she was interested in t wo things: 
'\-. 
the genetic evolution of perception and the -comparison of 
some adult types with age types. To give direction to 
her work, she set up the following hypotheses: (1) the 
type of perception (i.e., the quality and elaboration of 
forms) depends on the level of mental evolution; (2) the 
characteristic tendencies, , in perception, of certain groups 
of adults resembles the characteristics of certain age 
levels . 
The genetic aspect of her study included an analysis 
of the Rorschach responses of two hundred and forty-two 
subjects from the age of 2:4 to adulthood . The subjects 
consisted of ten children between the ages of 2:4 and 
3:6, twenty children at each half-year age level up to 
fifteen years , twenty uneducated adults, and twenty educated 
adults, approximately equally divided with regard to sex. 
In general, the sexes were equally represented in each 
group, and the analysis took no cognizance of sex differ-
ences per ~· The groups w.'!re heterogeneous v1i th regard 
to socio-economic background; no data were offered regarding 
I . Q. 
A preliminary experiment, consisting of the presenta-
tion of six ambiguous sketches, enabled the author to 
analyze reactions to the entire sketch or to a part thereof 
so as to develop a framework which was further elaborated 
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in the main part of the study. Reactions to these ske t ches 
' (e .g., a scissors, thread, and spool arranged so as to 
form the picture of a face) involved either a global view 
of t he whole (a face); the face and some of its parts; 
the parts seen separately without a face being seen; or 
a recognition of the face as being formed of its separable 
parts. Following Clapar~de, three stages of perception 
were identified: (1) 11 globalize.tion 11 -- 11 a general and 
confused view of the whole"; (2) analysis -- 11 di s tinct 
and analytical view of the parts; a nd (3) synthesis --
"synthetic recomposition of the whole wi th the knowledge 
that we have of t he parts. 11 
Distinct age trends were discerned as related t o these 
stage s of perception . Globalization remained the predom-
inant mode of perceiving the sketches up to the age of 
six to seven years, after which it decreased noticeably. 
Analytical vision reached its culmina tion between ten to 
fifteen years . Synthetic recomposition of parts was most 
pronounced wi th adults. Dworetski noted that 11 the capacity 
to perceive a fi gure in two diff erent ways and to seize 
therein t wo eeparate views increases in direct proportion 
with age. In ot her words, the perceptive structure becomes 
more plastic with age ." 
With regard to the a nalysis of. . the Rorschach data 
themselves, Dworetski observed a predominance of Whole 
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responses amongst the youngest children. The W% decreased 
f a irly consistently to the nine to ten year old level, 
after which it again began to rise. At the adult level 
the total emphasis on Wnole responses was still less than 
that demonstrated by the two to five year old children. 
Dd% increased gradually to an apical point at the five to 
seven year old level and then decreased. The decrease 
was not progressive in character since the older age 
groups of children and the cultured adults shoved compara-
tively the same Dd emphasis. D% increased to its highest 
point at the seven to ten year old level where W% was 
lowest; it then decreased slightly. In summary of her 
results, Dworetski reduced the typical development to a 
sequence of emphases on W, then Dd, then D, then W again. 
Besides noting the evoultion ~n the use of each of 
the location scores (i.e., W, D, and Dd), Th~oretski traced 
out the qualitative development of each one. The Whole 
responses of the you~gest children were divided into 
four types of "syncretic" perception-- i.e., primitive 
globalization. (1) The most primitive type occurs when 
the blot is merely grasped as a figure on a background 
without taking into account the particular form of the 
blot. Characteristically, when the first blot is inter-
preted in this fashion, this response is strongly persev-
erated. (2) The grey shading of the blot yields a 
diffused impression "associated with an object of hardly 
,I 
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defined form 11 -- i.e., clouds. (3) The overall shape 
of the blot leads to global, schematic vision. Dworetski 
notes, in this type of W'.aole response, that 11 details are 
absorbed by the Whole; although playing a precise role 
in its determination, they remain unperceived in themselves 
Here, the recognition of a familiar object plays an im-
portant part. 11 (4) Global responses built on the para 
~ toto principle. Such responses involve either the 
confusion of a partial form with the whole or the evocation 
of a global percept solely on the basis of a recognizable 
part (i.e., the response 11 house 11 to Card I because the 
white spaces are windows). Whereas the two most primitive 
forms of Whole response decrease rapidly vYi th incr easing 
chronological age, scheme. tic W• s are considered character-
istic of t he normal young child a nd deerease markedly after 
seven years of age. The pars Q!Q toto Whole response is 
most prominent fr•om two to five years. Common to all 
these primitive Whole responses , it should be noted, is 
the child 1 s inability to separate the blots into parts 
and recombine them. 
The incidence of small details ,·hich appeared to 
follow the developmental pattern of the primitive global-
izations vas considered as a notably primitive type of 
ana l ysis and not comparable qualitatively to the small 
details used by adults, the l a tter being better elaborated 
and less schematic . Certa in typica l Dd reactions 'tJere 
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identi f ied: (1) numerous, small details of equivalent 
f orm (e. g. , 11point 11 ) are interpreted in a stereotyped 
fashion; ( 2) schema tic conceptions may dominate the per-
cept (e.g., everything long is a 11 stick 11 ); (3) the form 
itself may be noted (e. g., 11 line 11 ). A further type is 
rela ted to tactile perception (e.g., a small detail may 
evoke t he remark, 11 it hurts 11 ). 
Preceding the analysis of superior details, the 
author pointed to an 11 easy 11 or primitive D which is given 
t o the variously colored parts of the blots in a syncretic, 
schema tic, and global fashion. Superior Detail responses 
were rare up to the age of seven years, a nd then gradually 
increa sed. The interpretation of superior Details was 
seen to be difficult for children because (1) it is 
difficult to separate the detail from the totality of the 
blot; (2) t he 11 specific quality of the area is not dis-
tinctly perceived by young children who perceive more 
schematically"; ( 3) if an area has already av.rakened an 
interpretation in the child's mind, it is difficult for 
t h e child to deta ch himself from the first perception 
and produce another. This involves the a forementioned 
problem of plasticity in the perceptual structure. 
Superior Whole responses were diviaed into four cate-
gories: (1) bilateral Vfuoles -- for _example, Card III 
interpreted as 11 two men doing something"; (2) combined 
Wholes -- t he details of the blot a re combined under one, 
l 
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unifying percept; {3) superior, schema tic Wholes -- based 
on the genera l outline (e.g., 11 crown 11 on Card I); (4) 
impressionistic Wholes -- responses which take cognizanc~ 
of the colors (e.g., 11 g:ew;eer. with pink stones around 11 on 
Card IX). Mediocre W' s were noted incidentally as found 
commonly in the records of uncultured adults whereas 
cultured adults focused on superior W' s. Dworetski emphasized, 
in conclusion, that combined Whole responses offered the 
clearest examples of perceptual evolution since they in-
volved 11 the analysis and synthesis of form into the logical 
relationship~ involved." 
In a later section of her study, Dworetski went on to 
cite the similarities between the perceptual functioning 
of a group of twenty schizophrenics and that of children. 
Parallels existed in terms of the usage of vague, syn-
cretic \Vhole responses along with the tendency to perseverate 
responses. Other comparable features were the use of 
primitive, .. small detail ' responses, including the tactile 
type, and, in addition, the abrupt and unpredictable 
alternation of Whole responses and small details. Schizo-
phrenics differed from children, however, in the retention 
of a generally superior level of perception and association; 
their records, hence, included both ma ture and immature 
features. 
Dworetski ' s comprehensive, genetic approach to percep-
tion as well as her use of the Rorschach results as a means 
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of investigating the relationships between the findings 
in psychop~thology and perceptual activity in its developing 
phases was of central importance to the work of Friedman ( 18 ). 
Focusing his attention upon the formal, structural aspects 
of perception , he compared the Rorschach records of three 
to five year old children, catatonic and hebephrenic 
schizophrenics, and a group of normal adults . For this 
purpose he developed a scoring schema for location responses, 
based upon the findlngs of DWDretski and explicitly framed 
within the theoretical, genetic formulations advanced by 
Werner ( 72 ). Friedman hypothesized that the schizophrenic 
group would show a genetically lower functioning in the 
structural aspects of their perception which would 
parallel that of children without being identical to it. 
From the theoretical rationale for his schema, he proceeded 
to divide the individual scores in terms of genetically 
1 
mature and genetically immature and demonstrated that 
there were signifi cant ly more genetically immature scores 
earned by the children than by the adults; further , that 
the perceptual patterning of schizophrenics was more 
closely allied to tha t of children than it was to adults. 
Hence , Friedman, impressed by the methodological direction 
of Dworetski 1 s study, successfully met an important short-
coming of her work by advancing a comprehensive and reliable 
1 The details of arriving at the individual scores 
according to this schema are carefully :elaborated in the 
following chapter. 
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scoring schema, explicated within a theoretical framework. 
In a study which was directed towar d quantitatively 
investigating the conc ept of development as an unfol~ing 
sequence of increasing differentiation and integration, 
as defined by Werner ( 72 ), Hemmendinger ( 25 ) was able 
to test Friedman ' s scoring sch ema in terms of its capacity 
to reflect genetic levels of perceptual functioning . His 
work. c onslsted of a structural analys i s of the Ror•schach 
records of one hundred and ninety •rhi te, male, American-
born sub jects of average intelligence , including thirty 
re cords of normal adults bet veen the ages of twenty to 
forty years , and one hundred and sixt y records of children 
in each of eight one year a ge levels from three to eleven 
years . In terms of Friedman ' s schema , those percepts 
reflecting amorphous, formless, confabulatory, or minus 
reactions in Whole or Us ual Detail areas were considered 
"' 
i mma ture or genetically low. Conversely, pe rcepts reflecting 
an a cute different i at ion of areas into wholes or sub-wholes, 
or those involving the fusion of separate areas to make 
a whole in which t he parts have clearly di scer•nible roles 
were considered mature or genetical l y high . 
In general, Hen~endinger ' s re s~lts indica ted that 
those s cores which Friedma n had proposed as genetically 
mature became increasingly more frequent in t he records 
of the older age children and adults ; on the other hand , 
the proposed genetica lly i mmatur e s cores t ended t o become 
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ei t her progressively less frequent in occurrence or to 
drop ·out altogether , with increasing chronological age . 
He concluded that 11 the youngest children are Whole-perceivers; 
the oldest children are detail-perceivers; and an inter-
media~e group, the six to eight year olds, are small 
detail perceivers ." Although his specific age groups 
differed somewhat from those of Dworetski , his findings 
repeated her descripti on of the genetic patterning of 
perception as proceeding from a relative emphasis on 
Whole responses to Rare Detail responses , to Normal De-
t a il responses, to Whole r.esponses again. It was con-
cluded that perceptual development proceeds from a stage 
of rela tive undifferentiatedness involving little inte-
grative effort , to an adul t condition of integration and 
synthesis of parts into wholes . 
The principles of development proposed by Werner ( 72 ) 
as 1 ell a s the capacity of t.he scoring schema utili zed 
faithfully to reflect thes e l aws appears to be reasonably 
well substantiated . It is thus evident t hat the genetic 
sequences which have been traced out ,x.;i th varying degrees 
of certitude throughout this extensive review do appear 
in the Rorschach protocols,', of children and can be accurate-
ly and reliably measured. · 
B. Rorschach Studies of Psychoneurotics In view 
of the limited attention which has as yet been paid in the 
literature to Rorschach studies dealing wi t h psychoneurotics, 
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a review of such data must most properly be of a summary 
character . In general , the investigations reported have 
been marked by a lack of systematic and quantitative pro-
cedures directed toward ascertaining whether the psycho-
neuroses, taken individually or collectively, give con-
sistently unique and discriminate Rorschach patterns. The 
large majority of available studies give the results of 
empirical clinical observation or present and discuss 
illuminating individual cases ( 5, 59). A group of re-
l a ted studies have appeared which are concerned with the 
development, application, and evaluation of the so-called 
11 neurotic signs 11 , which are felt to occur significantly 
more often in this psychiatric grouping than in any other 
contrasting or control gro~p ( 22, 23, 41, 54, 55, 56 ). 
The products of this work have not found extensive acceptance 
since the objective findings do not lend themselves 
to incorporation within a cohesive, theoretical framework. 
Furthermore, the discriminatory value of the 11 signs 11 , 
despite progressive efforts at reworking and refinement, 
has been questioned by many workers ( 23, 2S, 43 ). 
It is, nevertheless, possible to note certain general 
emphases in the literature which describe the perceptual 
responses of psychoneurotic individuals. Bochner and 
Halpern ( 6 ) and Rapaport ( 49 ) have reported that the 
psychoneurotic group as a whole is inclined to de-emphasize 
responses which embrace the totality of a blot configuration 
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but prefer to focus their attention upon Usual and Rare 
Deta ils of the blots as areas for response. This obser-
vation has also b&en recorded by Schafer ( 59 ) with par-
ticular reference -to the perceptual efforts of conversion 
hysterics and phobic patients . In the case of the anx iety 
reactions, it is a common finding .• that the effects of 
the tension state serve1. to constrict perceptual activi;ty 
by directing it toward ~he apprehension of readily per-
ceived parts of stimuli ( 5, 6, 32 ). The perceptual 
empha sis upon rare and unusual stimulus-details as foci 
fo r reaction is particularly prominent amongst the 
obsessive-compulsive neurotics ( 5, 49, 59 ). 
Though a regularly elicited pattern of perceptual 
phenomena from the Rorschach protpcol s of psychoneurotic 
subjects has not been uniformly established as yet, such 
is not the case with the schizophrenics. Observations 
on their protocol s have revealed certain almost unvarying 
trends: an emphasis upon Whole responses in general 
and , particularly , Whole responses of inferior and bizarre 
quality ( 6, 32, 49, 52 ). In this regard, Kbpfer ( 32 ) 
has also pointed to the existence of close parallels 
bet •een the perceptual characteristics of schizophrenics 
and those of young children. This relationship has re-
ceived quantitative expression in the studies of Dworetski 
( 13 ) and Friedman ( 18 ). It is, therefore, to be noted 
that there has been no definitive report of the occurrence 
of these bizarre arid 11 childlike 11 perceptual qualities in 
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the Rorschachrecords of the psychoneurotics. The more 
pronounced rapport with reality of these patients , it 
may be assumed , militates aga1nst the emergence of such 
forms of perceptual response. 
In summary, the unsystematj.zed nature of Rorschach 
findings regarding the perceptual performance of psycho-
neurotics makes possible merely the description of certain 
recurrent trends. Briefly, the evidence points to a 
relat ive restriction of their perceptual responses to 
details of stimulus config~rations. With the exception 
of the obsessive-compulsive group, these details are of 
the common, readily perceived type rather than the rare 
and unusual type. Further, psychoneurotics have not been 
reported to reveal the type of perceptual phenomena 
consistently produced by schizophrenic subjects and char-
acteristic of young children. Thus, from a genetic point 
of view, psychoneurotic percept ion may tentatively be said 
to con s ist of a high proportion of fractionated (differ-
entiated) respo.nses and to be better in quality than tha t 
of young children. 
IV. GENERAL RESUME OF PROBLEM 
The definition and nosological status of the psycho-
neurotic reaction types has long been a source of oontro-
versy in clinical psychiatry . Nevertheless, it has been 
a common observation amongst clinicians that these disorders 
-- - -. ~- .. 
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the obsessive-compulsive type ex cepted, maintain a rela tive-
ly high degree of formal rapport ·with reality, yet less 
than that displayed by normal adults . The purnose of 
the present study is to investigate this clinical notion 
in terms of an analysis of the perceptual functioning in 
certa in psychoneurotic disorders as comp~red with that of 
a group of normal adults and of ~au~ groups of children 
at differing age levels. 
The t heoretical formulations of Werner provide a 
genetic framework within which the quantitative results 
of this study may be comprehended. Specifically, he has 
posited that the effects of psychopathology serve to 
interfere with perception in the direction of a decrease 
or inhibition of differentiation and integration. Path-
ological perceptual functioning may accordingly be looked 
upon as t he combination of genetically early and genetically 
late percep tual qualities in which there is a le sser emphas is 
upon the dominance of the late qualities. Thus, the 
hypothesis has been advanced that the structural aspects 
of the perceptual functioning of peychoill.eurotics consists 
of an admixture of genetically early and genetically l a te 
features in which there will be a lesser proportion;!Of the 
genetically late features than is displayed by normal 
adults. It was, further, hypothesized that the perceptual 
functio ning of psychoneurotics, while failing to reach the 
normal adult standard , would nevertheless correspond closely 
to those perceptual qualities typical of a fairly advanced 
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level of the genetic scale . 
The genetic aspect of this investigation will , in 
part, follow the methodological design charted by a previous 
research which has allied schizophrenic pel"ceptual activity 
with that of children, aged three to five years, in 
accordanc~ with a scoring schema capable of reflecting 
genetic levels of perceptual structurization . The Rorschach 
test is to be employed in this context solely as a •perceptual 
stimulus; it provides the advantage of making possible 
the collection of perceptual data from a wide range of 
age groups with the same material. 
.. 
CHAPTER III 
:MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The Rorschach technique is utilized in t his study 
purely as a means of investigating the formal or structural 
aspects of perception, in contrast to its customary appli-
cation as a projective personality test. Rorschach 
protocols have been collected on one hundred and fifty-
three subjects, including thirty psychoneurotic patients; 
t hirty normal adults; thirty children, aged three to five 
years; twenty children, aged seven yearR; twenty-one 
children, aged nine years; and t wenty-two children, aged 
ten years . The records of the normal adults and· the three 
to five year old children were originally gathered by 
Friedman for purpo·ses of his study ( 1~ ) • All other 
records were obtained by the author. In each case the 
s t andard Rorschach series was individually a dministered 
according to a uniform procedure. 
I. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL POPULATIONS 
(A) The Adult Groups: Psvchoneurotic and· Normal 
Control. All sub j ects in the adult groups are white, 
native-born, American males between the ages of twenty 
to forty years. An effort was directed toward making the 
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groups compar able in terms of age distribution , intelli-
gence , and educational background . Extreme s in intelli-
gence , i. e . , I.Q. scores belov eight y- five or~ above one 
hundred and twenty , were ruled out . 
rrhe normal control group con Cli st s of t1 enty-four 
employees from t h e various administra tive, supDl y , and 
medic 1 s ervices of a general hospital a nd six employees 
of a nearby manufa cturing concern. It v•a R established by 
interviev that none oft hese subjects had a previous history 
of , or treatme~t for , p sych i atric or ma jor medica l diffi -
culties . Intell i gence s cores were derive ~ in t we nty ca ses 
from the Vocabul · ry subtest of the 1916 Sta nford - Bi ne t 
Test of Intelligence, and , in t en cases , b y the Oti s Self-
A6.min i s tering Test of Menta l Ability , Higher Exami nation, 
For•m A . 
The psychoneurotic pa tient group was obtained a t a 
Genera l 1i1edi c~3 l and Surgical Hospital of the Veterans 
Administr tion . E ch pa tient was select ed on the basis 
of 8. final dischar ge summary \l!'i tten a.t t h e termination 
of h i s sta in the hospit a l . This summar y represented a 
c omoendiurn of t he salient medic .. 1 , s ocio- e conomic ; a nd 
psychological fe a tures of the ca Re , along with the estab-
lished psychiatri c d i agnosis . In order not to bias t he 
sele c t _on of t he sampl e , the summ rie s of a ll pc>.tient s 
referred to the Clinic 1 Psychology Service over the pas t 
several years f or uurp oses of persona lity evalu8t ion were 
sequenti lly reviewed a ccording to the date of testing . 
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Cases were not c0nsiaered suitable for inclusion in this 
study i n those insta nces where the usychiatri c opinion was 
of ne cessity qu., lified by certain factors which cou16. mili-
t ate against the clear and unequivocal establish~ent of the 
paychoneurot ic diagnosis . For example , cases such as the 
follo·ing iere ruled out on the basis of certain vitiating 
considerations: (1'1- ·) a patient had received a minor head 
injury while in service , occasioning question as to the 
org~nic effect of this trauma upon hi s psychoneurotic 
disorder; (b) in nn earlier hospitalization elsewhere , 
a uatient was reported to he.ve experienced transient 
psychotic- like episodes~ hich could be neither suitably 
confi r med nor den ied in terms of the evi ence a t hand . 
Following t he above procedures of select ion , the first 
thirty a ccept ble cases reviewed were included in the 
ps ych on8urotic sample of t his study . Their ou ecific di-
agnostic ch r acter is as follo' s: anxi ety neuroses , 
tnent y ca ses ; conversion hysteri , six c ses ; d issociative 
reactions , one cas e ; and phobic disorder , t hree cases . 
Intelligence test ratings were a vai l able for each 
ca se: seven subje cts had been examined by the ~echsler­
Bellevue Intelligence Sc le; nineteen subjects by a. 
\•liaely known Rbbrevil. t ion of the We chsler Scale , the 
VIBS Sc le (i . e. , the Voc bul ry , Informa tion , Block 
Design , ~nd Similaritie s subteAts) ; and f our subjects by 
the Otis Self-Admini stering Test of I~Iental Abill ty , Hi gher 
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Examination, Form A. The utilization of differing measures 
of intelligence in this investigation was d ictated by the 
pressures of available testing time and by the preference 
of individual examiners for particular brief tests of 
intelligence. All measures employed are, however , well 
known, widely used , and reasonably comparable . 
Statistical:·· analysis by means of the T-test revealed 
no significa nt di fferences between the t wo adult groups 
in ter ms of chronological age a nd intelligence . Chi 
Square investigation of the years of education similarly 
revealed no significant difference, though a trend was 
observed in the direction of a somewhat higher education 
level amongst the normal adul ts-- i.e., the Chi Square 
yielded a P-value between the 10% and 5% levels of 
significance . 
One mi ght describe the typical member of theadult 
groups as average or, more likely, high average in intell-
i gence, bet een twenty to forty years of age, possibly 
a hi gh school graduate but almost certainly with some 
high school educa tion, and a skilled or semi-skilled 
workman . Table VII contains the range, mean, and median 
for both groups in years of age , I.Q., and years of 
education . 
(B) The Children's Grouns All subje.cts in the 
children's groups arevhite , native-born, American males, 
TABLE VII 
AGE, INTELLIGENCE, AND EDUCATION OF THE PSYCHONEUROTIC AND NORMAL 
ADULT GROUPS 
-
Age 
--
I nte111gence __ Quotient Ecluca t1onal Level 
. 
Psycho- Psycho~ '; --: Psycho-
neurotic Normal neurotic Normal neurotic Normal 
Mean 29.6 29 .4 107.0 104.9 10.5 12.4 
Median 31.0 29 .o 105.5 106.0 11.5 12 .0 
Range 20-4o 22-40 91-120 SS-120 6-16 10-16 
IJl 
Cl'l 
I 
·,. 
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r a nging in age from three years to ten years and eleven 
• < 
months. For p urposes of this study the three to five year 
olds a re considered ·as a group with separate groups at the 
seven, nine, and ten year old levels. An a ttempt was made 
to have the various groups comparable in terms of intelli-
gence and of the age distribution in months at each chron-
ological lever. Extremes in intelligence -- i.e., I.Q~ 
scores below eighty-five or above one hundred and twenty--
were, Just a s with the adults, ciliminated. 
The records of the three to five ye ar old children 
were obtained in two nursery schools (twenty-one cases) 
and in a day nursery (nine cases). Interview with each 
child 1 s teacher determined as far as po ssible that the 
subjects were normal, healthy children. Each child was 
seen twice : on the first day, an abbreviated schedule 
of the 1937 Revision of the Stanford-Binet Test of 
Intelligence was administered; on the second day, the 
Rorschach test. 
The records of the three older groups of children 
were co l lected· at two elementary schools. From general 
informat ion folders on each child 1 s background , as well 
as interviews with the t eachers, it was possible to elim~ 
inate those chi ldren who were noticeably deviant in their 
classroom behavior, carne from either extreme of the socio-
economic range, were being treated for or had been treated 
-fo r important ph;'{Sical or psychological di s turba nces, or 
were grossly out of grade with respect to their age . In 
the case of the seven year olds, intell i gence ratings 
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were establ ished by means of the New California Short-
Form Tes t of Mental Maturity , 1947 edition ; this test 
WEt S administered by the author to t he chilcl ren i n small 
groups , generally wi t h the assistance of the classroom 
teacher . For the nine and ten year olds, intell i gence 
estimates had previously been determined from the 
Kuhlman-Anderson Test of Intelligence, fifth edit~on , 
Grade s III and IV. The various measures of · intell igence 
ap9lied to the children 1 s groups are all popularly employed 
and considered to be reasonably comparable • 
.•.. 
Analysis of variance s howed no si gnificant difference 
. . 
in I.Q. among the groups of children. Similarly , Chi 
Square tnvestigation of the age distribution at each 
chronologi ca l level revealed no significant differences. 
Table VIII contains the relevant data . 
Records\~re gathered from groups of children at t hose 
age lev~~s (i . e ., three to . ·five years , seven years, and 
t en years) most likely to show expectable changes in the 
genet ic patterning of perception. The experimenta l finding s 
of bworetski ( 13 ) and Hemmendinger ( 25 ) served as the 
primary basis for selecting the age groups to be examined. 
The inc l usion of a nine year old group in addition to the 
ten year olds ''.ras guided by t he author's prediction , based 
upon the literature and experimental findings already 
reviewed, that close correspondence to the perceptual 
responses of t he psychoneurotic group v:ould most likely be 
TABLE VIII 
INTELLIGENCE AND AGE DISTRIBU'riON AT EACH Ch'RONOLOGICAL LEVEL 
MJONGST THE CHILDRENS 1 GROUPS 
Intelligence Q_uotle_nt Age 
Age Group Mean .Median Range Mean · Median 
3 - 5 years 104.9 106 .0 ~~-120 4:2 4 :2 
7 years 104.7 . 101.5 85-120 7:6 7=7 
9 years 102 . 1 104 .0 S5-115 9:6 9 :7 
Range 
3 :0-5 :3 
7:2-7:11 
9:1- 9 :11 
-10 years 104.2 102 . 5 ~S-120 10:5 10 :5 10:1-10:10 
0" 
....,. 
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found a t these genetic levels. A broader range of infor-
mation than that gained . from the percep tua l performance 
of but one of these two age groups was thus deemed des~rable. 
II. l'v1ETHOD OF RORSCHACH ADMINISTRATION 
( A) Admin1stration to Adult Groups. The standard 
Rorschach plates were used in individual administration 
according to the recommendations of Beck ( 4 ). An inquiry 
was conducted after free associations were given to the 
entire ten card series . The initial instructions v,ere 
as f ollows : "I am going to sho you a series of ten 
card.s . Look at each card a nd. tell me whatever you see on 
it, whatever it suggests to you. When you have finished 
with a card, put it down at some convenient place on t he 
desk." If the subject gave only one response to the 
first ca rd, and then began to put it down he was told: 
11 Most people see more than one thing on this card . See 
if you are able to . 11 No further encouragement or urging 
was utilized throughout the course of the testing. Subjects 
were free to ask questions but were answered in a non-
committal fashion in order not to bias the rela tively 
undetermined conditions under which the test ia administered. 
No ar bitrary limit was set with regard to the permissible 
number of responses to be produced . 
When the free association was completed, instr.uctions 
were given as fol l ows: 11 You did a fine job. Now I want 
to review your responses so that I can see them the way 
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you saw them. Tell me where you saw them a nd what there 
wa s about the card that suggested them to you. 11 Inquiry 
was then begun with Card I. 
(B) Administrat ion to Children's Gro!d:Q.§.. The standard 
Rorschach test was administered individually to each of 
the selected children~ Several modifications of the 
adult administrative technique ere introduced, directed 
by the particular needs of the children in the testing 
situation. With a view to ~ard shortening and simplifying 
the test requirements, intnoductory instructions were : 
11 I have some cards with me 'with pictures on them. Can 
you tell me all the things they look like'? 11 Encouragement 
was used generously and frequently to keep the child ' s 
motivations at a high level. A uniform alteration of 
the inquiry procedure was also considered advisable. 
In order to deal ith the relative distractibility and 
easily ar.o.uSed ennui of the child, the inquiry was con-
ducted imnediately after the child finished responding 
to a card when his responses were still fres h in his 
mind. Any form of suggestive statements on the part of 
the examiner was , as in the case of the adults, carefully 
avoided . 
III. THE SCORING SCHEMA 
(A) General Comments Qll the -Method of Analysis The 
main body of scoring symbols represent mod ifications of 
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the location scoreR proposed by Beck ( 4 ). These symbols 
attem-ot , in a succinct e.nd reliable fashion, to single out the 
formal or s tructural asnec t s of each perceptual response to 
the ink blot s . They go beyond a mere deta i l ing of the snecific 
a r ea of t he blot in which t he subject located h i s percep t to 
examine t h e qua lity of the differentia ting and i n tegr a tive nro-
cedures r eve a_led and the extent to which the<Re were employed. . 
'rhe scoring schema, t hus , is designed to r e f ltact the broad 
r ange of perce· tual structuriza tion, r anging from the simple , 
gro sc. responses to · t hose baR ed upon a well articula ted and 
highly integrated sequence of r eactions. 
The central i mp etus f or the development of t he scoring 
s chema was derived from the observations of numerous workers , 
notabl y Beck ( 4 ), Rapaport { 49 ), Klopfer { 32 ), and 
Dworetski { 13 ) to t he effect tha t t he bare l oca tion s core s 
f a iled to t ake into a ccount the many importa nt auali tative 
fe a tures of perceptua l functioni ng implicit in each Rorscha ch 
resnonse . The present ~ystem of scoring symbols, which 
makes poss ible t he explora tion of thes e qual itative ·ohenomena , 
v·as , in l ar ge measure, constructed a nd successfully utilized 
by Friedma n ( 1e ) . Certa in acidi tiona l s cores 'l'.rere introduced 
by l a t er investigators ( 25, 46, 60 ) in accordance with the 
description of diff erent types of Rare Detail (Dd ) resnonses 
originally sketched out by D ".'oretski ( 13 ) • 
- f:fj -
(B) The Scoring Categories In the development 
of the scoring system it was necessary to take into 
account the demand value ··of the individual blots, i . e ., 
the relative capacity of specific blots to draw·· out 
certain types of responses .. from subjects more eas ily 
than do others. For example , it has been founa generally 
that those blots whose total configuration appears 
rela tively indivisible are more easily responded to as 
a whole than are the blots composed of discrete and 
disjointed parts; further, such easily organized blots , 
when reacted to by an analysis into and recombination of 
its component parts involves a high level of perceptv.al 
structurization . 
In order to extract these perceptual qualities , 
the series of Rorschach cards were divicled into the 
11 BROKEN 11 blots and the 11 UNBROKEN 11 blots . Following 
Friedman ' s criteria , the distinction between the two 
types of blots was given as follows ( 13 ) : 11A 1 BROKEN ' 
blot is considered one in which the whi te background 
completely surrounds a Usual Detail (D); the white back-
ground isolates a major portion of a Usual Detail from 
the remainder of the blot; or, where a major portion of 
the white background i ntervenes betw·een the two lateral 
halves of the total blot. Thus, Car~I, IV, V, Vl, and 
IX were conside red UNBROKEN~ and Cards II, III , VII , 
VIII, and X were considered BROKEN." Certain scores , 
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hence , were possible only on BROKEN cards, others only 
on UNBROKEN cards; these will be described in the de-
tailed examination of the scoring schema. 
The criteria for the whole (W), usual detail (D), 
• 
and rare detail (Dd ) locations were those proposed by 
Beck. Evaluation of the form-quality of ea ch response 
as adequate {f) or inadequate (-) were based on Beck's 
recently published norms ( 4 ). Judgments of the relative 
adequacy of the responses not listed by Beck were determined 
from Hertz's frequency tables ( 27 ). 
In addition to the scoring categories based upon a 
formal analys is of loca tion scores, certR.in scores were 
de veloped in which the contentual aspects of the responses 
were of more direc~ significance. These scores stemmed, 
first, from the recognition that a strict consideration 
. of the structural fea tures .- of a perceptual reaction, 
.!ipart from its contentual aspects_, representeda:··highly 
useful', albeit artifici al, distinction . An admixture 
of structure and content is present in every percept. 
Certain contents, for example, imply a defin.i te kind of 
as so cia ted structure . Responses such as 11 water 11 , 11 sky 11 , 
or 11 paint 11 are necessarily vague and amorphous in 
structure, and generally independent of speci :t' ic form-
boundedness; they are determined basically by the color 
and shading of the stimulus. Secondly, in assaying the 
··- - structure.l adequacy of a given response, it is the content 
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of the response which enables one to judge whether or 
not it matches t he stimulus (blot) configuration. Hence, 
in dealing with all scores we must, at least in part, 
t ake cognizance of their contentual features . 
In summary, it should be noted that the criteria for 
evaluation or the perceptual material include: {1) the 
manner of arrangement, or l a ck of arrangement of the 
parts; (2) the goodness of the match between the response 
and the blot configuration (Ff, F-); (3) certain non-
formal , contentual categories. 
The full system of scoring categories will be described 
' 
on the following pages . For each score the definition 
and psy chological rationale wi l l be presented along with 
representative examples taken from the data. of this study. 
The W and D categories will be treated first, foll owed 
by the Dd categories and those responses in which the 
contentual aspects .are ,highlighted. In general, the order 
of present a tion reflects a genetic course: scores which 
are assumed to include genetically late qualities (i.e., 
combinatory ana mediocre responses ) are succeeded by 
t hose assumed to involve genetically early qualities 
(i.e., vague, minus, confabulatory, and amorphous responses). 
This division is based essentially upon the definitions 
of the various scores formulated by Friedma.n ( 18 ) in 
terms of Werner ' s theoretical framework ( 72 ) as well 
as from the recent empirical verification of the genetic 
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ba sis of these definitions in Hemmendinger 1 s study ( 25 ). 
(1) The Whole-response scores 
Yf:t.i 11 A response in which a unitary, UNBROKEN 
blot is perceptually analyzed and reintegrated into a 
well-di fferentiated unifying whole of discrete contents" 
( lS ) . · i The requirements for this score involve the 
differentiation of an unbroken blot which is ordinarily 
perceived as a simple and uncomplicated whole into dis-
crete components, the attribution of contents to these 
components, a~d their integration into a unified per-
cept whose form, implied by its contents, matches the 
blot configuration. Such responses can occur only on 
Cards I, IV, V, VI, and IX. A highly sophisticated form 
of perceptual structurization appears to be involved 
since these responses require a considerable degree of 
differentiation as well as the subor dination of parts 
to the overall , unifying whole. 
Examples: 
Card V (normal adult): . 11 A man dressed up in 
a grasshopper suit on skates -- the finale of 
a show and there ' s two girls resting in his 
arms . 11 
Card IV (psychoneurotic): "Looks like one 
of them big gorillas you see in the movies 
like King Kong ••• sitting on a stool." 
Card IV (ten year old.): "Well, this could 
be a scarecrow -- his legs, his ar ms , and a 
pole. to hold him up in the back. 11 
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!£ : 11 A response in 'hich all the discrete 
portions of a BROKEN blot are combined into a unifying 
whole a nd in vhich the specific form implied in the 
content matches the blot 11 { lS ) • In this case,the 
perceiver is f aced with an already broken blot and pro-
ceeds to relate the component pe.rts by ascribing one or 
more contents to it. The added contents may be highly 
elabora tive. This score can be earned only on Cards 
II, III, VII, VIII, and X. It represents a type of 
Whole response described by Rapaport { 49 ) as the 11 W,l 11 , 
by Dworetski ( 13 ) as the 11 bilateral and combined 
v1hole s 11 , and by Beck ( 4 ) as the 11 organized W. 11 To 
merit the score, the subject must integra te discrete 
blot a rea s, whether he assigns to them one unifying 
content or a number of related contents. W~, like 
W~~' is thus seen to involve organ iza tional effort. 
Examples : 
Card II {normal adult) : 11 Two fellows at a 
bar toasting each other." 
Card VIII {psychoneurotic): 11 The whole thing 
might be a crest of some sort, a f amily 
crest or a seal. 11 
Card X {nine year old): 11 All kinds of 
animals and birds. 11 
!!!!!. : 11 An ordinary, mediocre, common response in 
which the gross outline and articulation of an UNBROKEN 
·- blot are taken into account so that the snecific form 
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implied in the content matches the blot-- i.e., is 
scored Ff 11 ( 18 ). This category includes t he more 
commonljr achieved Whole responses, including many of the 
popular W1 s. Though these responses may be highly 
elaborated in terms of shading, color, movement, etc., 
it is primarily the outline form of the entire blot that 
determines its use as the area for response. Hence, 
Wm may be considered genetically late in terms of Werner ' s 
formulat ions uhich require that such perceptions involve 
discrete and articulated structure. 
Exa.mple s : 
Card V (normal adult): 11 A bat. 11 
Card I (psychoneurotic): 11 Could possibly 
resemble- a mask, a mask of some sort . 11 
Card VI (seven year old): 11 A turtle. 11 
'!f.Y : 11 A vague response in which there is a 
diffuse , general impression of the blot. Although some 
form element is present , it is of such unspecific nature 
that a~most any perceived form is adequate to encompass 
the content 11 ( 18 ). Many such responses may be deter-
mined primarily by features of the blot other tha n 
form (i.e., color, movement, etc.), ·:: though some form 
element is always present; in addition , the unspecific 
character of the percept itself usual ly results in a 
p lus scoring , but occasional minuses are encountered. 
Basica lly, this type of response may be given to any 
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blot area. Vfuile it is most properly classified amo~gst 
the genetically e arly ca tegories, in view of its diffuse 
percep tual na.ture, Vague responses appear, nevertheless, 
to represent a t least a beginning concern for form and 
structure that has a minimal shape - requirement; in t his 
sense, it may point to a transitional step between the 
l a ck of apprecia tion of form to the complex integra tions 
of di screte forms witnessed in the Vlff responses. 
Examples: 
Card IX ( noi·mal adult): 11 An airv:lew of the 
countryside." 
Card II (psychone]:1rotic): 11 Could be just 
smears of paint on an artist ' s easel . 11 
Ca rd I (nine year old): 11 It looks something 
J.ike a design." 
Yf=.. : 11 A response in which the con tent produced 
requires a definite, specific form which is not ·pnovided 
by the blot." ( l S ) These responses do not meet the 
criteria of goodness of match b.etween blot and percept 
based upon Beck '. s revised tables and Hertz ' s tables . 
Such responses may be scored on all cards. In this 
instance, t he subject is apparently reacting to the 
definite shaoe of the blot . The difficulty with his 
percept is that it does not accord "\Vi th conventional 
adult perception. In Werner t s terms ( 72 ) primitive 
percep tion is characterized as syncretic-diffuse, a blend 
of motor- affective , sensory, and imaginal inner conditions 
... 
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leading to a highly personalized view of the world . As 
Friedman ( 13 ) has pointed out , "ayncretic perception 
implies that such inner conditions will lead to inter-
pretations different from those typically given by a 
normal adult population." If the match between blot 
and percept is inaccurate , then a syncretic type of 
perception is in&icated . 
Examples : 
Card IV (normal adult) : 11 A horeshoe crab . 11 
Card I (psychoneurotic) : "Could be the 
shape of a bug- ridden leaf that the cater-
pillars had got at . 11 
Card V (seven year old) : 11 I know what the 
whole thing is - - a fly - - or maybe a bumble-
bee . 11 
DW : The co nfabulatory response , originally 
defined by Rorschach (52 ): 11A single detail , more 
or less clearly perceived, is used as the basis for the 
interpretation of the whole pi c ture, giving very little 
consideration to the other parts of the figure . 11 Two 
types of responses may be d.elineated in thi s cat~gory : 
(1) where the detail perceived determine s the whole ; 
(2) the whole is identified with a detai l . Such re-
sponses may be scored on all car<is . This type of pe r -
ception has been recognized by Wer ner ( 72 ) as a 
~ £.!:.2. toto reaction in which 11 any part has the 
quality of the whole . " Dworetski ( 13 ) , similarly , has 
. . ' 
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commented that pars wo toto res-oonses involve 11 syn-
cretic vision because t he detail is not perceived in 
its part i al r eali ty but in a way transformed by the 
whol e ." Clearly, then, confabulatory responses partake 
of a primitive perceptual character. 
Example : 
Card IV (three ye <". r old) : 11 A boat 11 merely 
because the forward portion of the large 
lower proj action is 11 the front. 11 ·. 
Wa 11 An amorphous response in which the shape 
or form of the blot plays no deterrnin~ble role. Such 
r e sponses are based solely on chromat ic or a chromatic 
aspe cts of the blot, and in customary scoring procedure 
no form element would be included in the score" ( 18 } • 
Wa may be scored on any card. Dworetski ( 13 ) has 
identified these responses as "a fi gure on a background 11 
where the subject apprehe nds 11 sornething merely spread 
on a background of d.ifferent brightness. 11 Since no 
demonstrable awarenes s of details or parts is involved , 
such resnonses may be considered Depresentative of 
global and diffuse perception a nd reflect a noteworthy 
l ack of differentiation and integr at ion . 
Examples: 
Card II (n~ne year old): 11 VIell, could be a 
fire. 11 
Card VII (seven year old) : 11 Th e whole t hing 
is a cloud because it ' s a l l white . 11 
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Card IX (ten year old): "These could look 
like the colors you see on your p a int brush 
when you take it out of the water. 11 
These seven types of \~1ole responses attempt to 
cover the range of perceptua l reactions fr om the syn-
cretic, diffuse, and unstructured efforts of the 
youngest chilO..ren to t he highly articulate and organized 
procedures of normal adults. Basically the scores are 
concerned with the level of organizational capacity 
involved. as well as the amount of soecifica tion of parts . 
It has been proposed that differentiating and integrative 
rea ctions a re rela tively absent in Wa, are reflected to 
a minimal extent .. in Wv, and reach their -peak in the com-
binatory responses , Wf and Wf~. Accordingly , the seven 
types have been divided into two groups: (1) genetically 
high or mature -- Wm, WJ, and Wff; (2) genetically 
low or imma ture -- Wa , Dw, W.;.·,andi 'J{v. The decision to 
classify the Wv responses amongst the immature scores, 
it will be recalled, was guided principally by their 
defini tion ana. rationale within the genetic framework 
acopted. 
In order to orovide a measure of the rela tive 
domina nce of ma ture or immature features in perception , 
certain 11 summation 11 scores were designed on the basis 
of the broad dichotomy of the W types into genetically 
early and gene tically l ate scoring categories. Thus, 
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t he tota l empha sis upon ma ture Whole-percention is mea-
sured by ( Wm, Wf. , Wfi); its obverse, by ( Wa, D\'J , W- , Wv). 
The combined amounts of me, ture Whole and Usua l Detail 
percep tion is reflected in a further 11 summation 11 score , 
gene tically high (W.j.D) . 
( 2) Th e Usual Detail response scores 
The same scoring definitions fo r the \Thole responses 
apply for Usual Detail responses , except that the blot 
area r e ferr ed t o is a Usual Detail as determined by 
Beck ( 4) . The Df score is the only one requil"ing a 
modified definit ion as described below. Hence, with 
t his excention, only examples are presented as f ollows : 
Dff Examnles 
Card IX ( normal adult -- l arge green ar ea , Dl) : 
11 These h ere look l i ke comedv c rica tures - - a 
person riding on some sort 'Of animal . 11 
Card I (psyc honeurotic-- center are , D4): 
11 Could be two people sitting close together. 11 
Card IX (ten ye8,r old -- l arge gr een area , Dl) : 
11 A man scolding a little boy . " 
£,£ : 11 A ·response in whic h two or more discrete 
Usua l Detail blot areas are combined into one percept , 
the specific form of which matches t he blot 11 ( l S ). 
Examples : 
Card II I {normal adult - - entire black area , 
DE): 11 Two men beating drums as in a tribal dance . 11 
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Card -VII (t.en year old-- upper hal f plus 
middle profile detail, D2): 11 Thie could 
be two animals -- could be talkini to 
each other or fighting or crying . 
Card X (psychoneurotic -~ upper green 
area, Dl2): "A couple of objects up 
here -- lambs -- look like they're ready 
to spring at ea ch other." · 
£m.l Examples 
Card VIII (normal adult -- side areas , 
Dl) : "Two animals. " 
Card I (psychoneurotic -- lower side area , 
D9): "The face of a rough woodsman with 
a 'Daniel Boone' hat on.~ 
Card III (seven year old-- middle red 
are.a, D3): "Some ribbon in there • 11 
£y;_ Examples 
Card IX (normal adult -- large green ·. :~area, 
:01) : 11 JLooks like a map of some sort. 11 
Card X (psychoneur otic -- elongated red 
area , D9): 11 The red reminds me of a 
coral reef. 11 
Card III (seven year old 
D3): "Spots of blood." central area , 
D-: Examples 
n~. • ~.., . 
Card I (normal adult -- center e.rm, D4) : 
11 Frog 1 s back and spine." 
Card II (psychoneurotic -- upper red 
area , D2): 11 Hand on top with index fin-
ger upraised." 
Card VI (nine year old -- bottom two-
thirds, Dl): "Could be a. scissors for 
this part. 11 
Examples 
Card IX (normal adult 
Dl): "The sea. 11 
large green area , 
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Card IX (psychoneurotic - - bottom or nge and pink 
.9.rea , D2): 11 Fire, 11 
C-rd IV ( seven ye ~--r old -- · gray a rea at lo •Jer side , 
D2) : "Looks like cloud.s tha t se.y it 1 s going to reJ:n. u 
DdD : Example 
Card II (seven year old- top red right , D2): 11A 
crab 11 solely because the minor projections are 
11 teeth11 ( 60 ). · 
Like the different t ~ru es of Whol e response , the Usual 
Detail resoonses have been divided into the geneti cally 
high or mature scores (Dm, D~, .nd D~,L) and genetica lly 
lo ~r or immature scores (Da , DdD, D-, ·nd. Dv). 11 Summation 11 
Rcores, follo, .r ing their W counterparts, have also been devised . 
(3) The Rare Detail response s cores 
The Rare Detail responses, which are responses 
given to t he Dd loca tions determined by Beck ( 4 ), 
cannot be analyzed in accordance with the categories 
defined above. These responses a opear so infrequently 
and. are often so unusual tha t objective standards of 
form quality have not been established . Though , sub-
jectively , one may with rela tive ea se score ~morphous 
or vague qualities in such resnons~s, it c nnot be 
determined definitively where a Dd response ends a~d a Dd 
reF;-oonse comblned r i t h other a reas begin s. In essence , 
the follo wing three tyoe s of Rare Detail resnonses 
repres ent an attemot to objectify the cues 'lA'hich Dworetski 
presented in her discuss ion of urimitive detail an~lysis. 
She noted the use of schemfl.t ic little de tails, projections, 
points, and lines as well as a use of such details related to 
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tactile perception (i.e., a small point is responded to 
a s: 11 it hurts 11 ). These responses are as follows: 
Dd: 11 Non-scorable rare details; heretofore · 
considered only as card description. These are comments 
by the child, not SCOl"abl~ as responses, in which por-
tions of the blot not usually noticed, such as tiny 
projections, points , small shaded areas, little white 
or colored spots, and lines in the middle of the card 
a t t ract the subject, who is led to comment in a purely 
descriptive rather than an interpretive fashion on the 
schematic aspects of their form-- i . e ., the curved, 
symmetrical, angulateu , or size qualities of their 
form 11 ( 25 ). 
Examples: 
Card III (white space in Dd21) : 11A hole 
a little one. 11 
Card I (inner white space): "There's four 
missing parts here - - just space." 
Card II (black lines at top of middle white 
space): 11 There are two lines there." 
dDd: . 1!Scorable, descriptive, rare details . 
These are instances in which these small, rarely-noted 
portions of the blot attract the subject and lead him 
to make very realistically descriptive, but yet minimally 
interpretive, responses . These are for the most part 
based upon the schematic (curved , symmetrical, angulated) 
qualities of their outline form alone ••• I t is the 
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presence of something simply seen and solely in outline 
that interests the subject, 1"ather than any filled-in 
quality" ( 25 )~ 
Examples 
Card I (inner white spaces): "Circles." 
Card II (tiny identa tion in Dd31) : ·~'- This 
looks like a 1 V'." 
Card IX (white spaces in the center of 
card} : "The se look like two windows." 
oDO.: 11 Scorable , physiognomic rare details. These 
are i nstances in which the small rarely-noticed portions 
of the blot attract the subject and lead him to try to 
convey, in a manner which goes beyond the mere descriptive 
to a kind of extra-interpretative fashion, his syncretic 
mode of perceiving them. This mode of perception is some-
times based upon the motor-affective qualities of t hings, 
their capacity to serve as 11 things-of-action 11 ; other 
times it is based upon their tactual and kinesthetic 
qualities; t heir physiognomic sensuous characteristic s 1t 
( 25 ) • 
Examples: 
Card VI (claw-like area at very bottom of card): 
"These things look like claws-- sharp at the end. 11 
Card VIII (projections a t bottom of pink-orange 
area): "This is lumps -- supposed to be 
squeezed together." 
Card II (lighter pink section in middle part of 
bottom red area): "Lightning." 
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(4) Content scores 
Fabulized combination: A response in which two or 
more a cceptably interpreted a reas are combined on the 
basis of a spatial juxtaposition into one absurd percept . 
Rapaport ( 49 ) notes that in this type of response 11 a 
spatial rela tionship in the ink-blot is taken as an 
immutable 1 r eal ' relationship." The response is called 
11 f'a.bulized 11 because of the patent impossibility of the 
combination . 
Examples: 
Card X (f.sychoneurotic): Inner blue area 
seen as 1pelvis 11 ; connecting red area seen· 
a s 11 face of a person ." The resp onse becomes: 
11 A face and the pelvic bone seems to be 
connected to the mouth . 11 
Card IX (seven year old.) .: Central green area 
seen as 11 mountain 11 ; ora nge area above it seen 
as 11 lobster 11 • The response becomes: "There 1 s 
a mountain ~nd something climbing it -- a 
lobster ." 
Card X (nine ye~r old): Long green areas at 
bottom seen as 'tweezers"; round green area 
in the center seen as 11 frog 11 • The response 
becomes : 11 These look like tweezers -- and 
a frog in the middl e holding on to them." 
Contaminations : 11A response involving ( a ) t he 
fusion of two separate percepts to a single area wi t h out 
fusion of content {an area seen first as a 11 tree 11 and 
then as 11 chl ldren 11 , given singly as "children up in a 
tree 11 ); or (b) the direct fusion of content and area 
(a single area seen as 11 blood 11 , then as 11 island 11 , given 
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as a 11 bloody island 11 ) 11 ( lS ) • Such responses are not 
det ermined by accurate, adult synthesis, but by physio-
gnomic fusion. 
Exe.mples: 
Caru VII (four year old): Area seen as 
11 circle 11 ; then a s 11 smoke 11 and immeuiately 
given as 11 No, a · bridge on fire , tha t ' s all . 11 
Card III (nine year old): Top red area 
seen -as 
11lion falling down 11 ; then as 11 fire. 11 
The respons~ becomes : 11A lion falling down 
in a fire . 11 
CRrd X {ten yea r old): Area seen as a 
11 crab 11 and then as a 11 man. 11 The response 
becomes: 11 A crabman. 11 
Perseveration Score : This score attempts to 
quantify t he amount of persevera tion ina record. Fonowing 
Phillips and Elmadjian ( 4S ) and adapted by Friedman 
( lS ) , a perseveration score is obtained as follows: 
If a scorable response is repeated identically, even 
if on a later card, a score of 1.0 is given to the in-
terpreta tion, when it BDpears a second time . If a 
t hird repetition is given , a score of 1.0 is given and 
so on. More than one content ca.n be scored for uersever-
ation. If a resp onse content contains two ma jor elements 
and only one of these is perseverated , the per severation 
score is 0. 5. For example , if the res onse 11 hip bone of 
a woman 11 is repeated in a record, this repetition is 
scored 1.0; but if only 11 hiu bone 11 or 11hip bone of a 
man 11 is given as another interpretation, this is scored 
as 0.5 . If a resDonse given as a new interpre t at ion 
occurs i n the inauirv , and t h is is virtually an identical 
nerseverat ion of a nreviously elicited response , t he 
ocore is 0.5. Tne sum of such perseverations is divided 
by the t ota l number of res·oonses in the record (R) and 
multiplied by one humlred to give a 11 perseveration score . 11 
Number of Con tent CateKories : Followi ng Friedman 
( lS ) , each content category is scored 1.0 as it occurs . 
If secondary content appears such as in the tynical 
re s9onse given· .to Card VIII 11 animals going up a tree 11 , 
th~ score , assuming that neither con t ent had occurred 
ei ther before or after t h is respon"'e would be : for 
11 anlmnl 11 1 . 0, and. for the secondary 11 Botany 11 response , 
0.5. The content categories used are t h ose oublished 
by.Beck ( 4) with the addi ti on of one category ca lled 
11 X- ray 11 • 
Ol:Lgonhrenic ResDonses : A response in which only 
part of a usual blot area and a portion of the usual 
content ordinari ly seen in th· t area •are utili zed for 
the oercept . These responses re scored Adx ~nd Hdx 
in a ccord nee ~ith Beck ' s des igna t ons ( 4 ) . They 
aooear to repre ent a fractioning of percention , since 
they generally deal ~ th an imoortant pert of 
oercept . 
larger 
I .. 
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Examples: 
Card I (psychoneurotic) : Center area is seen 
as 11 the body of a bat " where the popular re-
sponse is the Whole response 11 bat. 11 
Card IX (nine year old) : · Top of orange area 
seen as "top of the head and nose of a · man 11 
11here the ·popular response is one to the 
ent ire orange area, usually 11 a person/ 11 
Ca r d III (seven year old): Upper section of 
middle black area seen as "a head and chin 11 
where the popular response to the entil•e area 
ls 11 a man. 11 
The a nalysis of responses is based upon the material 
appeari ng in the Free Association. The material elicited 
duri ng the Inquiry was used when the Free Association 
ciid not provide sufficient evidence upon which to base 
the scoring of a response. Records used in thiR study 
·\'Jere confined to those in which a minimum of ten responses 
appeared. This limitation was designed to guarantee the 
accumulation of sufficient data for statisticalanalysis. 
(C) Reliability of the Scoring Schema. The 
reliability of all the scoring categories used in this 
study as checked by having approximately one-half of 
the ninety- three records collected persona lly by the 
author scored ind·ependently by two other psychologists* 
who had extensive experience with the scores. Forfuis 
purpose the Rorschach records of the psychoneuroti c 
adults a nd the three older children's groups (i.e., ages 
* The author w~shes to exDress his thanks to Drs . 
Edv ard L. Siegel and Larry Hemrnendinger for their generous 
participation in this reliability study. 
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seven, nine, and ten) were arra nged alphabetically within 
groups. The first ha l f of the records in each group 
were selected and then coded to conceal the identity of 
the subjec ts. In all , 12~~ resp0nses were checked. 
Analysis of the interscorer results yielded a mean per-
cent.age of agreement of 91 . 3% . The sixty protocols of 
normal adults a nd three to five ye a r old children , con-
tributed to this study f rom an outside s our ce , vere 
themse lves part of extensive J' •~eefearch material ut ilizing 
Friedman 1 s scores which were evalua ted by a similar 
reliability study . In this instance the mean percentage 
of interscorer agreement reached 95 . 6% on the basis of 
an examination of' over 5000 responses . It thus seems 
reasonable to conclude that t h is scoring system can be 
reliably used a nd tha t the da ta analyzed represent the 
accurate application of the scoring criteria to the 
protocols . 
IV . METHOD OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
The results were analyzed for their statistical 
significance by means of the Chi Square test, using a 
uniform procedure similar to tha t adopt ed in a recent , 
rela ted experiment . ( 1~ ) ~hen two groups were compared 
in terms of a given scoring category, the score closest 
to t he median value of the combined distributions was 
chosen as the 11 cutting point", and a fourfold table 
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constructed of the number of cases having scores above 
or below this point. In this context the "null hypothesis 11 
v· ould hold that the two groups compared are indistinguishable · 
in terms of the number of ca ses l ying above and below this 
11 cutting point . 11 In this case, the Chi Square approached 
zero since the me di a ns of t h e individual groups are 
essentially comparable to ea ch other and to the median 
of t he group s combined . The value of the Chi Sauare in-
creas es a s t he number of ca ses in one group above the 
combined median becomes progressively l arger than tha t of 
the other group so that the Chi Square then approaches 
a val ue 1.1\hich ca n be consiO.ered significant, i.e., a 
value a t which the null hypothesis may be discarded, 
Following JJJcNemar ( 39 ) and Guilford ( 21 ), ~ates 1 
corre ction for continuity was applied whenever an ex-
pec ted frequency value fell below ten. The Chi Square 
technique has been chosen in accordance vith the recommenda-
tion s of Cronbach ( 10 ). It does not require t ha t the 
form of di stribution of the variables employed by con-
sidered normal , an assumption which frequently cannot 
be enterta ined in Rorschach work ( 10, 2g, 67 ). 
The data on intergroup comparisons will be presented 
in tabula r form including medi ans and P-values, i.e., 
the probability t hat the Chi Square values obtained do 
not repres ent significant di fferences. P-values of ~02 
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or les s will be ~ considered as indicative of significant 
6 iffe rences ( 10 ); values between .02 and .10 will 
be con sidered merely as suggestive of tendencies to 
d iffer on the part of the compared groups. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
This chapter is devoted primarily to a presentation 
in t abula r form of t he results of statistica l treatment 
of t h e Rorschach data. The salient features are reviewed 
and t heir significance -will be elaborated upon in the 
next chapter deal ing v_ith a discussion of the results. 
The follo wing major compa risons have been made: (1) the 
p sych oneuro t ic group has been compared with the normal 
a6ults to illustra te their relative interrelationships; 
(2) t he p s ychoneurotic group has been compared with each 
of t h e ch ildren ' s groups in order to bring out t he areas 
of similarity and dissimilarity in their perceptua l func-
tioning. In order more specifically to locat~ t h e uer-
cep t ual p erf ormance of ps ychoneurotics along a genetic 
sca le , t he normal adults have lso been tested in their 
rela tionsh ip to the ten year olds and appropriate compari-
sons have been drawn. Attention is also given to the 
genetic development of perception a nd to the relc tionships 
bet een Hemmendinger 1 s findings and t hose of the present 
study . This portion of the quantita tive data will be 
presen t ed initially. 
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I. THE GENETIC DEVELOPMENT OF PERCEPTION 
(A) The ~alidity of the Scoring Schema . A com-
:prehensive attempt · to study the effica cy of Frieciman ' s 
( 18 ) scoring schema to reflect progr essive ch'1.nges in 
p ercep tual structurization with increasing chronological 
a ge was undertaken by Hemmendinger ( 25 ) . On the basis 
of h is work, Hemmendinger was Rble to impart general 
confirmationto Friedman ' s basical ly a priori postulations 
concerning the genetic implications of the scoring 
ca tegories . In view of the rela tively small size of the 
samples upon 'hich the results of this val i dation effort 
were based, however, its definitiveness was limited by 
possible sa mpling errors and the effect s of attendant 
statistical.c artifacts upon the data. By virtue of these 
possible shortcomings of Hemmendinger ' s work , as well as 
the centra lity of a valid genetically-oriented scoring 
schema to ({ he present s tudy , it was considered important 
to test further the genetic foundati ons .of the scores . 
For t his purpose , a statistical comparison of the per-
cep t ual data of those age gro~ps common to both investi-
gations, namely , the seven , nine , and ten year olds of 
Hemmendinger 1 s investigati on and the pres e nt one was 
made . In t hi s context the Chi Square test wa s uniformly 
applied in ac6ordance with the method previously discussed . 
Statistical comparisons were conciucted ~ i th regarct to R, 
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W, D, Dd scores, and their respective qualitative tyues; 
and t he 11 summa tion 11 scores . 
It was established by T-tests tha t t here 1ere no 
significant differences between the paired age groups 
in intelligence. Similarly, the age distribution in 
months at each chronological level for these paired groups 
were investigatefi by means of Chi Square and yielded no 
si gnifica nt differences . Both !JOpulations of children 
were; in addition, drawn from f a irly comparable socio-
economic, urban backgrounds. 
I n general, the results pointed strikingly to the 
h omogeneity of the paired age groups with respect to 
their perceptua l functioning. Of the ninety Chi Square 
compari s ons which •J ere carried out, none was aAsociated 
with a P-va.lue below the .02 l evel of significance , i.e., 
in no insta nce was a significant difference be.tween the 
same a ge groups in the incidence of any of these :9erceotual 
cate gories detected . Only three Chi Squa res with P-values 
below the .10 level were obtained, which suggested any 
trencLs on the part of compared groups to <iiffer . These 
were as follows: (1) t he seven year old groups -- a 
difference in the usage of vague Usual Detail responses 
at the .05-.02 level; {2) again, the seven year old 
grouos -- a difference in the usage of physiognomic Rare 
Detai l responses at the .10-.05 level; and (3) the nine 
year old groups -- a difference in the proportiona te 
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presence of genetically late Whole responses combined 
( Vlff, Wf, Wm) at the .10-. 05 level . In each of t hese 
ca ses the Hernmendinger group was observed to earn the 
particular score more frequently. These d ifferences 
are so slight, consideri ng the total number of statisti-
cal tests conducted, that they can r eadi ly be a ttributed 
to chance factors in sampling , It is , thus, reasonable 
to conclude that , since the data of t he present study 
are in line with those of He1nmendinger 1 s which statisti-
cally confirmed the genetic validity of the scoring schema, 
additional empirical support has been lent to the 
capacity of t he scores faithfully to reflect the course 
of perceptual development as outlined theoretically by 
Werner ( 72 ). At a later point in this chapter, however , 
it will be poss ible to review the results of a s t atistical 
examina tion of the ·oercep tual performance of normal adults 
versus the ten year old children. 
(B) The Genetic Patterning of the Individual Scores . 
The present section describes the main da t a employed in 
this study to assess developmental changes in t he structure 
of perception -- i.e., W% , D.%, Dd%, t he proportionate 
usa ge of the 11 summation 11 scores. The results are presented 
in terms of the median percentage va lue s for each scoring 
category at the foll owing age l evels: three to five years, 
seven years , nine years, ten years , and adul thood . For 
purposes of further expositional clarity similar values 
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f or Hemmendinger 1 s seven, nine, and ten year old groups 
are inclu6.ed. 
(1) Location Choice 
Table IX summarizes the data. It can be seen that 
t he course of perceptual patterning proceeds from a 
rela tive emphasis on Wholes (three to five) to Rare 
Details (seven and nine years), to Usual Details (ten 
years), and then to a more ba lanced use of Wholes a.nd 
Usual Deta ils (a t adulthood). Specifically, W% decrea ses 
markedly at seven years, rises gradually and slightly 
a t nine and ten years, and establishes itself at a new 
oeak in t he adult years. Though the a6.ults have a higher 
W% t han do the older children, their focusing on Whole 
responses falls far short of t hat of the three to five 
year olds. D.% reverses the 11 U11 trend of W% . It increases 
consistently from the youngest to the oldest children 
a nd drops off somewhat amongst the adults. Dd%, on the 
other hand, jumps from rela tive absence at three to five 
years to a s trong emphasis at seven years, tapers off 
gradually at nine years, and then abruptly at ten years; 
both t he adults and the ten year olds are similar in 
t heir usage of Dd 1 s. 
The findings of previous investigations ( 13, 25 ) 
thus stand_ confirmed that the youngest children are whole-
perceivers, the oldest chi ldren are detail-perceivers, and 
TABLE IX 
LOCATION - CHOICE AT EACH AGE LEVEL : MEDIAN PER CENT SCORES 
Chronological Age 
3 - 5 7 9 10 
Score Frank Hemm Frank Hemm Frank Hemm 
--
'!!.% 53.3 7.0 9.0 9.0 10. 5 11.5 11.5 
R 
D ,.; 
- ;o 41.5 62. 5 61.0 69 .0 71.0 81.0 76.0 
R 
!?.9% . o .. o 23.5 19 .0 19.0 10.0 5.0 11.0 
R 
Normal 
Adul t 
25 . 5 
67 .0 
4.0 
\.() 
f\) 
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the intermediate group, especially seven year olds , are 
rare detail-perceivers. The adults are primarily detail-
perceivers , ·although they use the wholes markedly more 
often than do the older children . 
(2) Quality of Resoonse: Combined Genetically 
High and Genetically Low Scores . 
Turning to the relative dominance of genetically 
high or genetically low fo~ms of perception as measured 
by the 11 summation 11 scores and reported in Table X, it 
appears clear that the proportion of high Wnole scores 
increases regularly with age. At ten years of age , 
l 
t he se mature scores provitie more than half of all Whole 
responses. A similar progression may be viewed with re-
lation to the genetically high Usual Detail responses , 
except that they provide a maximum of all Usual Detail 
scores from seven years on and show a less pronounced 
increase with age . Reverse genetic trends are consistently 
found in the relative proportions of the genetically low 
Whole and Usual Detail resoonses. These will not be 
described further since they simply show , from the 
opposite point of view, the s ame information conveyed by 
the percentage of the high resoonses . The combined 
geneti cally high Whole and Usua l Detail scores simila rly 
s how regular increases with age . 
---·----· 
TABLE X 
QUALITY OF RESPONSE : lVlEDIAN PER CENT SCORES OF COMBINED GENET ICALLY HIGH 
AND GENE'riCALLY LOW SCORES AT EACH AGE LEVEL 
Chronological Age 
Normal 
Score 3 - 5 7 9 10 Adult 
Frank Hemm Frank Hemm Frank Hemm 
(VIff, Wf., Wm ) 15 .5 29 .5 50.0 4-0.0 56 .5 55 .0 63 . 5 S3 .0 
(W-, Wa ,DW, Wv ) S4 .5 5S .o 50 .0 50 .0 3S.o 4o .o 22 .5 12.0 
(Df..f,D.f,Dm) 31 .0 52.0 60.0 5S.o 63 .0 64 .0 62 .5 76 .0 
(D-,Da ,DdD,Dv) 69.0 45 .5 4o.o 43 .0 37.0 35 -5 37 .5 24 .0 
Geneticall) 
High ( Wf D ?b 
25.0 53.0 5S .o 56.0 60.5 63 .5 63.5 79 .0 
\..0 
-+="' 
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(3) Quality of Resnonse: Individual ~' ~' and 
Dd Scores. 
From an overview of the results concerning the 
individual types of Vfuole and Usual Detail responses , it 
is evicient tha t , for the most part , the scores des i gnated 
genetically h igh -show increasing incidence with age 
wherea s those designated genetically low tend to dec~ease 
or to fall out altogether . Further, the patterns of 
change in the individual scores are likely to be wi dely 
different . The relevant data. are presented in Table XI. 
It should be noted that median values of' zero inca cate 
tha t fewer than fifty per cent of t he subjects in a 
group have used the score . In such cases, the parenthe-
sized figures report the per cent of cases in each group 
that do give the response . Briefly, the genetic course 
of each scoring category is as follo ws: 
!t£: These scores are far too infrequent to 
anoear as median per cent values , i.e., less than fifty 
per cent of the subjects in any age group earn these 
scores . T~e trend revealed from the per cent of cases 
in each age group that produce the response is a consistent 
one . Wff responses appear first at nine years and increase 
regularly at the ten year old and adult levels. 
!t: No consistent trend appears amongst the 
children ' s groups. However , examination of the records 
TABLE XI 
QUALITY OF RESPONSE : MEDIAN PER CENT SCOR~S OF ALL WHOLE, USUAL DETAIL, AND RARE 
DETAIL SCORES AT ~ACH AGE LEVEL 
Chronological Age 
Scores 3 - 5 7 9 10 Normal 
Adult 
·-
Fl"a.nk Hemm FrFl.rtk Remm Frank Hernm 
-- -
Wff 0 ( 0) 0 (O) 0 ( 10) 0 ( 5 ) 0 ( 32) 0 ( 14) 0 ( ?5 ) 0 ( 27) 
Vlf 0 (30) n ( 25) 0 ( 24) o ( 3S) o ( lS ) 0 ( 32 ) 4 .0 - 13.0 
Wm 14 . 0 ~~0 33 . 0 25 .o 4o . o 33 .0 33 . 0 1)0 . 0 
V/v 0 ( 43) 0 ( 40) 9 .0 0 (48) 0 ( 32) 5 - 5 :) ( 25) .- 0 (4~) 
rl- 38 .0 29.0 17.0 17.0 6 .5 0 (46) 20 . 0 o c 2T) 
Wa 0 ( 33) 0 ( 1 1=) ) 0 ( 10) 0 ( 5 ) 0 ( ~) o ( 1S) 0 ( ~) 0 {O 
DW 11.0 o < o) 0 ( 5) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 5) 0 (O) o Co) 0 ( 0) 
( Wf/-: Ylf) 0 ( 30) 0 ( 25) 0 ( 33 ) 0 ( 38) 0 ( 36 ) 0 ( 41) 16.5 22 . 5 
Df. ,L 0 ( 0) 0 ( 15 ) 0 ( t:)) 0 ( ~ ) o C32) 0 ( 9) 0 ( 25) 0 ( 13) 
Df. 0 ( 27) 4 .0 4 . 0 - 4 .0- 7 . 0 8 . 0 11.5 18 .0 
Dm 25 .0 51 . 5 52 . 0 50.0 51.5 55 .0 51 . 0 · 60 .0 
Dv 0 ( 40) 7.0 11 . 0 11.0 8 . 0 11.0 8 .0 5.0 
D- 50 . 0 31 .0 22 . 0 27 . 0 22 .5 26 . 0 25 .5 16 . 0 
Da 0 ( 30 ) 5 .0 3 . 0 0 ( 29) 0 ( 14) 0 ( 14) o < 4o) 0 ( 7) 
DdD 0 ( 17) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 29 ) 0 ( 0 ) 0 ( 23) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 10) 0 ( 7) 
(Df.f.~D,L-) 0 ( 27) 5 .0 4 . 0 4.0 9 -5 9 .0 12.5 18.0 (Dd 0 ( 3) 0 ( 20) 0 ( 10) 0 ( 10) 0 ( 5) 0 ( 0) 0 \ 0) 0 ( 0) 
0 ( 3) 0 ( 15) 0 ( 48 ) 0 (10) 0 ( 27) 0 ( 0 ) 0 .( 20) 0 ( "3 ) -pDd 
dDd 0 ( 7) 7 . 0 0 ( 43 ) 0 ( 14) 0 ( 18) 0 ( 5 ) 0 (15) 0 ( 3 ) 
\.0 
0" 
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of the three to five year olds reveals that these scores 
are often earned "accidentally" on the basis of responses 
perseverated from card to card . If this correction is 
appl ied, it would then seem that the usage of Wf is 
slightly higher for the nine and ten year olds than for 
the younger groups . At t f).e a6.ult level · there is a 
clear increase in the incidence of these responses . A 
genetic trend is present , though not clear- cut. 
Wm : The percentage of Wm responses shows a 
steady increase from the youngest children to the adults 
with the exception of a dip at the seven year old level. 
This feature of the genetic course of medmocre Wholes 
appears to be referable to the combined influence of two 
factors: (1) the most marked deemphasis in the use 
of Who les occurs at t his age; (2) the quality of the 
Whole responses developed is still preponderantly imma-
-cure . Hence~ either Wm responses are not likely to be 
produced altogether, or their proportionate usage is 
noticeably decreaseo_ by the heavier ·emphas is on other, 
less mature forms of W1 s . 
Wv: No consistent or clea r genetic course can 
be observed. Approximately 4o% of the subjects at each 
age level except at ten years sl;.ow a use of Vague W' s. 
At the ten year old level, a median percentage of 5·5 
is ' seen though, even here, merely 50% of the subjects 
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show Wv usage. Hence, Wv appears equally often at all 
age levels represented. 
W-: A progressive and consistent genetic trend 
may be observed of decreasing emphasis from the youngest 
children to t he adults . 
Wa : Like Wff, Wa is infrequently earned -- in 
no instance does 50% or more of any age group produce 
t his s core . However, in terms of the percentage of 
cases in each group manifesting use of t his score, t here 
i s a noticeable decrease from 33% at three to five years 
which is maintained by the older groups of children ex-
cept for a rise to 18% at the ten year old level. This 
rise may_be a function of an adventitious highlighting 
of Wa scores due to the progressive resurgence of the 
W responses amongst the ten year olds. In the case of 
the adults, Wa disappears comp letely. Hence , a fairly 
regula r genetic pattern is evi dent. 
DW: The pars pro toto perception in ~bole re-
spons e s (DW) falls from a median percentage value of 
11 at the three to five year old level to complete ab-
sence at the older age ranges of children and adults. 
The appearance of DW i s , thus, short-lived and confined 
exclusively to the youngest chi l dren . 
Qtl: Like their Wff counterpart , Dff is infrequent 
and rare. Even if the percentage of individuals in eab.h 
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age group earning such a score is considered, a consistent 
a ge trend is not observed apart from the total non-
appearance of Df~ at the three to five year old level 
which gives way to a clear, though minimal pr esence, at 
the older children l s age levels and adulthood. 
~: These responses show a more consistent 
increase vvi th age than do the .' .. Wj. responses . Their us age 
Pises fairly regularly amongst the children's groups 
from a zero median percentage at three to five years to 
a median percentage of g at ten years . No trend is seen 
between the ages of seven and nine years. An abrupt in-
crease takes ulace at the adult level to a median percen-
tage of lB. 
Dm: Starting at a median perc-entage value of' 
25 at three to five years of age , the Dm scores rise prom-
inent ly to a median value of approximately 50% and re-
main ::, there for the older children . This levelling off 
of the Dm emphasis amongst the latter gives way to a 
further, moderate rise in adulthood . 
Dv: As in the case of the Wv responses, the Dv 
scores follow no clear genetic pattern. Forming an 
essentially minimal part of the three to five year old 1 s 
Usue.l Detail responses, they show an increase up to nine 
years of age , and level off at ten years ; in adulthood 
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they shor a noticeable decrea e . Thus, '' hile a genetic 
tenaency is shown amongst t he children in the pro uction 
of Dv responses , they a pear to become less frequent 
among t he aaults . 
D-: These resoonses show a cle _r tendency to de-
crease with age , with a leveling off at nine toten ye rs . 
The e.dul ts hH.ve the fewest such responses, considerably 
le s th n the ol-est children. 
De : A peculiar genet ic patt ern m y be observed 
~ith regard to these scores . Da has the tendency to 
riFe to a oeak t seven ye rs and t hen to drop out gradu-
ally . It v1ould seem tha t with the beginning oreponderant 
emphasis on detail r esponses '" hich is seen in the seven 
year old group , the Da scores come i n most prominently 
a nd then fall away as hi gher chronological levels are 
rea ched. 
DdD: These scores are perhaps the rarest of all 
the VRrious D and W tyyes . 
centage value.s at any age . 
They show zero mediRn oer-
In terms of the number of 
subjects who earn such scores , no consistent pattern can 
be elicited . 
(Dd ) , dDd 1 pDd : These tynes ca n be considered 
jointly since they follow similar genetic courses . Rising 
to peak v lues at the seven ye< r olci level 1.11here Rare -
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Detail perception is most marked, they drop at nine 
years and are extremely rare at ten years and adulthood . 
Si mi l arly, at three to five years where Dd responses are 
conspicuously infrequent, these types are barely in 
evicle nce. 
In summary , the following W types may be said to 
reflect discernible genetic changes : Wff, Wf, Wm, W- , 
Wa , and DW. With regard to Wv , the result s are apparently 
equivocal . Amongst the D responses, the following types 
show consistent age changes: D.f, Dm, and D.... Da shows 
a tendency toward a peak at seven years with consistent 
and progressive pattern thereafter. Dv reveals a pro-
gress ive increase amongst the children ' s groups with a 
falling off at the adult level . Equivocal results were 
obtained with respect to t he Dff and DdD scores though 
the rela tive rarity of t he l atter would of itself seem 
to preclude the description of a. meaningful genetic 
pattern. Dd types rise abruptly to a peak at seven years 
and f al l off thereafter . 
II. PSYCHONEUROSIS AND PERCEPTUAL STRUCTURIZATION 
(A) Psvchoneurosis and Location Choice. Table 
XII indica tes the degree to which the psychoneurotic group 
differs from the groups of children and from normal 
adults in W%, D%, a nd Dd%, and the total number of 
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responses (R). The various groups are designated as 
follows : PN for psychoneurotics , N for normal adults . 
Ea.ch group of children is designated by its chronological 
age . This procedure will be followed on all related 
tables. 
I t is clea r that the psychoneurotics give significant-
ly fe wer Whole responses than do the normal adults and 
t he youngest children 1 s group , aged three to five. No 
significant differences in the percentage of W' s obtains 
between the psychoneurotics and the older groups of chil-
dren . In this respect, then, the psychoneurotics are 
closest to the older · aged children in whom a pronounced 
emphasis upon detail-perception is evident. 
A different pattern is observed with respect to 
D%. With the exception of the ten year ·olds, the psycho-
neurotics show a significantly gr•eater usage of Usual 
Details than al other groups . Unlike the broad range 
of corresuondence between the psychoneurotic and the 
three older groups of children elicited in the use of 
Whole responses, the parallel in this insta nce occurs at 
just one level, i . e., between the psychoneurotics and the 
ten ·year olcls . 
Turning to the percentage of Rare Detail responses, 
the ps;rchoneurotics are indistinguishable from the three 
to five year olds, the ten year olds , and the normal adults. 
They give significantly fewer such resp0nses than do the 
seven and nine year olds. 
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TABLE XII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BE'rWEEN GROUPS COMPARED WITH 
RESPECT TO PERCENTAGES OF WHOLE (W) RESPONSES, USUAL DE-
TAIL (D) RESPONSES, RARE DETAIL (Dd) RESPONSES, AND TOTAL 
NUMBER OF RESPONSES (R) 
Median Per Cent Scores 
Groups J!% D% ~ R ..J R R R 
3 t o 5 years 53 -5 41.5 o.o 15.0 
7 years 7.0 62.5 23.5 2s.o 
9 years 9.0 69.0 19.0 22.5 
10 years 11.5 81.0 ~·0 30.5 N 25 .5 67.0 .o 19.0 
PN 12.5 81.5 4.0 25.0 
Comparisons P-Values 
PN vs. 3 to 5 <..001 <.001 :>. 10 <.001 
PN vs. 7 >.10 <.001 .01-.001 >10 
PN vs . 9 >· 10 . 01- . 001 .02-.01 >·10 
PN vs. 10 ;>.10 >·10 >.10 .10-.05 
PN vs. N .01-.001 <.001 >.10 )I' .10 
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In summary , the results indicate t ha t the psycho-
neurotic group parallels the three older group s of chil-
dren i n its dominant preference for detail-perception . 
Since, however, the seven and nine year olds refl ect a 
considerable focus i ng of attention upon Rare Details, 
the psychoneurotics appear a ctually to correspond most 
closely to the ten year olds in the bare 11 location 11 aspects 
of t heir perceptual functioning. Both the psychoneurotics 
s.nd ten year olds show a marked attention to Usual De-
t ai ls as areas for their p erceptual responses with a 
rel atively minor proclivity for giving Wnole and Rare 
Detail res onses. 
The only significa nt difference in total number of 
responses (R) is that between the psychoneurotics and 
the t hree to five year olds. The psychoneurotic group 
gi vee significantly more responses than do these children. 
A slight tendency f or the ten year olds to exceed the 
psychoneurotics in productivity is also to be noted. 
{B) Psychoneurosis and Response Quality 
(1) The "summation" scores 
Table XIII reveals the intergroup comparisons of 
the rela tive dominance of early and advanced fe e.tures 
of percention as measured by the 11 summation 11 scores. In 
this fai rly gross analysis of perceptu .1 activity amongst 
groups , the categories represented are divided into a 
TABLE XIII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFEHENCES BETWEEN GROUPS COl~IPARED YliTH RESPEC'r TO PERCENT OF 
GENl•; TICALLY HIGH WHOLES 1 GENETICALLY LOW WHOLES 1 GENETICALLY HIGH USUAL DETAILS, GENETICALLY LOW USUAL DETAILS, AND GENETICALLY HIGH WHOLES AND USUAL DETAILS IN . 
COMBINATION 
Groups 
3 to 5 years 
7 years 
9 years 
10 years 
N 
PN 
Comparisons 
PN vs . 3 to 5 
PN vs . 7 
PN vs. 9 
PN vs . 10 
PN vs . N 
----------
High W % 
w 
1,5.5 
29.5 4o .o 
55 . 0 
S3 . 0 
67 . 0 
<· 001 
.02-.01 
.05-.02 
~. 10 
~-10 
Median Per Cent Scores 
Low W % 
V{ 
S4 . 5 
5S.o 
ao . o 
o.o 
12.0 
26 . 5 
< .001 
. 05- . 02 
. 10- . 05 
>. 10 
> ·10 
High D 'fo 
D 
31 . 0 
52 . 0 
5S . o 
62 . 5 
76.0 
75.0 
P - Values 
< .OOl 
.01-.001 
<'· 001 
. 02- . 01 
>· 10 
Low D % 
D 
69 . 0 
45.5 
4-3 .o 
37 ·5 
24 . 0 
27 . 0 
<. OOl 
<. 001 
. 01- . 001 
.02-.01 
~. 10 
High { Wi;,D ~ % 
WfD 
25.0 
53 . 0 
56 . 0 
63 . 5 
79 . 0 
71.0 
c-. 001 
<"·001 
. 01-.001 
~. 10 
. .10-.05 . 
~ 
~ 
0 
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broad dichotomy of genetically high responses (the ff, 
f, and mediocre scores) versus genetically low responses 
(vague , minus, confabula tory, and amorphous scores) . The 
relat ive proportions of geneti cally hi gh W a nd D scores 
combi ned is also represented. 
The results indica~e that th~ ps ychoneurotics are 
closest to the normal adults in the overa ll quality of 
their perce9tua l response . In none of the above cate-
gories are they , in fact, s ie;n i f icantly distinguishable 
from the normals , even though t heir media n per cent scores 
for gene tically hi gh W, genetically low W, and genetically 
high W and D combined appear to fall far short of the 
corre spending normal adult values. The trend of compari-
sons with the children ' s groups reveals a clear and. uro-
gressi ve co ur s e: the psychoneurotics a re mo s t w1a.ely 
di screpant from t he three to five year olds in t he inci-
dence of these perceptual aualities and most proximate 
to the ten year olds. ifhile they were inseparable from 
t he t en year olds in the location-aspects of t heir percepts , 
t he psychoneurotics in contrast have advanced beyond these 
child r en in the genera l quality of their perceptual func-
tioning , particularly in the D area. 
From t he analysis of t he findlngs with r espect t o 
genetically high Whole responses, it appears that t he 
psychoneurotics give significantly more of these respofises 
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than do the three to five a nc"i. seven ye ar old. groups; a 
strong trend in the same direction may be observed in 
comp::1. rison wi th t he nine yea r olds , 1·hereas no differences 
a re elicited a t the ten ye g_r old and adult levels . A 
slight v,,ri a tion in t his oa ttern of rele. t i onshi s occurs 
in the use of gene tica lly low Whole responses . In this 
i ns tance, the ps ~choneurotics cannot be signific~ntly 
- is ti ngui shed from ny of t he groups except for the 
younges t children (aged three to five years ) though trends 
toward differences do occur nt the seven and nine ye r 
old levels . These trend s are in the direction of a pro-
porti onat ely lo , er i ncidence of noor W' s a mongst the 
ps~choneurotics . 
Compa r i sons between t he psychoneurotics and all 
other groups in regard to genetically high and genetica lly 
lo ~ Usual Detail responses reveal an equi vale nt sequence 
of rel .tionships . In both cas es , the psychoneurotics 
a re indistinguishable from the normals but s i gnifica ntly 
diffe rent from each of the ch i ldl,en 1 s groups , i . e . , they 
r:ive significantly more genetically high D' s and signi-
ficantly fe er g ene ticall y low D' s . Where it has been 
observed that the psychoneuroti cs 1 resultant difference 
from other group s i n the overa l l us age of m:~ ture and 
i mmature W' s was carried only to the seven and n i ne year 
ol6_ levels , t hey R.upea.r to ma inta in a distinguishable 
patt ern of perceptual resuonse in t he i r usage of the D 
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types through the ten year old level . 
The psychoneurotics clearly give more geneti ca lly 
high ( W plus D) responses than the three to five, seven, 
and nine year old groups of children. No difference was 
obtained at the ten year old level . However, a trend 
to differ was elicited from the comparison between psy-
choneurotics and the normal adults wherein the normals 
were seen to give more mature W1 s and D1 s combined--
this represents the first observed difference, albeit 
a mere teno.ency to d iffer, between these t'ID groups. 
A closer analysis of the formal aspects of perceptual 
functioning in the groups under study may be obtained 
by the individual consideration of each of the scoring 
categories used here . 
(2) The Individual W, D, and Dd Types 
Table XIV reports the data on intergroup comparisons 
for t he proportions of combinatory (ff and f ) Whole and 
Usual Deta il responses . Median values of zero indicate 
tha t fewer than fifty per cent of the subjects !n any 
group have used the p articular score . In such cases, 
the Chi Square test becomes one of presence or absence, 
and in order to make the resulting data more meaningful 
the parenthesized figures indicate the per cent of cases 
in each group t hat do have the response . It is also to 
be noted that P - values marked by a n asterisk (*) are 
based upon Chi Squares with t wo or more expected 
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TABLE XIV 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS cm;;PARED l iTH 
RESPECT TO PER CENT OF COII!!BINATORY WHOLE AND USUAL DETAIL 
RESPONSES 
Medi an Per Cent Scores 
Groups ~% ~ ;t% · ~ % w D D 
3 t o 5 years 0 ( 0) 0 (O) 0 ( 30) 0 ( 27 ) 
7 yes.rs 0 ( O) 0 (1r) 0 ( 25) 4.0 
9 years 0 ( 5 ) 0 (5 0 (3g) 4.0 
10 years 0 (14) 0 {9) 0 ( 32) 85 .0 
N 0 (27) 0 (13 ) 13.0 1g.o 
PN 0 (17) 0 (13 ) 0 ( 20) 9.5 
Comparisons P - Values 
PN vs . 3 to 5 '7 .101~ >.10* 7.10 (.001 
PN v s . 7 ;:>.10* :::;..10'~~ ,..1o .01-. 001 
PN vs . 
fo 
'I> . 101• ,...'10* ,.. .10 
.05-. 02 
PN v s . >·10* ;;.-.10* > . 10 ;:-.10 
PN vs . N ?'•10 ..> .10* .01-.001 .01-. 001 
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frequericies of less then five. These qualifications 
are used , whenever relevant , in the tabular data of this 
section . 
It can be observed that t here are no d iscernible 
differences between the psychoneurotics and a ny of the 
other groups in the use of W/-/- and D/-1-, both of which 
scores occur very rarely for a ll groups. Turning to 
the W/- and D/- responses, however , definite patterns of 
relat ionsh i os appear. Whereas the psychoneurotics a re 
not d ifferent from the children ' s groups in t heir usage 
of W/-, they f all significantly short of the normal adults 
in t he ir production of these responses. In the D a~ea , 
ho'''ever , the p sychoneurotics 1 proclivity for cor:1binatory 
activity in perception seems to be more pr6nounced . 
Though they rema in well below the level of normal adults 
in giving D/- scores , they are significa ntly higher in 
this respect than t he three ~o five and seven year olds 
a ndoomonstrate a tendency in the same direction in com-
paris on \•ith t he nine year olds. No differences in the 
use of t h e D/- responses are noted at t he ten year old 
level . 
Th e data for the ,;..;. and 1- scores in combina tion are 
recorded in Table XV. The delineation of a. singJe score 
embodying both t ynes of combinB. t ory activity serves a 
dua l purpose: (1) it reflects the total combinatory 
emphasis of a given group in a single score; (2) it 
embances t he statistical reliability of t he intergroup 
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TABLE XV 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERf~NCES BET "EEN GROUPS CONPARED WI TH 
RESP C T TO PEE CENT OF COMBINED COMBirJATORY AND ll!lED IOCRE 
WHOLE AND USUAL DETAIL RESPONSES 
Medi an Per Cent Scores 
Groups wt_r_ t w t % Dtt t D i:. Jb Wm% Dm % 
w D w D 
3 to 5 years 0 (30) 0 ( 27) 14.0 25 . 0 
7 years 0 ( 25) 5 . 0 5 . 0 51 . 5 
9 years 0 ( ~3) 4 .0 25.0 50.0 
10 years 0 ( 1) 9 . 0 33 . o 55 . 0 
N 22.5 1g . o 50.0 6o.o 
PN 0 ( 30) 9 .5 50.0 59 . 5 
Comparisons P - Values 
PN vs. 3 to 5 :>.10 '('. 001 <.001 <". 001 
PN vs . 7 .,. .10 <·001 <· 001 . 05-. 02 
PN VS. 9 >.10 .01-.001 .05- .02.>.10 
PN VS . 10 >.10 >·10 . 05-. 02 ~. 10 
PN vs. N .01-.001 .05-.02 ::.,. 10 .:._. 10 
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comparisons since both Wff and Df f are infrequently 
occurring phenomena . In regard to their production of 
these scores, the psychoneurotics are significantly lower 
than the normal adults in both the Wand D a~eas , though 
the latter d ifference takes the form of a tendency on 
the part of these two groups to differ. No differences 
between t he psychoneurotics and the children ' s groups 
occur in the proportion of (W.f-f /- W/- ) given . In terms 
of t he emphasis on (D/-1- f Df ) the psychoneurotics are 
distinguishable from the three younger groups of children 
and inseparable from the ten year olds . These familiar 
trends appear t o be art almost literal rep e t i tion of those 
de scr ibed with respect to the WI- and D/- scores ; this is 
understandable in vi ew of bhe general infrequency of the 
1-f scores . 
Hence , the psychoneurotics are most like the ten 
year olds in their production of combina t ory x·esponse . 
In contrast with the other children ' s groups they are 
distinguishable only with respect to the D.,t. and (D/- 1- Df..j- ) 
scores. They are significantly different from the nor-
mals, pl''oducing less W.j. , Df, and combined Wand D type 
scores . It might be noted tha t in the quali t y of their 
perceptual responses the psychoneurotic s have not pre-
viously been significantly distinct from the normal adults . 
Their lesser capac ity for integrated perceptual reactions 
represents the first such difference . 
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In the case of the Mediocre responses ( rrable XV) 
it can be seen that the psychoneurotics give significantly 
more Wm responses than do the three to five and eeven 
year olds and tend strongly to give more of these than 
do the nine and ten year olds. In the relative incidence 
of Dm responses, differences can be detected only in 
comoarison with the youngest group of children, t hough 
the psychoneurotics reveal a tendency to give more of 
these responses than do the seven year olds. There are 
no differences at the nine and ten yea r old levels , In 
both Wm and Dm, the perceptual performance of the psy-
choneurotics and the normal adults are essentially 
simila r . In general , then, it appe ars that the psycho-
neurotics are distinguishable particula rly from the 
younger c.hildren in the use of Wm and Dm, but are in-
separable from t he normal adults in respect to both of 
these categories. 
In contrast to the genetically high categories just 
presented , the following scores are at the opposite 
extreme, i.e., the genet ically low categories . Table 
XVI reports t h e findings for the Vague and Minus Whole 
and Usual Detail responses. With regard to the former 
score , the psychoneurotics are indistinguishable from 
the various children's groups and the normal adult s~ 
This result applies to both the vague W and D responses . 
'These categories, it '!ill be recalled, failed to give 
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TABLE XVI 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFEREJCES BETWEEN GROUPS COMPARED WITH 
RESPECT TO PER CENT OF VAGUE AND MINUS WHOLE AND USUAL 
DETAIL RESPONSES 
Groups 
3 to 5 years 
7 years 
9 years . 
10 years 
N 
PN 
Comparisons 
PN vs. 3 t o 5 
PN vs. 7 
PN vs . 9 
PN vs. 10 
PN vs . N 
Wv;t, 
w 
0 (43) 
0' (40) 
0 (48} 
5 -5 0 {4"3) 
0 (46) 
.> .10 
>·10 
~.10 
)' . 10 
>. 10 
1Iedian Per Cent 
Dv% 
D 
0 (40) 
7 .0 
11 . 0 
11 .0 
5 .0 
7.0 
P ·- Values 
Scores 
tf% D-% -(I D 
3~ -5 50.0 
29.0 31.0 
17.0 27. 0 
0 (46) 2.6.0 
0 ( 27) 16.0 
0 ( 17 ) 19.0 
~.001 '(.001 
.02- .01 '(.001 
.o1-. oo1 ,. oo1 
.05 . 01-.001 
).10 ..)....10 
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clear evidence of any onsistent genetic patterning. 
In the proportion te usage of Minus r.esponses, hm ever , 
a a iscrete pattern of elationshios emerges. With reference 
to the comparative ernp upon the Minus W'.nole and 
Usual Detail responses, the perceptual functioning of 
the psychoneuroti cs is inseparable from that ofthe normal 
adults . However, it is clearthat the psychoneurotics con-
sistently give fewer W- and D- responses than do the 
three to five , 
compari s on with 
give distinctly 
d nine year old chiluren. In 
year olds, the psychoneurotics 
' s but demonstrate merely a ten-
dency to give fe,er W- 1 • With respect to these scores, 
then, the perceptual pe formance of the psychoneurotics 
most closely resembles hat of the normal adults and is 
c 
markedly di rferent from that of all the children ' s groups 
except for the ten year olds where no significant difference 
in the inci~~nce of Min les can be ~etected. 
Table XVII contain the data on intergroup comparisons 
for the proportions of morp . ous and confabul~tory Whole 
and Usual Detail respon es . Although the relatively in-
frequent occurrence of orphous Vfuole responses in 
all g roups but the thre to ive year olds makes comparisons 
involving these groups tati tically unreliable, a certain 
pattern is clear ''hen t e pe cent of cases in each group 
that gives the Wa respo under consideration. Here, 
the nsychoneuro tics giv sig ificantly fewer such responses 
t han do the three to fi e ye r olds . At no other level 
TABLE XVII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS COEPARED WITH RESPECT TO PER CENT OF 
AMORPHOUS AND CONFABULATORY WHOLE AND USUAL DETAIL RESPONSES AND COI,IB I NED RARE 
DETAIL {dDd f (Dd ) f pDd ) SCORES 
Groups 
Comparisons 
PN vs. 3 to 5 
PN vs. 7 
PN vs. 9 
PN vs. 10 
PN vs. N 
Wa% 
w 
Da% 
D 
.01-.001 > .10 
>.10* .05-.02 
>.10* .>.10 
.,.. .10* >.10 
>.10* >.10* 
DW% 
w 
'( .001 
>.10* 
>.1o•~ 
>.10* 
">.10* 
Me<iians 
DdD% 
D 
P - Values 
::...10* 
'>•10* 
>•10* 
.,..10* 
> .10* 
dDd f (Dd) f pDd 
:> -10* 
".001 
:>.10* 
:;::..10* 
.>•10* 
f-1 
f-1 
0" 
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can significant differ nc s nor trends toward such differ-
ences be discerned. 
In the Da responses, a somewhat different situation 
from that in Wa prevails . In their use of Amorphous 
Usual Detail responses, 
strong tendency toward 
do the seven year olds . 
the latter group 
Da responses. 
Similar results 
with the Confabulatory 
fabulatory Wholes, the 
different from the 
whose perceptual perfor 
a measure of emphasis. 
respect to the 
throughout t he genetic 
of the psychoneurotics 
tion of significant, me 
It was previously 
ulatory responses are 
most prominent at the 
scale. Thus, with resp 
the perceptual function 
crepant from tha t of ot 
children's levels. 
in their use of these c 
e psychoneurotics evince a 
fewer such responses than 
is to be noted that only in 
50% of the subjects produce 
in comparisons dealing 
onses. In the use of con-
honeurotics are significantly 
five year old group alone in 
e these responses have achieved 
differences are noted with 
s whose comparative rarity 
as well as in the productions 
appear t o precludethe elicita-
gful patterns . 
that the Amorphous and Confab-
infrequent and, in general, 
er portions of the ·genetic 
to these t wo types of scores, 
of the psychoneurotics is dis-
groups only at the younger 
c nnot be' distinguished a t all 
ories from the nine year olds, 
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ten year olds, and the normal adults . 
The three types of Rare Detail responses (dDd f 
(Dd) f pDd), which are reported in Table XVII, have been 
comb ined in order to facilitate their statistical treat-
ment. The results here indicate that the psychoneurotics 
give signific ntly fev1er of these responses than do the 
seven year olds and are statistically inseparable f rom 
the other groups. Such scores appear with the greatest 
frequency a t seven years and to a lesser extent at nine 
years when there is t he heavies t incidence of Rare De-
tail perception in general; they are grossly infrequent 
amongs t t he other age groups and the psychoneur otics . 
(3) The Content Scores 
In Table XVIII, which contains the data for the 
fragmented responses (Adx and Hdx) and the Fabulized 
Combinations and Contaminations , median percentages are 
not presented sin.ce in rw instance does more than one 
half the cases in each group give these responses . The 
Chi Square tests here pertain to the presence or absence 
of a given score and the per cent of cases in each group 
that do give the response is a more meaningful statistic . 
' P-values m~rked by an asterisk . (*) refer , as previ0usly , 
to Ch i Squares deriveci from two or more expected frequencies 
of less than five. 
With regard to the fragnented responses, the psycho-
neurotics give significantly more of these than do the 
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TABLE XVIII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS C01iPARED WI TH 
RESPECT TO FRAG111ENTED RESPONSES AND CO JlBI ~ED F'ABULIZED 
COJ1IBINATI ON AND CONTAMINATION RESPONSES 
Groups 
3 to t:; years 
./ 
7 years 
9 y ears 
10 years 
N 
PN 
Comparisons 
PN vs . 3 to 5 
PN vs . 7 
PN vs. 9 
PN vs. 10 
PN vs. N 
Per Cent of 
ADX f HDX 
3 .. 0 
30 .0 
3S .o 
23 . 0 
-r. o 
30 . 0 
P-Va1ues 
.02-.01 
>. 10 
) .10 
) .10 
.05-.02 
Cases 
Fab C ;. Contem 
37 . 0 
10.0 
24 .0 
18.0 
3 .0 
3 . 0 
. 01- . 001 
).10'"' 
.10-. 05i~ 
~.10* 
::::a,-10* 
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th..ree to five year olds and show a strong trend in the 
same direction in comparison with the normal adults. In 
the use of these categories, the psychoneurotics are 
closest t o the three older groups of children from whom 
they fail to differ significantly . 
In t he combined c tegory of Fabulized Combinations 
and Con t aminations the psychoneurotics clearly give 
fewer of these responses than do the three to five year 
olds. No further differences were el i cited apart from 
a tendency on the part of the nine year olds to exceed 
the p sychoneurotics in their production of these scores . 
In regard to the diversity of content employed, the 
Perseveration score data on Table XIX reveals a tendency 
for psychoneurotics to repeat responses l ess often than 
the youngest children , but more often than the ten year 
olds and the normal adults . 
Calculation of the number of things perseverated 
views the perseveration score data in ano t her way . Com-
parisons here r eveal two significant ~ifferences in which 
t he psychoneurotics are seen t o perseverate content less 
... 
frequently than t4e three to five year olds but more fre -
quently than the nol~mal adults . 
In the number of c on t ent categories they utilize , 
all groups score higher th~n d o the youngest children . In 
t his respect, t he psychoneurotics produce significantly 
more content than do the three to five year olds, but are 
indistinguishable statistically from the older chi ldren 
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TABLE XIX 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUPS COMPARED WITH 
RESPECT TO PERSEVERATION SCORE , NUMBER OF TniHGS PERSEVER-
ATED, AND NUMBER OF CONTENT CATEGORIES 
Medians 
Persevera- Number of things Number of Content 
Groups tion score perseverated Categories 
3 to 5 years 24.4 3 .0 5 . 7 
7 years 11.4 5·5 12.2 
9 year s 14.4 5.0 10.5 
10 years 12.7 5·5 12.2 
N 14.9 3.0 8 . 2 
PN 1S.7 6.0 10.5 
Comoar isons P - Values 
PN vs . 3 to·5 .05- .02 .01-. 001 .01-.001 
PN vs . 7 ,:> .10 ~.10 )> .10 
PN vs. 9 ).•10 .)o10 >.10 
PN vs . 10 ' .05-.02 ~.10 )..10 
PN vs . N .10-.05 .01- . 001 >.10 
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a nd t he norma.l adults . 
With reference to the number of content categories , 
the questi on was raised in previous , re l ated investiga.-
tionslregarding the possibility that this score is 
merely an exoression of productivity . This problem was 
especi a lly pertinent since i t vas observed by inspection 
t hat a close positive rela tionship existed between the 
number of content categories in a record and the number 
of responses given . In addition, it was recognized t hat 
while there may theoretice.l ly be en unlimited number of 
resoonses to the Rorschach cards , the max imum number of 
content categories is fixed . In view of these fa ctors 
a s imple correlational a pproach was deemed inadvisable . 
Instead , a ma tching pro cedure , suggested by Cronbach ( 10 ) , 
was followed, which involved testing for the significance 
of d i f ferences between the con t ent scores of records 
matched for the number of responses . I n both the afore-
mentioned studi es , tests were conducted wi th respect 
to t he records of the three to five year · old children who , 
i n comparison with the schizophrenic grou.ps with whom 
they were being contrasted , ga ve considerably fewer con-
tent ca tegories and the lowest overall productivity 
a. finding , incidentally , which was repeated in t he present 
investigation of psychoneurotic perception . Serie s of 
rnP.t che s v ere made over \gradually extended response interva ls 
~a.nd the dif f erences between the means of the number of 
content categories for each group of ma tched pairs was 
1 ( 13, 60 ) 
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tested by Lindqui s t ' s formula ( 37 ) for the significa nce 
of dif f erences between the me ans of rela ted me a. sures . 
The r e sults of both studies demonstrat ed conclusively 
th.9.t, Ciespite the rnD.tching of records for ~)roductivity, 
the a <iul t groups consistently h d a significantly h i gher 
number of content c a te Rories tha n did t h e chilcren . It 
may , hence, be mncluded tha t this score is not a n ex-
pression of sheer productivity ~ nd possesses p sycholo gica l 
meaningfulness (see Chapter V, pa ge 164) in its ovm ri ght . 
(C) The Genetic Position of Psvchoneurotic Perceu tion 
An overview of these results wnich have just been 
exa mined indic ates th8t , with resp ect to the v~rious chil-
dr en ' s groups, the perceptual p erformance of the p sycho-
neurotics is mo s t unlike that of the three to five yea r 
olds a nd mos t like thnt of the t en ye ar olds. A· clea r and 
consistent pa ttern of results is seen both in t erms of 
the decre8.Sing number of percep tua l dissimilar! ties and 
t he decrea sing va lues of the Chi Square as progressively 
older groups of chi lc1.ren a re compa red with the p sycho-
neurotics . In each cas e but one (i •. e., Perseveration 
Score: PN. vs . ten year olds ) Tihere a perceptual differ ence 
has b e en stati Etic H.lly det ermi ned, it involves a grea ter 
emphasis up on the g en etica l l y high categories and a lesser 
emohas i s uo on the g enetically low ca tegories on the pa rt 
of t he :o s :vchoneurotic group. On the other ha nd, the 
:o sychoneurotics c a n be d.istinguished from t h e normal adu ts 
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in t hat they give significantly fe wer highly integrated 
perceptual responses and show more pronounced persevera-
t lve tendencies t han do the latter . Visualized a long a 
cont i uum of perceptua l m turity , t hen, i t would appear 
t hat the psychoneurotics occupy a position beyond that 
of t he ten year olds, vet shor t of that of the normal 
adults , i .e . , a position overlapp ing and inter media te 
between these two groups . It is possible to i mpart further 
precision to this relative genetic standing of the psy-
choneurotics by contrasting the ir perceptual functioning 
i n relation to th . t of the ten year olds with a similar 
compari son for t he normal adults. In t his way it will 
be sho\n that whereas the psychoneurotics are separ~te 
from the ten year olds in certa in aspects of their per-
centual func t ioning , generally in t he direction of 
grea ter maturity , the normal adults are even further dis-
crepant from the ten year olds in the same direction . The 
more pronounced perceptual maturity of t h e normal adults 
will , consequently , be demonstrated . ·The related data 
are presented in Table XX. 
In t he quali ty of t heir perceptual functioning the 
psychoneurotics are different from.the t en yea r olds 
e ssentially in the D area , giving signifi cantly fewer com-
bined genetically low D' s and D- responses, and signifi-
cantly more combined genetically hi gh D1 s . Among the 
W scores, only trends pointing t oward posable significant 
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TABLE XX 
SIGNIF'ICA:L,;[' __ DIFFERENCES AND TRENDS TOWARD SUCH DIFFERENCES 
I N PERCEPTUAL FUNCTIONING BETWEEN PSYCHONEUROTICS VS . TEN 
YEAR OLDS AND NO~~L ADULTS VS. TEN YEAR OLDS 
Perceptual Ca tegory 
~ W* 
~ D~~ 
i. Dd 
(W/-f, WI, Wm ) (W-,Wa , DW , Wv) (Df_,4 ,D.j., Dm ) (D-,Da ,DdD,Dv) 
Gene tically High ( w.;.n)% 
w.;..;. 
W;f. 
Wm 
Wv 
W-
Wa 
DW 
< w.;..;., w.;.) 
D/-1-
D.j. 
Dm 
Dv 
D-
Da 
DdD 
(Dff , Dt!) 
(Dd) 
pDd 
(iDd 
Adxf Hdx 
Fab C f Contem 
No. Things Persev 
No . Content Categ. 
Persev Score 
Normals versus 
Ten year o1ds 
P - Va lues 
. 02 - . 01 
.01 - . 001 
.02 - .01 
.02 
.01 
-
.001 
.01 
-
.001 
.001 
.10 
-
.05 
.05-- .02 
.01 - .001 
.05 - . 02 
.01 - .001 
.05 - . 02 
Psychoneurotics vs. 
Ten year olds 
P - V lues 
.01 - .001 
.02 - .01 
.10 - .05 
. 05 - .02 
.01 - .001 
. 05 - • 02 
* 
Normal adult s give significantly more W and significantly 
less D than do the ten year o1ds. 
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differences can be discerned, the ~sychoneurotic s reflecting 
somewhat more Wm responses ann fe er W- r~sponses in their 
perceptual functioning. The psychoneurotics are also more 
uisp os ed toward pe rseverating contents than the ten year 
olds. 
A broader p icture is revea led in the compa risons 
between the normal adult s a nd the ten yea r olds . Differ-
ences in the quality of nerceptual performance a re detected 
in b oth the W and D areas . These differences include 
t he production on the part of the normal adults of signi-
ficantly more genetically high responses as measured by 
the following combina tion scores: ( Wff, Wf, Wm) , 
(Df,L, Df , Dm), (Wff, Wf), a nd C?-en·etically !Ugh (Wf D); on 
t he other hand , they produce significantly fever of the 
follo wing gene tice.lly early types : ( Wa. , DW , VI-, Wv) , 
(Da , DdD,D-, Dv), and D-. The adults , _in addition , are 
prone to give mo.re Wf, Wm, a n9- Df though not to the extent 
of involving a iignifican~lY different usage of these 
scores . In mrms of the bare l _oca tion a spects of percep-
tion, the adults are seen to employ more W and less D. 
In its general aspects, t hen , the p erceptual responses 
of, t h e normal adults are the more unllke that of the ten 
ye r olds, revealing the greater overall maturity in their 
perce ptua l functioning . 
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III. SUMNARY OF RESULTS 
The results of this analysis of the formal aspects 
of perceptual functioning of psychoneurotics may be 
summarized as follows : 
(1) With regard to loca tion-choice , the psycho-
neurotics perform closer to the three pl:der<groups of 
children in '~om there is a domina nt preference for detail-
perception than to the three to five year olds and normal 
adults who show a greater emphasis on w;hole- perce:9tion . 
Since, however , the seven and ni ne year ol ds give indica-
tion of a considerable focusing of attention uuon Rare 
Det ils, it is ap parent that the psychoneurotics actually 
correspond most directly to the ten year olds in this 
feature of their perceptual functioning . Both the psycho-
neurotics and the ten year olds demonstrate a preponderant 
usage of Usual Details as areas for erceptual response 
\' i th a rela tively minor proclivity for gi.ving Whole and 
Rare Detail responses . This use of Usua l Details established 
the close relationshiu of the psychoneur otics to the more 
advanced levels of the genetic scal e . 
(2) The analysis of t he quality of responses , i. e ~, 
the use of genetically late (mediocre and combina tory) 
responses and the prevalence of certain primitive Rare 
Detai l types indica tes t hat , in general, the psychoneurotic s 
are closest to the ten year old children and most dis -
crepant from the three to five year olds. The similarities 
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and d issimilarities betv.een t h e quality of perception of 
psychoneurotics versus t::-ta t of t he four c hildren 1 e groups 
takes the f orm of a clear and consis t ent genetic pattern . 
In addi tion, i t has been noted th t, while the psycho-
neurotics manifest greater general ma turity in their per-
ceptual performance tha n do the ten year olds, they a re 
neverthele ss distinct from t h e normal adult standards in 
t heir l esser capacity for integrated perceptua l reactions. 
Accord i ngly , i t has been suggested tha t, in terms of the 
genera l qu lity of their perceptual functioning , the 
-qsycho neurotics ass ume a position overlapping and inter7 
medis.te between tha t of the ten yea r olds a nd the normal 
adul ts . 
{3) \Vhen t he records were analyzed for the presence 
of t he fragmented r esponses , Adx a nd Hdx, it ,. a s found 
that the psychoneurotics produced s i gni fi cantly more of 
t h ese responses t han the three to five year olds and 
sho·wed a tendency in t h e s ame direction in comp rison with 
the norma l adults. In t his respect, they could not b e 
d istinguished from the three older children ' s group~i who like 
t hemselves, ma nifest a s trong preference for differentiated. 
perception. 
(4) With respect to the very primitive responses 
invol ving t he fusion of areas and contents, i.e., Fabulized 
Combina tion and Contaminations , t he· sychoneurotics gave 
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fever of these than did t he younges t ch 2. ldren and tended 
to produce less of t hem t han t he nine yea r ·blds. Hence, 
in t h is instance, t he psychoneurotic£ a~e rela ted geneti-
cally to both the intermedi ate and advanced levels of 
func tioning . 
(5) I n t hei r Perseveration score, as well as the 
number of things they perseverate , t he psychoneuro tic s 
are a.g<in la.rge1y indistinguishable from the older chil-
dren ' s group s. In effect, t hey show les s of these per-
severative procl ivities than the t hree to five year olds 
but mor e tha n their normal contem. ora ries. 
(6) In relPtion to the number of content ca t egories 
t he psychoneurot i c s are significRntly different only 
from the three t o five ye· ~r olds t-Jho gave the leas t con-
tent . l'b other differences 'Jere obser•ved . 
In brief, the close a rmroxima tion of psychoneurotic 
to norma l adult percept ion, as rell as its general degree 
of m< .~~urity '!hich is beyond that of any of the children ' s 
~roups , point~ to its genetic a l l y advanced charactPr. 
Psychoneurotic perception may be seen t o incl ude e. vide 
variety of genPtic ~lly early a nd gen e tica lly l ate features 
'Nhich, in the manner of t he ir d i s tribution a nd r e le.t ive 
emuhasi s, are not t ot:::.lly congruous ~~ri th [-:~.ny of the age 
groups v:i th ,Nhi ch 1 t has be en compnred. 
- --- -------------------------------------------~ 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
I. THEGENETIC DEVELOPMENT OF PERCEPTION 
The present attempt to investigate quantitatively 
the perce tua l structurization of psychoneurotics has 
been explicated withi n the theoretical genetic framework 
of We rner ( 72 ). This framework provides well- defined 
delineations of the formal, structural qualities of develop-
mental perce~tual stages and lends itself readily to the 
meaningful comprehension of the empirical data. 
In essence , Werner has construed the development 
of the organism, in both its psychological and physical 
aspects , as proceeding from early stages of relative 
undifferenti a tedness and h omogeneity to mor e advanced , 
heterogeneous stages of progressive l y greater differentia-
tion a nd integration. Rea ctions at the e rly stages may 
be ch~racterized as 11 syncretic 11 , 11 diffuse 11 , 11 rigid 11 , and 
11 labile 11 ; those a t the l ater stages as 11 discrete 11 , 
11 articulate 11 , 11 flexible 11 , and 11 stable. 11 At anygtven 
point of the genetic continuum , holever , a broad combina-
tion of gene tically early and genet ically l ate features , 
in ' differing proportions , ma y be discerned. In :terms 
of percep tual development , movement is from responses in 
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global unanalyzed units to those involving differentiating 
and integrative operations. 
To reflect the genetic ch~nges in perception in a n 
objective and reliable f a shion , a series of Rorscha ch 
scores, deal ing with t he locat ion aspects of responses 
to the blots, was eevelooed by Friedman ( 13 ) and sub-
stantiated by Hemmendinger ( 25 ). These score s are 
able to encompas s the wide range of qualitat ively dissim-
ilar perceptual reactions outlined above . In the present 
study , t he sys tem of scoring categories was a.pplied to 
t he Rorschach records of groups of subjects whose ages 
ranged f ran three to five year olds to normal adults . 
Since the proposed examination of psychoneurotic per-
ceDtion is fundamentally ass ocia ted 'Ni th the genetic 
patterning of perception as such, it become s pertinent 
to discus s the empirical findings in t his regard initially . 
(A) Location Choice 
From Figure 1 it can be seen · that t he proportion of 
Whole responses (W%) decreases markedly beyond t he three 
to five year level and then increases slightly ,but regularly , 
from the older ch i ldren to the adults . The youngest 
children appear to react more to the whole-aspects of 
perceptual stimuli rhereas all other groups respond 
preferably to parts of these same stimuli . At s even years, 
a striking i ncrease in Rare Detail scores is observed 
which tapers off slightly at nine years and t hen drops 
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to a relatively insignificant level for t he ten year olds 
a nd adults . The proportion of Usual Deta il responses, 
on t he other hand , shows a steady and moderate rise 
amongst the children 1 s groups and. falls off somewh..at at 
the a<iult level 1here a more balanced relationship between 
whole and detail- perception is achieved . In comparison 
¥ith the a<iults , then, the perceptual functioning of the 
youngest children is essentially global in character; 
with increasing age it comes gradually to take on more 
Dronounced features of differentiation . Thus , our theo-
retical position regarding the general course of perceptua l 
development appears to be confirmed . 
Location- choice of itself , however, conveys little 
informa tion as to the qualitative features of, perceutual 
functioning_ These features may be examined by reference 
to t he various types of Wnole and Detail scoring categories 
which have , themselves, been divided into genetically 
high and gene tically low scores . 
(B) Response Qualitx 
Figure II contains the data for the proportion of 
mature W'nole and Usual Detail sro res combined. I'or each 
age group . It is evident tha t the percentage of soores 
in both these categories increases conAistently from 
_early chi l dhood to adulthood with a somewhat sharper pro-
gres s i on amongst . the W t ypes . Since these scores reflect 
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both t he formal accuracy of percepts and the level of 
integrative activity they involve it may be concluded 
t hat perception becomes more discre t e , more arti culate , 
and more organized and integrated with age . The mature 
auali ties of perceptual functioning reach their peak in 
the reactions of the normal adults. To a considerable 
degre e , their percepts are constituted of a synthesis of 
parts that have been separately perceived in contrast to 
the less integrative, more inaccurate, less form-determined 
perceptual responses of t he younger children. Hence , ~hile 
adults give more Whole responses than do ·the three older 
groups of children , t heir global perception is of notably 
better auality than that of the three to five yea r old 
children in whom the proclivity for genetically immature 
reactions is the most pronounced. In essence , then, the 
kinds of perceptual responses 'I hich have been defined 
theoretically as 11 mature 11 increase in proportionate usage 
from t he younger age group s to the older ones. By the 
seven year old level more tha n one half of the combined 
Whole and Usual Detail resnonses are of mature quality 
t hough a nreponderance of poorly conceived \Vhole resnonses 
remains up to the nine year old level as a result, pre-
sumably, of t he more ba sic rooting of these pr imi ti ve 
perceptua l forms. Conversely , it is clear that the pro-
portion of t he gene tically immature types of ~)erception, 
.t-hose reflecting syncretic and diffuse qualit ie s , decrease 
with ge . The empirical data, thus, are in a ccord with 
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Werner ' s ( 72 ) theoretical characteriza.tion of perceotua l 
functioni ng as becoming more differentiated and more or-
ganized ' ith incr8asing age: 
(G) The Structure of Perceotion a t ea ch Age Level 
Utilizing the genera l structure of perception (i .e., 
the Droportion of Whole, Usual Deta i l, and Rare Detail 
respons.es ) a s the primary criterion , it becomes possible 
to des cribe the char acteristic patterns of oerceptual 
reaction at different age levels . The specific age 
divisions themselves are,, of course , not so important as 
the ac t ual existence of levels evincing progressive changes 
in perceptual performance. From the descriptions tha t 
follo w it will also be seen that .the deve lopmental changes 
outlined do not necessarily assume a linear pattern show-
ing equivalent progress at the selected noda l points 
a long the age continuum . The evidence is rather in the 
direction of irregular developmental changes -- i . e., 
in terms of our empirical da t a it appears tha t the Qevelop-
mental change s between the seven and the nine year olds 
i s, perhaps , even le ss marked than t hose between the nine 
and ten year olds . 
The most salient feature of the ~erc eptual functioning 
of t he three to five year olds i s t hat of orimitive 
globalization. The chi l dren at this age level are , in the 
main , hole-nercei vers ( \VJb ) and are prone to see fe '! 
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details (D% , Dd%) ; in general , the quality of their 
oerce tua l productions is i mmature and inaccurate . In 
their reactions to perceptua l stimuli they manifest a 
preference for responding but once , and in a global fashion, 
whi le paying little heed to the detailed possibilities 
of t hese stimuli . Despite the pervasively primiti ve 
quality of their percep tua l functioning , however, t hey do 
reveal in~ications , albeit comparatively minor ones , of 
a caoacity for ma ture reactivity . Infrequently their 
responses to the ink blots earn for t hem scores r eflecting 
mature different iation and integration (m, ff , f ). Thus , 
even at t his early age level potential ities for future 
grovth along adult channels is in evidence . 
At seven years of age a considerably d i fferent pattern 
of reaction becomes clear . The primitive gl obalizat ion 
of the youngest ch ildren has given '~Y to a gros s and ab-
sorbing interest in the details of perceptual stimuli , 
par ticularly those 'lhich are small a nd infrequently s een. 
Seven year old.s a.ppear to be attracted by the unusual 
features of their environment . Their capac ity for organ-
izing all a soects of a stimul us situation into one unify-
ing ·oercept ( W% ) is markedly impeded by a muc h greater 
predilection for deal ing with details as de t ails . A 
great e r prooortion of genetically mature percep tual forms 
points, however, to a general improvement in the .qua.lity 
of t heir perceptual functioning . In the area of detail-
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perception, mature responses are already in the ascendancy 
while in the case of whole-perception , though a more 
basi ca lly mature performance is seen , immature responses 
still predominate . It would anoear that thesP. early 
primitive modes of glnbal reaction (W) a re highly per-
sistent whereas , when perceptual organization is advanced 
to ~he point of permitting some differentiation a nd 
discreteness (D) , primitive forms are comparatively short-
lived . 
A close continuity in the general structure of 
p erception obtains between the seven and the nine year 
olds, though in the latter group t here is a moderate de-
emphasis of Rare Detail responses v' i th increases in Whole 
and Usual Detail responses . The improvement in the quality 
of perception is more distinct , hov1ever , since a more 
balanced rela tionship between mat ure and immature Whole 
responses is seen ; in addi t ion , the primiti ve types of 
Rare Detail perception (pDd , ( Dd ), dDd ) char acteristic 
of seven yea r old responses have largely disappeared . 
Hence , in comparison VI i th the t hree to fi ve year olds , 
the perceptua l performance of the seven e.nd nine yep.r 
olds is fee.tured by its enha nced ma turity an~ by the 
central role assumed by analytic operation s . A [righ 
degr ee of differentiation has been achieved without per-
ception as yet r eveali ng the degree of orga ni zation 
manifested by the normal adults . 
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Both in t erms of the loca tion-aspects of perceptual 
f unctioning a11d_ its overall rna tm•i ty a.nother distinguishable 
level of perceptual development occurs at ten years o~ 
a ge . A precipitous decrease in reactions to Rare Details 
is seen a long d t h a strong f ocus ing of interest upon 
Usual De t a ils and a further increase in the usage of 
~holes as areas for response . For the first time amongst 
the children ' s groups the proportion o:f g enetically mature 
perceptual responses , both in terms of Wholes and ·usual 
Detalls , are in the majority . Further , there appears the 
greatest predominance of integrative activit3r (W/-,L .;. Wf , 
Dff f Df}. Whiae t he ten year olds are not markedly 
different from the seven year olds and the nine year olds 
in the degree of d ifferentiation displayed in their per-
ceptual functioning , t hey are more like adults in the 
sense that their differentiated reacti ons take conventional 
channels (D.%) . Unlike t he seven year olds and the nine 
year olds , their perception re veal s more of the a.dul t 
forms of definite , accurate , and synthetic activity; 
In s.dul t hood perceptual development reaches its 
peak. Normal adults are most generall y Usual Detail per-
ceivers and respond only raT•e1y to the unusual aspects 
of perceptual stimuli (Dd%) . A considerably greater em-
pha sis on global perception tha n that displayed by t h e 
t hree older groups of ch ildren ma y also be observed . In 
t heir preference for differentiated perceptual reactions , 
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the adults reflect _the highest order of integrative activity . 
Unlike children who are prone to react to details in an 
isolated fashion, adults tend to deal with details i n 
t er ms of t he ir rela tion to lar ger organized entities. In 
its overal l aspe c ts , then, t heir perception consists of 
p r eponderantly mature responses in which the characteris-
tic features of discrete a nd well-articulated di f ferentia -
tion and integration are reflected in the most marked 
degree . The perceptual productions of normal adults pre-
sents a s alient contrast to the syncretic and diffuse 
react ion s of the youngest children . 
In summary , a number of development a l l evels of per-
ceptua l functi oning have been described. It was pointed 
out t hat , with respect to the y oungest children, t he core 
of their perceptual reactions was of a largel y immature 
and syncretic character although traces of adult Dotentiali-
ties were a lso pr esent. Indeed , the coexistence of ma ture 
and i mmature f acets of perceptual response ob tains a t 
al l levels of development . Even in the cas e of the normal 
a<iul ts whose performance , in general , was preponderantly 
mature in auality , evidences of a ·-va.riety of imma ture forms 
could be detected . In agreeme nt with t he the oretica l 
posi tion adop t ed ( 72 ), perceptual functioning may be 
see n to reflect a wide variety of qualita tive fe a ture s 
throughout its developmental course, while a t any gi ven 
chronologica l level certain speci:flic f ea tures will be 
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found i n t he a scendancy. 
The empirical da t a s upnort t he a ssumption tha t the 
development of perception involves changes f rom undif f -
erentiated , homogeneous sta tes characterized by syncretic , 
l abile, and diffuse activity to highly aifferenti a ted 
and i nt egr ated sta tes char acterized by discr ete, art i cu-
l ate , and s table activity . At no development al stage 
i s a par tic ul ar mode of perceptual behavior found ex-
clus i v ely.; r ather , all stages partake of a wide variety 
of p ercep t ual qualities , certain of which ar e predomina nt 
a t a ny specifi ed level . 
II. THE GENE'riC EVALUATION OF PSYCHONEUROTIC 
PERCEPTION 
(A) Introduct~on and General Results 
As a prefa ce to the ensuing discussion of the per-
ceptual f unctioning of psychoneurotics , certa in remarks 
areih order regarding t he nat ure of the psychoneurotic 
group collected for t his study . The overall reuresenta -
tiveness of t hi s sa mple , it appears, is circumscribed 
by the following f a ctors: ( 1) the une qual O..istribu tion 
of t he va r i ous types which rNas a function of the available 
p sychoneur ot ic popula tion a s \KJ el l a s the unb.ia sed ma nner 
of se lection; (2) the delimitati on of a ccep table sub-
jects i n terms of age, in t elli gence level , and pla ce of 
bir th wJ1.ich vvas i mp os ed i n the interests of experiment a l 
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refinement . Inasmuch as the interpretative comments 
which follm in this chapter Rre based upon the findings 
of this specific psychoneurotic group .. , tl1eir applica-
bility to the psychoneuroses in general or to the individual 
psychoneuroti c manifestations must be evaluated in the 
light of these limiting considerations. 
The original and direct antecedent of t he uresent 
research was the work of Dworetski ( 13 ) who utilized 
the Rorsche.ch technique to investigate the genetic devel-
opment of pe rception and pointed out a formal relatio n-
shi p between the perce- tual functioning of scttzophrenics 
a nd that of very young children. Her work served as a 
central impetus to Friedma n ' s investigation ( 1~ ) in 
which quantitative measures, brought to bear upon a 
1 . 
gene tic examination of t he perceptual characteristics 
of hebenhrenic and catatonic schizopr~enics, disclo sed 
the broad parallel between the qualities of their percep-
tion a nd that of three t o five year old children . For 
this purpose an objective scoring schema , defined precisely 
within the theoretical genetic framework of Werner ( 72 ) 
was devised, which was capabl e of reliably measuring 
the ·structural features of percepti on as revealed on 
the Rorschach test, i n many of its qualitat ive ramifica-
tions. In subst nee, methodology was demonstrated 
vhich offered a means of investigating quantitativel y 
the degree: df impa irment in psychopa thology through the 
medium of perceptual functi oning , viewed in its develop-
mental aspects. 
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On the baais of the above studies as well as ex-
tensive clinical observRtions regarding the na ture of 
t h e psychoneuroses, the hypothesis was advanced that 
the perceptuai structurizat ion of psychoneurotics would 
consist of a combination of genetically early and geneti-
cally late qualities in which t here would be a lesser 
accentuation of the late qualities than that found in 
normal adults . It '~s additionally proposed that the 
psychoneurotics would find close parallels perceptually 
at a fairly advanced level of the genetic scale . In terms 
of t h e scoring schema 1 followed, late qualities included 
mediocre and combinatory per•ceptual rea.c tiona; early 
qualities, the amorphous , conf abulatory, minus , and vague 
r eact ions . These scores have already been described in 
detail. 
The empirical results seem largely to corroborate 
these hypothetical assumptions . Data were gathered and 
analyzed. from the Rorschach records of a group of psy-
c __ oneurotics, a group of normal adults, and f our groups 
of children ranging in age from three to ten years. In 
essence, it was found that the perceptua l functioning of 
the psychoneurotics manifested a broad range of different 
aualities hich, in the ma nner of their distribution and 
rela tive emphasis, was most proximate to the standards 
of the normal adults . In a0mparison with this group , the 
psychoneurotic performance was s ignificantly discrepant 
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only in its general structure (which involved a prepon-
derant emphasis upon detail-perception), in its lesser 
production of highly integrated perceptual reactions , 
and in its more pronounced perseverative features . Amongst 
the children ' s groups, the psychoneurotics responded 
perceptually most like t he ten year olds ; in many respects 
they were similar to these children and in some they were 
advanced beyond them . It was suggested , a ccordingly , that 
the percep tion of psychoneurotics was essentially inter-
mediate anCi overlapping in quality betwe en the ten year 
olds and the normal adults . The following paragraphs 
seek to comprehend these features of p sychoneurotic percep-
tion according to the genetic framework of Werner ( 72 ) . 
{B) Loca tion Scores 
(1) Loca tion-choice 
The first general view of the data reveal s that the 
psychoneurotics respond to percept ual stimuli essentially 
in terms of t heir parts . Unlike t he normal adults who 
show a more balanced disti•ibution between global and detail-
-o erception , the psychoneurotics tend to place dlapropor-
tionately heavy emphasis upon the latter type. In reacting 
to their environment, then, they are inclined to respond 
to the readily apprehended features ; they do n0t typically 
embrace the totality of a given situa tion by attending to 
all its important ramifica tions to the same degree a s is 
customary with normal ctdul ts . Viewed genetically , in 
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their pre fe rence for detail- perception , the psychoneurot ics 
resemble the older groups of chi ldren , pa rticul ar l y the 
ten year olds who, like themselves , respond basically to 
the frequently perceived , rather tha n the r are a nd unusual 
portions of stimuli . Thus , a pattern of perceptual corres-
pon6.ence 'ith the more advanced levels of the gene tic 
sca le may be observed; this pattern prevails generally 
throu ghout t he findings . 
Observations with regard to the general structure 
of perception (the yrop0rtion of W, D, a nd Dd responses) , 
:however , do not disclose sufficient informat i on about 
the nature of t he qualities of perceptual functioning . 
The bare location scores , revealing merely the overall 
ce.paci ty for gl obal or de t ail-perception , may co 1tain a 
multipli ci ty of qualitatively different phenomena ranging 
from primitive globality to integrative pe r ceptual activity~ 
It is necessary , thus , to turn t o an analysis which gives 
cons i derat ion to the qualitat i ve uifferenc es of all three 
locat ion categories , t he Who les (W) , the Usual Details (D) , 
and the Rare Details (Dd). 
(2) Response quality 
In Chapter III the descript i on of t he individual 
scoring categori es was accompanied by sta tements des igned 
to link the scores t o t he theoretical framework adopted . 
I t was noted t hat those Whole and Usual Detail scores which 
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were considered to be genetically early (i.e., amorphous, 
confabula tory, vague, and minus) were representa tive of 
syncretic, diffuse, rigid, and l abile perception. In con-
trast, t hose considered genetic~_ly l a te (i.e., mediocre 
a nd combina tory) represented diRcrete, differenti R.ted, a.nd 
integrated perception. A similn.r breakdown of Rare Detail 
scores 1'aR not feasible in view of their infrequent occu..r-
rence a nd consequent l ack of suf f icient objective criteria 
for both delimi t a tion of area a nd assessment of form 
adequ2.cy. Nevertheless, certa in Dd types (i.e., ctDd, 
(Dd ), Rnd pDd ), e~ch reveal ing some of the qualities of · 
early (1iscreteness, v:rere defined and employed . In th.ese 
qualitative terms it is now possible to characterize the 
uercen tion of the psychoneurot ics . 
In view of the f act that the percep tua l functioning 
of p sychoneurotic individuals is intermeciia te a n6. over-
lanping in quality between the oldest group of chilcLren 
a nd t he norma l adult s , it may be considered as l a r gely 
mature in nRture , reflecting a domina nce of discrete , 
rela tively well d.ifferentLJ.ted and integrated reactions. 
With respect to its genetic pa r allels amon gst children , 
the ps y choneurotic performe.nce i s most unl ike that of the 
youngest children in whose percentual functioning char~:.c­
teristics of diffuseness, syncretism, and l ability Abound 
and is most like the olde st group whose perception, a lone 
amongst the v ,·-J.rious children ' s groups, reflects a mgjority 
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of mature forms in both the Whole and Usual Detail cate-
gories. Hence , the psychoneurotics, while manifesting a 
close a ffinity to the ten year olds in the general structure 
of t heir perception, revea l qualitatively a level of 
maturity not yet reached by t hese children. This more 
pronounced perceptual ma~urity falls short, ho~ever , of 
t hat dispL .. yed by the normal adults. Further, just as 
was t h e case with all other groups , the perceptual function-
ing of psychoneurotics consists of a combina tion of geneti-
cally early and genetically late fe a tures which, in this 
ins tance, emphasizes the ascendancy of the l ate quali t ie s . 
{3) Psvchoneurotics ~· normal adults : integrated 
percen tua l react ions 
The relationship between the perception of the psycho-
neuro t icA and t he normal adults merits close inspection. 
Apart from their disclosing significantly fewer Whole 
responses in their perceptual performance , the psychoneurotics 
Rre notably different from t he normals in their lesser 
capacity for producing highly integra ted responses. While 
for both groups mature perceptual forms dominate their 
perception, the normal adults evince a greater proclivity 
for dealing vith stimulus material by selecting from a-
mongst details and parts t hose that fit t·ogether and 
then arranging and organizing them in their proper interrela-
tionships . It is the normal adult faculty for synthesizing 
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experience in which the psychoneurotic is deficient. 
Though he sees as many things in his world as does the 
normal adult , he is le·ss prone to fix upon those details, 
from amongst the many tha t impress themeselves upon him, 
which can be synthesized into j_ntegrated structures . Stim-
uli are dealt with accurately and in general conformity 
to a.dult standards, but with less organizational mt?.nipu-
latione . The discrepancy from the normal adult level of 
svnthesizing percepts applies to both the Vlhole and Usual 
Detail responses, although in the latter case the total 
combinatory bent of the psychoneurotics approaches more 
o.losely to that of the normal adults -- i . e ., in the 
sphere of their preferred moue of perceptual reaction , 
namely in dealing with easily perceived portions of per-
ceptua l stimuli , they appear to exert integrative effort 
more approximate to the adult standard. Insofar as he 
responds to the more obvious fe atures of his environment 
(D ' s) , the psychoneurotic gives evidence of a greater 
ca.naci ty for synthesis . In this respect, further, the 
data revealed. that while the p sychoneurotics were not 
different from any of the children ' s groups in their 
usage of combinatory Whole s, they gave significantly more 
combinatory Usual Detail reactions tha.n did the two younger 
grouns of children, the three to five and the seven year 
olds . In summary , it ls evident that , within the context 
of normal adult perceptual standards , psychoneurotic 
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percep tion may be characterized as Rrticulate, discrete , 
a nd <i ifferentiated, but weak i n its organ iz · tional aspects . 
Where the t~ pical percep tua l proce<iure of the normal adult 
invol ve s both the selection a nd org::miza tion of pc rts 
according to a central dominant goal, that of the p sycho-
neurotics is rela tively l a cking in t his regard. 
The compara tive weakness of integr a tive Derceptual 
activity amongst the psychoneurotics a )pe ars to be a 
general characteristic of t he ir menta l functi oning . Sadler 
( 57) has noted trw.t a m j ori t:v of this group is 11 somewha t 
beloVl average in the a soo ela tion of i deas . 11 A similar 
impression has be en recorded by Perepel ( 47 ) who refers 
t o the 11 l i mited menta l outlook 11 of psychoneurotics vhich 
sterns from the 11 na rrow and partial manner 11 in ,~.hich they 
regard r eality ; At a more explanatory level, Reich ( 50 ) 
has po i nted out that by overl ooking important and logical 
connections , t he psychoneurotic succeeds in 11 avoiding 
unpleasure 11 and in maintaining uninterrupted 11 his way of 
life ( which) has become a rut . 11 In common , these observa-
ti0ns apuear t o hold tha t the t ypica l modus operandi of 
the p s ych oneurotic is marked by a n a voidance or failure 
to a cknowl edge t he interrelationship s and relative s i gni-
fic nee of the many varied factors of whi ch life experiences 
are compounded. There is a lso t he i mplica tion that p sy-
choneurotics as \ell manifest a certa in rigidity and 
i nfl exibility in the i r reactions and ou tlook. Th is aDposi-
tion of t he capacity for synthesizing experience with 
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olasti city in beha vior has fo und express i on in the theo-
retical pos tula tions of Werner ( 72 ). In hi s framework 
it has been noted t hat the l ess patt erned or i ntegrated 
the behavior of an i ndividual , the le Ra it wi l l adapt 
itself uto the demands of cha ngeable si tuat i ons" -- i . e ., 
the more rigi d and immutable it ill be despite situations 
where change i s desirable and ad justive . I t v1ould thns 
appear that the re l a ted featur es of integration and f l ex-
i bi lity of response have been curtailed in the psycho-
neurotics in comparison with the degree of their presence 
amongst the norms.l adults . The likely si 0 nificance of 
this latter facet of psychoneurotic reactivity will be 
more fully treated in. a l ater section in t h is chapter 
where rigidi ty of perceptual f unctioning , as measured 
dire ct _y by the perseverated respons es , is discussed . 
These data on the comparative i ncidence of i ntegra ted 
perceptual reactions betv1een the psychoneurotics and 
t he normal adults make it prof itable , furthr,r , to re-
examine the emp irical results in terms of t he basic hy-
potheses of t his study . With respect to the structural 
quality of psycho1 eurot ic perce-)tu 1 fun ctioning , it 
'as proposed that it ''ould c ons ist of a combination of 
genetically earl y and gem; t ica lly l ate featur es , but that 
in comparison with the norma l adults thePe would be a 
lesser a ccentuation of the l ate features . Stated in 
these general. term" of 11 genetica l ly early 11 a nd 11 genetically 
late 11 , the hypothesis uoe s not appear to be borne ou t in 
the sense that there is no si gnificant difference between 
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psychoneurotics and normals in their overall usage of 
the late scores (i.e. , medioc,re and combinatory) . The 
essential _ifference between these two groups becomes 
clear , however , if the distribution of the di ffere nt types 
of mature scores is taken n~o account . In this instance , 
t he normal adult is seen to show a significantly greater 
emnha.sis on those features of perceptual functioning deemed 
reflective of the highest order of genetic maturity , the 
combinatory or integrated responses . Hence , while mature 
r eactions govern the perceptual performance of both psy-
choneurotics and normal adults to a n equivalent degree , 
tha t of t he normals posses :3es n enhanced Ciegree of maturity. 
Our second hypothesis concerning the genetically advanced 
character af -psychoneurotic perception has been substantially 
confirmed nd amply do cumented in this chapter . 
( 4) Psychoneurotics ys. schizouhrenics : com-oarative 
qualitx of perceot~on 
The empirical findingB , in addition, permit consider-
at ion of the genetically advan ceCi c haracter of psycho neurotic 
perception as 1 t contra sts 'IFi th t hat of sch izophrenics. 
The differences between these two psychopathologica l groups 
a re copiously renorted in elinical-p sychiatric observations 
which have been revie ed in an earlier chapter. Briefly , 
these observations point to the considerably lesser impair-
ment on the oart of the psychoneurotics in the formal aspects 
of their functioning. Unl l ke many psychotic patients , 
psychoneurotic s tyuically c intain t heir contact with 
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r eal ity , their pprecia tion of social convention, and 
n int egrity of nersonality in vhich only limited as ects 
\ 
of' the individual a re i nvolved in the dis order. In terms 
of their r espective genetic p rallels, t hen, it becomes 
poss i ble to contras t t he perceptu 1 cha.racteristics of 
t he se t'• o groups . 
Friedma n ( 13 ) 00mpared thirty:-hebephrenic a nd 
ca t a tonic schizophrenics in terms of t he s t ructural fea-
tures of t heir perception i th equ.s.lly numbered groups 
of three t o five year old children a nd normal adult s . 
He f ound that the distinguishing mark of schizophrenic 
perception was that of primitive gl obali t y . Like the 
chi l dren , the schizophrenic group gave e uiva l ent amounts 
of Whole and Usua l Detail resp onses a s compared wt th the 
greater proportionate emphasis upon Usual Detail responses 
amongst the normal adul t s . In regard to t he individual 
scoring categories , t hey ere seen to produce significantly 
more amorphous , confabula. tory , vague , a nd minus Whole 
responses and exhibited a trend t owar d giving fewer com-
bina tory Wnole respons es ( W~~, W~) than t he normals . The 
genera l results for the Usual Deta il categories paralleled 
those gai ned from t he various Whole scores, except tha t 
the results 'ere not so fh arp . In one ins t Rnce , for ex-
ample, namel y the usage of D,' , the schizophrenic s v. ere 
signific ntly highel" than the children . In substance , 
however , t he s ch i zophreni c s and the children were not 
significantly different from ec ch other ; where such 
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uifferences or trends toward differences Qid occur , these 
r:ere invariably in the direction of greater perceptual 
me,turity on the part of the schizo hrenics . On the basis 
of these results, the author concluded: 
11 0n the whole , the perceptual functioning of 
the schizophrenic , in its structural a spects , 
is intimc tely rela ted to th t of the child. 
Its charac teristics are those of a orim1t ive 
mentality, syncret ism, l ability, diffuseness , 
~nd ri gi dity ••• Although t here is similarity 
to the functioning of children , (in certain 
aspects) they occupy a position intermediate 
between the chi l dren and the normal adults 11 
( pp . 79- SO) . 
The substantial dissimilarity between usychoneurotic 
a nd schizophreni c perceptual functioning i s clear . Approach-
ing a s it noes more closely to the normal adul t standard , 
the uerceutua l oerforma nce of the psychoneurotics may be 
characterized as discrete , art iculate , differentiat ed, and 
integrated , though it is in this latter aspect of t heir 
functioning tha t their most pronounced adult shortcoming 
is in eviuence . Pri mitive qualities of syncre tism, diffuse-
ness, etc . are in the minority . Hence, psycho neurotic per-
cept ion is more ma ture than is t hat of the schizophrenics 
in that it is les s removed from the normal adul t criteria , 
both in quality and degree . These findings run parallel 
to the clinical observations regarding the level of disrup-
tion of functioning in the t wo groups. 
From this same investigation of the perceptual struc-
turlzation of hebephrenic nd catatonic schizophrenics , 
certai n new information was brought to light concerning the 
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interrel .tionships bet,een the mediocre and the vague 
Whole r e sponses . Both oft hese categories are regarded 
a s tra nsitiona l types between the extremes of gene tically 
early a nd gene tically late responses. Specifically , Wv 
is described as a repre ~entation of diffuse perceptual 
ac tivity in that it con t a ins very minimal, non- specific 
form reauirements which can be met by almost any blot struc-
t ure . I t was di sclosed that the schizonhrenic group gave 
significantly mo r·e of these re-sponses than did the three 
to five year old children and the normal adults,both of 
~Jhom were indistinguisha1Jle in this respect. A ebnilar 
finding v•a s . noted in the case of a group of paranoid schiz-
ophrenics ( 60 ) where t heir discrepantly higher usage 
of Wv ' s was extended to comparisons vith older aged chil-
dren (eight to ten years ) as v,ell. Hence, the use of Wv 
~ppeared to be highlighted in t he perceptual productions 
of thes e various s chizophrenic group s nd coul d be al i gned 
with no clear gene tic parallel s . 
An explanation was sought for t his ph enomenon a ccording 
to tvo principal l ines of evidence. Firstly , the n ture 
of Wm and Wv i s such t hat ther e is close similarity bet een 
the t wo, their differe nce being merely a ma tter of 11 con-
gruenc e of p ercep t \'i th specific or non-specific blot 
requi r ements 11 ( 13 ) ; Win , in contrast to Wv, enta ils 
c onsideration for at least t he crude outlines of~e blot. 
Se condly , exami nation of the distribution of the ~m 1 s 
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indi ca ted a disti nct gradation in the proportionate usage 
of t hese scores , the children using them least and the 
normal adult s the most; the schizo:phrenic group occupied 
un i ntermediate position . The specific demands made upon 
the blot by these mediocre responses appeared to be beyond 
the r el a tively primitive a nd undifferenti a ted capabilities 
of the very young ch ildren . In addition, it was brought 
out t ha t the schizophrenics gave significa ntly fe wer Wm 
re suonses t han did the normal adults, ~hereas this clea r 
di ffere nce was reduced to the level of tendencies to differ 
1" i th respect to t he W.fi and Wf scores . These latter , in 
contra st to the Wm scores, require a greater amount of 
integr a tive effort. Hence , theopposite situation from 
t hat ob tained empirically would more likely be expected . 
These f a ctor s suggested to :B,I'i edman the operation 
of s ome ty:J e of 11 substi t utive or displa cing activity which 
lo ered t he ·wm findings in the schizophrenic group 11 ( 18 ) . 
The relatively frequent Wv was considered to represent a 
repla cement of Wm scores as a result of the pathological 
process interfering with perception a nd impelling it in 
the di r ection of greater diffuseness . Because of the ir 
similarity in genera l struct ure the possibi lity of sub-
stitution of Wv for Wm becomes readily comprehensible. · 
Hm•ever, since neither a nrominence of Wv responses nor 
a ny apparent reduction of Wm responses were reflec t ed in 
t he perceptual performance of the psychoneurotics, it is 
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reasonable to conclude that the comparatively lesser degre e 
of personal ity upheaval in the p sychoneuroses is not suf ficient 
to s e t such 11 substitutive 11 activity into motion . The re-
placeabili ty of Wm with Wv app ear s to be a limited phenonenon, 
at least within the realm of psychopathological disorders . 
In ter ms of these re sult s it ls manifest amongst schizo-
phren ics where the decisive featu:t•es of perceptual activity 
are t hose of diffuseness, lability , ana. syncretism and v1here 
t he grasp on a clearly-percei ved world is 6.ecidely weak. 
At t he psychoneuroti c level, where the world is accurately 
a nd d.istinctly appl-:ehended, it does not o.ccur. 
(C) Content Scores 
The foregoing analysis of the cuality of Vfuole, Usual 
Detail , and Rare Detail responses represe-nts interpretations 
based upon considerations of the ourely structural asnects 
of perceptual f unctioning . Th e content of the percept has 
carPi e d we i ght only i nsofar as it he l ps determine whether 
t he f orm quality of the response meets t h e typical blot 
requirement in terms of the adult norms. In the discussion 
\Vhich fallows , scores are examined which involve a more 
intimate mergi ng of structure and con tent, though ·~: it is 
basically from the standpoint of structu.re t hat interpretive 
cownents will be made. 
(1) Fragmented responses 
In the Adx and Hdx responses , only part of a usual 
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blot area and a portion of the content usually applied to 
the entire area are utilized for the percept . In responding 
to such a part , the subject fits specific partial percepts 
to it which are in accoro_ ·with the form-quality demands made 
by the area of the blot used. This type of perception 
appears to be a relatively i mmature form of differentiation; 
·while it is clearly advanced beyond the syncretic an<i diffuse 
perceptual manipulations of the very young children, it is 
nevertheless lacking in the integrative effort required 
to unify the seoarate parts of the conventional blot area 
and to deal . vrith them in terms of a central guiding percept 
( 60 ) • F!'om the results it ce,n be seen that the psychO-
neurotics are inc1istinguishable from the three older. groups 
of children who , like themselves, are prominent detail -
perceivers . However, they are strongly disposed toward 
producing more of these fragmented responses them are the 
normal ad.ults who typically seek to organize discrete parts 
I 
of a stimulus within the framework of more inclusive wholes 
and sub-wholes . Adx and Hdx, . nppearing but rarely in the 
pri mitive percept ion of the three to five year olds where 
such discrete part-reactions represent greater perceptual 
maturity than is customarily 'l"'i tnessed at t hi s chronologie 1 
level, are given sisnificantly more often by the ps ycho -
I 
neurotics t han by these youngest children. ~ne results 
serve to reemphasize t he lesser caoaci t y of the psychoneurotics 
for integrated perceptual reactions in comparison wi th 
t he normal adults . 
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( 2 ) Fusions of areas and contents 
The Fabulized Combina tion s a nd the Cant ~mination 
responses are closely allied in terms of their perceptual 
s t ructure. In the former "there is the joining of t m 
separate percepts into one solely on the basis of spa tial 
uxtaposition . In the Contamination response , two per-
cepts , given t o the same area , are combined on the b sis 
of spati al identity . The Fabulized Contamination response, 
seems t o represent the syncretic and labile features of 
primit ive perceptual functioning since it involves the 
fus ion of t wo objects merely because they are next to 
each o t her . Werner ( 72 ) has des cr-ibed this phenomenon , 
aptly characterizing it as t he 11 magic of contigui ty 11 which 
marks the relative instability of percepts in the primitive 
mi nd . The Co nt ami nation re sp onses represent these primi-
. t ive features ever more clearl y for here the properties 
of t o things , separately perceived , lose their independent 
character by merging a nd pervading one a no ther ( 18 ) . 
The t ~ o types of response s ha ve been combined for ease in 
statistical trea t ment ; nevert he l ess , their relative in-
frequence ·" casts doubt upon the reliability of the findings 
apart from the sta tistical c omparison between the psycho-
neurotics a nd the younge st g roup of chi ldren . In t hi s 
specific comparison the results showed t hat the psycho-
neuro t ics display significantly less of these genetically 
early types of responses than do the t hree to five year 
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olds in-whose performance the Fabul ized Combinations and 
Contaminations are the most prominent . No other differences 
are d iscernible . Hence, with respect to their usage of 
these markedly nrimitive perceptual types , the psychoneurotics 
take a. genetic position beyond that of the very young 
children a lone . At other genetic l evels where such responses 
are less in evidence there are no significant differences 
elicited. 
(3) Perseverated r esnonses · 
(a) The Persever ation Score . Thi s score provides 
a measure of the degree to which an indivi dual is· inclined 
to reoeat identical responses t o the Rorschach stimuli 
despite the marked di fferen ces. in their individual con-
f igurations . Werner ( 72 ) has obser ved that the more 
differenti a ted and hierarchi cally organized the me ntal 
s tructure of an indivi dual , the mor e pl astic and flexible 
his behavior will be . Hence , it is possible ~hen responses 
are perseverated to the Rorschach cards to infer the pre-
sence of rigid behavior ( lS ) . The results show a ten-
dency on the part of p sychoneurotics t o give fewer per-
severated responses than (lo the three to five year olds , 
but more than the ten year olds and the normal adults . 
It would appear , accordingly, that ·the perceptual behHvior 
of the psy choneurotics tends to be more plastic than that 
of the youngest children whose performance is characterized 
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by its undi ffere ntia tedness and minima l de gree of inte-
grative ac tivity; on the other ha nd , they ten~ to be 
more r i gid than the oldest children ~nd t he normal adults . 
This l a tter finding 'lith respect to the normal adults 
has occurred previously in different context s . 
(b) The Number of Thinr.:s Per severated . This 
category vi ews the perseveration score data in another 
way . It has been suggested ( lS ) tha t t he gros s per -
severation score may cons ist of varying degrees of ri gid-
ity t o Yhich it is no t primarily sensitive . For example , 
when given score involves a fairly considerable number 
of different responses wh~ch have been persever ated , it 
poi nts to a d i s tinct capacity on the part of the subject 
to v ry h i s perceptual activity in accorda nce ? i t h the 
structura l varia tions of t he Rorscha ch blots and, t h ere-
fore , to some measure of flexibility in his performance . 
From the results it ccn be seen tha t the psychoneurotics 
show a significantly greater number of things perseverated 
th~ n do the three to five yee.r olcls . In comparison 'ith 
these youngest children they evince not only a lesser 
degree of persevera tion in genera l , but t he ir persever a -
tion reflects to a greater extent the qua lity of plast icity . 
In t h is feature of t heir per•cep tua1 functioning , however , 
the p sychoneurotics are indistinguishable fro m the three 
older groups of children . 
Whereas they manifested only a moderate ten<iency to . 
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exceed the normal adults in their respective perseveration 
scores, the psychoneurotics give a significantly greater 
nmnber of perseverated contents . Superficially, t his 
situat ion might appear to disclose a greater flexibility 
of oerformance in this respect on the part of the psy-
choneurot ics since they are able , more so tha n the normal 
adults , t o take cognizance of the configurati onal differ-
ences in perceptual stimuli . It is , however , necessary 
a t t h is point to recall that the perceotual functioning 
of psychoneurotics i s featured by a fractionated and rela-
tively unintegrated character . Unlike their normal con-
temporari es , they typi cally g ive accurate but ~ndependent 
attention to the various aspects of their envf.ronment , 
hut are deficient in· their capacity to un i fy and integrate 
these aspects according to a cent ral dominant thema. 
Their compara tively rigid perceptual approach make s for 
a more repet i tive and s ter eotyped apprehension of environ-
mental objects than i s the case wi th normal a<iults whose 
highly flexible and organized perceptual functioning allows 
for a more suitable variati on of emphasis _upon given ob-
jects in different contexts . Hence , the fact that psycho-
neur otic s give a greater number of perseverated contents 
than d o ad.ults of normal a.djuntTI1ent becomes a function 
of three factors ; arra nged in increasing order of their 
seeming imuortance : (1) their greater overall proclivity 
:f:or the perseveration of responses ; ( 2 ) the level of 
flexibility reflected in the i r perseveration which is 
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s i gnificantly greater tha n t hat of the youngest children; 
and (3) their relatively unint egrated and rigid perceptual 
apuroa ch vthich does not permit the diverse accentuation 
of stimuli a fforded by more organizational functioning . 
(4) Ps:ychoneurotics Y.§. . normal adul!§.; perfleverat ed 
r esuonses 
Rigidity and stereotypy of response are amongst the 
ruor~e s alient che.racteri s tics of psychoneurotic symptoma-
tology ( 16 ). In the phobic disorders , for example, a 
patient may experience severe reactions of fearwLenever 
he walks alone upon a certain str eet; this behavior is 
r epeat ed ma ny times and seems to show little noticeable 
alt eration a s a result of the patient 's being exposed 
r epeatedl y to this same stimulus (the street) at different "'_; 
time s , and , hence , always under different circums t ances . 
Pati ents suffering from attacks of anxi ety often find 
such distre ss well i ng up within them in situ.s.tions whi·ch 
do not logically call forth such behavior; nevertheless , 
t hey find t hemselves reacting tn the same stereotyped way . 
Similarly , i n cases of hysteria. , such as p sychogenic 
deafnes s , certain words or 9hrases may i nvariably be mi sseci 
no matter when uttered i n the uatient ' s presence . It 
woulo_ , hence, see m t hat the psychoneurotic generally does 
no t learn from exuerience as doe s t he normal adult . In-
stead , he maintains a sameness of respons e , at least in 
cer t a i n a re a s of h is funct ioning or in relation to a 
• A 
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circumscribed series of events , which efies modificat i on 
even in t hose circums tances where change is legi tima t e 
and a.d justi ve . 
In a recent paper , 'Wyatt ( 74 ) has ca lled attent ion 
to a structural concept of such ri gidified behavior . He 
observes that \vhen a pres ent situ .tion which , under nor-
mal adult conditions may justifiably be consi -_ered as 
non-threatening , produces such un t oward re ac tions in an 
individual as severe anxiety , etc ~, then it may be assumed 
that uthe present occasion has the same global me aning 
the, t a set of exneriences had in the early development 
of the person who is afraid . 11 In other ,.,.,ordR , such be-
havior renresent s a f a ilure to organi ze a present set of 
impressions within it s nwn present context . Specifically , 
for the nsychoneurotic , .it may be s a id that he f ails 
s tructually t o d i fferent i ate · the psycholo gically t ro1ble-
some D9..S t from the psycholo gi cally benign present sinc e 
hi s compar t i ve difficulty i n dealing '''i th experience 
contextually denrives him of the capacity to confer di ff-
erent me an i ng up on t he same ob jects in a different milieu., 
P .r ad igma tical l y , this i t u tion m y be conceived of as 
1
.:;he failure to recognize that i te rn 1 i n context A m" y 
legitima tely hold the psychological v.-lue of 1 1 in context 
B. In the normal pat -ern of · djus t ment , by contras t , 
ready cognizance is taken of the fa c t tha.t i t erns of exper-
i ence derive t he ir meaning from the tota lity of factor s 
'."i th 11.rhich they are associated . 
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Follo,ing these structur 1 conceptions , it is possible 
to outl ine the goa l of one of the more precsing. psychiatric 
concerns regar : i ng t he psycho neurotic pa tient, na mely , 
psyc hother p eutic trea tment . In these terms such a go al 
may be a.ef 1. ned a. t he develo c ment nd enha ncement of the 
p ti e nt ' s caoacity to order those items of experience 
~.'hich are basic to his disorder, !.n a mo1•e flexible and 
inte gr ative f a shion. Thus, the phobic patient of our 
previou s example should be helped to see t hat stree t A 
in t od y ' s circumstances is different from street A in 
orevious circumstances when it became associa ted with 
certa in psychologi cal trauma . 
Number of con t ent categories 
The vari ety of content as determined by the number 
of content categories utilized has been regarded by many 
worker•s ( 5, 32 , 49 ) as an indicat or of the subject 1 s 
breadth of interests and a cqua intanceship with a ide 
variety of environmental objects. It folious that the 
.. 
a d.ult , by virtue of h ?..ving lived longer an having had a 
broader scope of experience , should score higher in this 
resnect that the very young child • . Further , i t 11ould 
seem that the adult psychoneurotic who shows no apparent 
reduction in his fund of general information ( 30 , 51 ) 
should not be different from hi s normal contemnoraries . 
Indeed , such is t he case : the psychoneurotics sho a 
significantly greater range of con t ent than the very 
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young chil -ren, but a re inseparable from the older chil-
dren nnd t he norma l adults . A wide age range of similar-
i ty in functioning is accordingly revealed . 
(D) The Chc: ra.cteristiQ.§. of Psychoneurotic Perception 
rr he conceptualization of' the empirical a. ta within 
the theoretica l framework of Werner ( 72 ) permits a 
summary descripti on of the ty~oical perceptual character~ 
istics of the psychoneurotics . In essence , the results 
o_isclose that perceptual functi oning in t his psy chopatho-
logica l group consists of an admixture of genetically 
m tuPe and genetice.lly immature features in wh ch the 
genr; tically mature features predominate . While the psy-
choneur otics give evidence of extensive genetic corres-
pondences in the quality of t he ir perceution rith the 
older aged children , part iculD.rly the ten year olds, they 
possess a yet further measure of ma turity which closely 
pproximat es , but is not equivalent to, tha t of the normal 
adults . In the c~:m a. ci t y for highly organi zed and flexible 
perceotua l rea ctions which i s the mark of normal adult 
perception, the psychoneurotics are deficient. Neverthe-
less, the genetica lly advanced nature of their perceptual 
function ing m y be understood t o reveal the asc endancy 
of <iifferentiating and distinct, though limited, inte-
grative operations in which the qualities of discreteness , 
definiteness , a rticula tenss, and stabil ity prevail. The 
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contrast with schizophrenic perception which is l arge l y 
global , syncretic, l abile , and diffuse i s sharply dra1n. 
It may , he nce, be concl uded from the se fi ndi ngs t hat the 
perceptual qualities belonging to uif f erent levels of 
psychooa thological disruption are parall e l ed by percep-
t ual phenomena described by Werner as typifying differ-
ent levels on the gene tic continuum of perceptual devel-
opment. 
CHAPTER VI 
GENERAL StrrvlMARY AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Vl'nile the psychone rotic reaction types are a mongst 
the most fr~quently encountered p~ychopathological entities 
i n clinica l psychiatry , their definitiori and nosological 
status a re matters of continued &ispute . It has , never-
the l es s, been a general observation amongst clin~cians 
that , wi t h the exception of the obsessive-compulsive 
syndrome , patients with these disorders maintain relatively 
undisturbed t heir ori entation to reality, even though 
they give evi&ence of deficient at t empts at adapta tion 
to life . It va s the purpose of t his study to investigate 
qua nt itatively t his clinical notion of the limited up-
heava l in p sychoneurotic adjustment through a n analysls 
of their percep tual re~ponses in comparison with t hose 
of ch ildren a nd norma l adults . The Rorsclk'lch ink blot 
te s t \':as employed since it is well sui ted to the ~· collection 
of perceptual da ta and , in addition , makes possible the 
testing of a wid.e r nge of a ge groups with the same 
material. 
As they bear upon perceptual functioning, psycho-
pat hologica l s tates may be viewed within t he t heoretical 
genetic fra mey.rork of Werner as a s sociated with impa irment 
of percep tual diff erenti ation and integration. Pa thological 
p ercep tion ma y be regarded as a combination of genetically 
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early and genetically l a te features in which there is a 
decrease or inhibition in the domincnce of the late fe a-
tures . Thus , the hypothesis was advanced tha t the per-
ceDtual functioning of t he psychoneurotics would , in it s 
struc t ura l aspects, consist of an admixture of genetically 
early a n6. genetically l ate qualities in which the emphasis 
upon the late qua lities would be less than that displayed 
by the normal adults . It was further proposed tha t psy-
choneurotic perception, while falling short of the normal 
adul t s tandard, would. corr espond c l osely t o perceptual 
qualities typical of a fairly advanced level of the genetic 
sca le. 
Percep tual data have been derived from the Rorschach 
protocols of one hundred and fifty three white , American-
born male s , including thirty p sychoneurotics and t hirty 
normal adults between the ages of twenty to forty years ; 
also , thirty chi ldren , a ged three to f i ve years; t•enty 
children , aged seven years ; twenty- one children, aged 
nine years; and twenty- t vJO children , aged ten years . 'rhe 
diagnost i c character of t he psychoneurotic population 
was as follo s : anxiety neurosis , twenty cases; conver-
sion hysteria , six ca ses; di ssocia t i ve reactions , one 
case; a nd phobic r eaction , t}lree cases . 
Analys is of the data made use of a scoring schema 
o.eveloped by Friedman , which was capable of refle cting 
genetic levels of perceptual struc tur i zation . The val i di ty 
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of t h is schema ha s been empirically sup~ orted by to 
in6.epen6.ent i vestigations, namely that of Hen mendinge r 
n6. t he present one . Its score s h ve, i n large part , 
been derived from the customary location designations 
f or V hole (W) and Usual Detail (D) responses which , them-
s elves , have bee n brok en in t o two broad classes: (1) 
genet ically early or i wnature responses (Amorphous , Con-
fabulatory, Minus, and Vague) , which have been linked to 
such features of perceptual functioning as syncretism , 
di f fuseness, rigidity , and lability; and ( 2) genetically 
lf:l,te or mature responses (Mediocre and Combina tory) which 
a r e c onsidered to be indicators of more diffe rentiated 
an6. integrated perceptual a c t ivity . Added to the group 
of immature scores were the Fabulized Combination and 
Contaminat ion responses . Qualities of more intermediate 
l evels of perceptual funct ioning which are marked by early 
discretenes s without the atten6.ant capacity for mature 
integr a tion are brought out by certa in Rare Detail types 
(O.e scriptive Dd , non-scorable Dd , a nd phys iognomic Dd) 
s,nd the Adx and Hdx responses in 'vhich ordinarily i ntegrated 
par ts are seen wi thout interconne ction . Perseveration 
has been used as a rneaRure of perceptual rigidity . The 
number of content categories , finally, was pre sumed to 
be an indicator of t he range of experiential factors which 
un6.erlie perception . 
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'J..1 he main findings are as follOi'S: 
(1) With re gard t o the location-choice for responses, 
i.e ., the use of iVhole, Usual Detail, and Rare Detail 
areas of the ink blots , t he psychoneurotics emphRsize 
the Usual Detail areas . In t _i s respect t hey a r e like 
the ten year olds nd unlike t he normal adults in v1hose 
perceptual performance a more ba l anced rela tionship be-
tween '#hole nd Usua l Detail-perception is ui tnessed. 
( 2 ) An< lysi s of the quality of the Whole, Usual 
Detail, and Rare Detail responses , i . e ., the use of 
gene tically early (Amor.phous, Confabulatory, Minus, a nd 
Vague ) a.nd genetically l a te (Mediocre and Combina tory) 
s core s ino i c te s that the !)erceptual performance of t he 
p sy choneurotics iR intermediate and overlap:o l ng between 
the oldest children, na mely the ten year olds, a nd the 
norma l adult.. Though extensive si milarities 'Jere found 
betwe e n the nerceutua l f um tioning of psy choneuro t ic s 
a nd th t of the older children, particularly the t en year 
olds , psychoneurotic :· percep tion possesses a still further 
Qegree of genetic ma turity which closely pproxima t e s, 
but is not equiva lent to tha t of t h e norma l adults . 
( 3) An essentia l di fference between p sychoneuro t ic 
and norma l dult percep tion resides in the sphere of 
pe rcep tua l i ntegr a tion. The psy choneur otics show a 
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si gnificantly lesser usage of combina tory (f) Vfuole and 
Usual Detail responses than do the ir normal conterrroorarie s . 
(4-) The psychoneurotics do not manifest a lesser 
overall domin nee of genetica lly l a t e fe a tures in their 
oercep tion t han do the norma l adults . Ra t h er , while 
b oth groups disp l a y ma tur e perceptual qualities to a 
simila r extent , t he normal adult gives Rignificantly more 
i nt egrat ed r e sponses . It is in this res ect tha t the 
p sychoneurotics ar e signif cantly discrepant from the 
, nnrma l sta ndard . 
(5 ) The psychoneurotics are statistically indis-
t i ngu iRhable from the normal adults and the various chil-
dren ' s groups in their production of Vague Whole responses . 
Si nce s uch score s are compara tively abs ent among c hildren 
1Jut have been found in abundance amongst schizophrenic 
oopulations , it has been suggested t hat Wv r esponses 
reoresent a disolacement of Wm scores as R result 0f the 
~ . 
pe.t hological process impelling perception i n the . Ciirection 
of greater diffuseness . · The results of t he present study 
sug6e st , t het, 1ithin t he Dsychopa thological continuum , 
t he di spl .cement of Wm by ¥vis limited to schizouhrenic 
dis or ders and does not occur at t he psych oneurotic level 
whe r e per s onality functioni ng in genere.l is me.rkedly less 
i mpaired . 
(6) The genetic par a llels of psychoneurotic perceptual 
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functi oni ng a re l a r gely conf ined t o the more advanced 
chronologicRl levelR. In contra st, those of t he schizo-
phr enics (hebephrenic a.nci ca tatonic) show an in tima te 
relat ion to the perceptual performance of the youngest 
children, the t hree to f ive year olds. Accordingly , psy-
•c"h.o·neuro tic perception reveals a dominance of gene tically 
l a t e au .lities 1hereas genetinally early qualities are 
in the as cendancy in schizophrenic percep tion. 
(7) The use of fragmented responses (Adx and Hcix) 
by t he p sychoneurotics iR s imilar to that of the three 
older groups of chilciren, the seven, nine , a nd ten year 
olds. In t}is respect, t hey may be sepa~ated from t he 
three to five year olds in whose perceptual func tioning 
t hese r e sponses of early dis creteness are rela tively r are. 
In additi on , the ~ psychoneurotics manifest a tende ricy to 
give more dx a na Hdx than do the normal aciul t s . 
( 8 ) In regard to Fabulized Combina tion and Con-
tamination responses whi ch involYe t he fus ion of blot 
a reas and_ contents the psy choneurotics al''e in6.istingui sh-
abl e from all groups but t he t l."'ee to five year old 
children . In rela tion t o these children , they give fewer 
such responses . 
(9) Analysis of the perseveration score and the 
number of t h ings perseverate d. reveals that the psychoneurotics 
are inseparable fro m t he seven, nine , and ten yea r olds 
• 
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a lthough t hey show a t ende ncy t oward greater persevera-
tion than the oldr: st group of children. Inc0mpurison 
vith t h e three t o five year oldC! t hey have a sign i!l!icantly 
lower uersevera tion scor e but higher number of t hings 
ue rsev erated. On the other ha nd, the psychoneurotics 
evince a greate r proclivity for repe - ting responses a nd 
perseverate more things than the normal adults. Persever-
at ion in perceptu 1 functioning represents another 1m-
portant clifference between ps choneurotics ancl normal 
" ~ .... ao.u.1. us . 
(10) With respect to the diversity of con t ent a s 
revealed by the number of conten t cate~ori es , the psy-
chonsurotics differ only from the three to five year 
olds . In t his specific comparison they are founcl to 
produce more d iversifie d cont e nt t _ n t he youngest chil-
dren . 
~he se results permit the follo wing gener a l conclu-
sions : 
(I). Th e perceutual functionin g of p sychoneurotics 
iA predominantly of a differentia ted, dis crete , and some-
.Jha t integrated n t ur e a nd is marked by a reln. tiv:e l a ck 
of syncre t ic , dif f use, rigid, and l abile f eatures . 
(II ). In terms of its genetic· · par a llel s , the per-
ceptual ac t ivity of u s. choneurotics i s i n t ermediate a nd 
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overl a.pni ng .in quality between t he t en ye·-'. r olds and t he 
normal adults, a l eve l at which t he nrominence of mature 
features in percep tion is firmly establi s hed. 
(III). The perceptual performa nce of psychoneurotics 
differs from the norma l adult stand ard in its greater 
emphas is upon deta il percention, its les ser incicience of 
highly integr ated nerce ptu F.t l re a ctions, and in itR more 
nronounced persevera tive fe a tures . 
(IV). Psvchoneurotic pe rceution consi sts of a 
.. -
unique c0mbina tion of genetica lly early and genet ically 
l a t e q11al i t ies whic h does not co rresnond in i tR entirety 
with that of any other group. 
The general i mplica tions of this s tudy are, perhap A, 
mo s t read i ly comprehend ed in t er ms of its ma jor sources, 
namely, clinica l psychi atric observa tions regarding t he 
na ture of t he psychoneuroses a nd the c0nceptual fra me work 
empl oyed in s tuciying certa in of t hese observat ions . With 
reference to the former, it may be s a i d tha t the conce otion 
of psychone ur otic rea ction types aros e ma inly from t he 
e f f orts of clinicia ns to reduce the mul tiplicity of psy-
chiat r ic symptoms and findings to a point \~ here certain 
fundn.me nta l chRr acteris tic s emerged a s nuclei of psy-
chop rt thologic8.l entities. A descrioti ve no s ology has 
been <ieveloped which , while f all ing short of the eventua l 
goal of "1. clas sificntion baBed upon etiologic9l factors 
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as wel l , nevertheless provides a fil'st foundation for 
t he ordering of data necessary for productive research . 
If, h o ,·ever , the descriptive c a tegories offereci are to 
have value for research in psychopathology, they mus t 
represent useful and accura te rubrics in t er ms of whl:ch 
nevv j_n :forma.tion may be s ought . The present s tuo.Jr , it is 
sug~e sted , has provided some measure of contribution to 
the merit of clinical nosology . Not only has it demon-
strated that di stinctions between psychoneurotics and 
normal adults , which have been l argely confine o. t o ob-
servat ional reporting~ do , in fact , exist but it ha~ a l so 
pointed precisely to two of these di st i nctions, i . e ., 
the r e l a tively rigid and unintegrated character of psycho-
neurotic percepti on. In t his way , the results of t h is 
study provide a confirma tion of the usefulness of clinical 
cla ssification and a con tribution to t he precision of 
clinical dL gnosis . Should future re search make it possible 
to look upon these idiosyncrati c features of the perceptual 
performance of psychoneurnt ics as r e fle cted generally 
throughout the ir funct ioning , then all the more certainly 
maJr they be utilized as additional indices for the clinical 
asses sment of a psychoneurotic dis t urbance . 
Insofar as these findings have improved the definitive-
ness and enlarged the scope of psychiatric and psychological 
knowl er.lge concerning p sychoneuroses , they may a lso b e re - ' 
·gardeci as a ids in formulati ng certain treatment (psycho-
t herapeutic) problems . 'rhe particular barriers likely 
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to occur in dealing psychotherapeutically wi th ps·choneur .._ics 
have already been referred to in Chapter V. There it has 
heen shown that a convenient mo<iel for conccptu2.lizing 
i n terms of the se barriers the treatment goal for such 
patients is : the <ie velopment a nd enha ncement of the 
p sychoneurotie "s c a_ city to order t . ose i terns of experience 
~h ch are ba sic t o his disorder in a more fle x i bl e and 
· ntegrat ive fa hion. Sue a f ormuls.tion , it i s felt , may 
orove he l p ful in t his area of clinical psychi a tric prac-
tise vhere uniformity of approach and ev8.lua tion of data 
is not i ce bly l a ck i ng . It offers rel tively specific 
signposts f or tr eatment pl a nning and, perhaps, for assaying 
the e ffic acy of treatment a t v rious st~ges . 
Appropri ate t o the abov e considera tions , certa in ne' 
lines of investi ~ation may be undert ken as fo llol s : 
1 . Attention might be soecially directed to~ ard 
study ing the significance of the re l ~tively l e sser flexibil-
ity and organi zat ional capaci t~y of ns~rchoneuro tics as t he 
are r e l v. t ed to ramifications of their beh9.vior other t han 
nercention. Such studies may wel be conceive<i within 
the genetic theore tic~ 1 frame work of 1/erner . I n view 
of the general relev nee of h is formul . ti ons for p sycholog-
ical functioni ng in general , it is rec sonable t o as sume 
that patterns of gene tic rela tionshi p , similar to t hose 
observed vithin t he sphere of perceptual function i ng , may 
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be found in other aspects of psychoneuroti c performance , 
i. e . , in thought processes . I f t h is proves to be so , 
it would ap pear logica l to ext end research into personality 
studies of psychoneurotics vr i th specia l emphasis upon 
the genes~s of the rigidity and reduced organi za tiona l 
effort '1-Vhich appears to be t _h e mark of psychoneuroti c 
behnv ior . 
2 . Since t he obses s ive-compulsives represent a 
usychoneurotic group no t included in the present study , 
it would seem desirable t o investigate the characteristics 
of t ' eir perception . From the literature reviewed it 
woulli' seem that ouch indi vidunls vvould , in the quality 
of thei r perce1) tual responses , be further removed from 
the normal aO..ult standard than is the case for t he other 
1) S~rchoneurotic t yoes. T 1US , when viewed in the light 
of the genet ic parallels in the ir perceptual functioni ng , 
the obsessive-compulsives should be l ess advanced t han 
the other psychoneurot ic entities . 
A concl uding observation is in order v!i th r egard 
t o the genetic the oretical formul ations folloved in the 
prese nt investigation . For t he most part , it is clear 
that Werner ' s frame v. ork ,!JUS profitably employed in this 
con t ext of evaluat ing genetically the perceptual f unc-
tioning of psychoneurotics by qu antitative me a ns . The 
hypothese s aO..vanced were generally confirmed_ by the 
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exoer i ment a l f i ndings : psychoneuro t ic perception a s 
seen t o be of a ge ne tically dv need character , though 
not reachi ng full y t he norma l adul t level . Nevertheles · , 
the results sugi;est t ha t fur the r precision might be lent 
t o t ;-:t i s the ory by a closer Ci e fini tion of t he qualita tive 
te rms which distinguish genetically early from genetically 
l a te structures. In p rticul? r, i t is asked ~ het her t he 
VArio us au .. lities such as syncretism , diffuseness , rigid-
i t y, a nd. l A.bili ty t h emselves show G.i ffei•in g genetic 
seauences which ha ve no t been traced out . Manifestly , 
i t i s nnt implied t ha t t hese distingui shable fe a t ures 
of immature functioning are pl~esumed t o isolate a nd des-
cri be i ndep end.en t qua lities of gene t ic t.~.ll y early perfor-
mHnce. It is, r a ther , propo se~ t ha t certa in of these 
qua lities may be more prominent and persistent t han others 
at any given l evel , though all are to be found theoretic l l y 
in a ny gene tically imma ture rea ction . Specifically , 
p s ychoneur otics show an enhc.nced rigidity in their percep-
t ion 1J hich does not appee.r t o be associ~ ted with an en-
hc:mced diffuseness , syncretism , or labi l ity . Is it 
d emonstrable , t hen , tha t rigidity of functioning m·y remain 
promi nen tly thile its companion fe a tures of gene tic imma -
turity have , for all practical purposes , disappearedJ In 
par t , it i s possible t ha t this probl em m y re9resent a n 
artifa ct of t he narticular scoring categorie s , ~hose 
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definitions do not permit the distinct parcelling out 
of all the structural qualities they contain. Such a 
consideration notwithstanding, it is proposed tha t this 
matter is of sufficient importance to merit clarification 
and study . 
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ABSTRACT 
While t he psychoneurotic reaction types are Hmongst 
the most fre quentlye·ncountered psychopRt ological entities 
in clinica l ~sychiatry , their definition and nosological 
status are matters of continued O..i spute . It has , never-
theless , been a general observat i on am~mgst clinicia ns 
that , with the exception of the obsessive- c ompul s i ve 
syndrome , patients with t he se ~iso ~ders maintain r e latively 
uno.isturbed their or•i entation to r eality , even t hough 
t:.1.ey give evicience of deficient a tt empts at adaptation 
to li fe . It T as t he nurpose of t ~is study t o investigate 
quantit t ively this clinical notion of the limited 
uoheava.l in psychoneurotic adjustment through an analysis 
of tne ir perceptual responses in c omp .r ison with those 
of childr en and normal aCiults . The Rorschach ink blot 
test ''as employed since it is 'Je l l su' ted to the collec-
tion of perceptual data and , in· add ition , makes possib _· _e 
the testing of a vide r a nge o f age gron:r s with the same 
mater ial . 
As t hey bear upon perceptual functio ni ng , psychopath-
ologica l ste.teg may be viewecl within the theoretical 
gene tic framework of Werner as associated with i 1pairment 
of ·9erceptue.l ifferenti tion and i ntegr c. tion . P• t hological 
pGrc e~)ti on may be regarded as a combinati on of genetically 
e&rly and genetically 1 te features in which there is a 
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deere se or inhi bl tion in the dominFmce of the late fea-
tures . Thus, the hypothesis was dv nee tha t the percep-
tu 1 functionin g of the ~ sychon eurotic s would , in its 
structur .1 . sp ects~ consist of ~ admixture of genet ically 
er.rly and genetic lly late qu· li ties in 1?!~1. ich t he emphasi 
uoo n the 1 te qua lities would be less t han th t disule,yed 
by t!J.e normal adults . It was fur ther oroposed. th .t 
o ychon urotic percep tion , while fallin g s hort of the 
norm 1 dult s t nd rd , woul 6.. corresnond closely to er-
centua l quali t i es typical of f a irly advanced level of 
the genetic sc le . 
Perceptual d..~t a have been eerived from t he Rorschach 
o ro tocols of one hundred a.n6. fifty - thPee vrh i t e , American-
born mal es, including t hirty p s ych oneurotics and t hirty 
normal a<iu..L ts be tween the sges of t,yenty to forty years; 
nl o, t hirty childre n , aged three to five years ; ~enty 
c i l dren , aged seven years; t ".re nt r-one c hildren , age6. 
nine y ears; and "'twenty- two children , aged ten ye ,-rs . The 
i 2gnos t ic c"'"·' r a c ter of t he ~) sy choneurotic pop u1 :=ttion :e.s 
&.s f ol .ows : anxiety neurosis, t'1 enty case s ; conversion 
hyster iR , six c .s es; di s soci a tive re .ctions , one cas e ; 
a n 9hobic rea ction , three case s . 
An,lysis of t he d~ta made use of a scoring schema 
develope6. by Fri edrrk.n , yrhich could reflect gene tic levels 
of oerce tu ~ structuriz t ion. T~e v l idity of t hi s schem 
has been emoiric ~ lly suoryorted by t wo inde Jendent inves ti-
gation s , namely , tha t of Hemmendinge r an6. t he pre sent one . 
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Its s core s have , in l arge p~rt, been derived from the 
customary loce..ti on design tions for Whole {IT) and Usual 
De t a il (D) responses wnich , themselves, hAve been broken 
into two broad classes: (1) ryenetically early or imma ture 
responses (Amorphous , Confabulatory , R- inus, and Vague) , 
which have been linked to such fe a tures of perceutual 
f uncti oning as syncretism, diffuseness , ri idity, and 
1 bility ; a nd (2) genetically late or mature resp onses 
( lv ediocre ancl Combinatorv ) which are c onsi6.ered t o be in-
dic~"J.tors of more differenti2ted and inte gr a t ed p ercentual 
a c t ivity . In all, there were seven different types of 
Whole and Usual Detai l r esponse scores . Ad : ed to the 
group of immature scores v ei"e the Fabuli zed Combination 
and Contami n tion r esponses . Qualities of more in termedi ate 
levels of perceptual functioning which are marked by early 
discreteness 'i thout the a ttend'-"nt capacity f or rna.ture 
in tegra tion are broug~t out by certa in R re Det - il types 
(descrip tive Dd , non- scorable Dd , and phys iognomic Dd) 
a nd the Adx nd Hdx res·oonses in which ordinarily i ntegrated 
uarts ar·e seen without in"'cer-connecti on . Perseveration has 
been used as a measure of ~; erceptur 1 rigidity . Th e number 
of content categories , finally , was presumed to be an 
indio· tor of t he r nge of experiential factors 1rhich under-
lie perception. 
The data were examined f or the ir statistica l signi-
ficance by means of the Chi Square test . When t'!o groups 
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were como a.red in tel"'ms of the incidence of a given scoring 
ca tegory , the score closes t to the median value of the 
combi ned distributions was chosen a the 11 cutting point" 
.?.nd. a fourfold. t ~ble wa s constructed of the number of 
cases having scores above or belovi t his point . As the nurn-
ber of case s in one group above the combined median became 
l arger th n tha t of the other group , the value of t he Chi 
Square incr eased a nd a:oproe.ched si gnific P-.nce . In accordance 
wi th the recommendati on of Cronbach , Chi Squr-tr•es associ .ted 
Hi th P-va lues of .02 or less ~rere considered representative 
' of significant d ifferences; t hose associated with P- values 
of . 02- . 10 were considered suggest ive of tendencies on 
the part of the compared grou~)S to differ . 
The main find ings re as follows: 
(1) With regard to the location-choice for responses , 
i . e ., t he use of Whole , Usual Detail , and Rare Detall 
a rea s of t he ink blots , t he p sychoneurotics emphas i ze 
Usual Dete.il areas . In t his respe c t t hey B.re like ten 
vear olds end unlike t he norm2.l adults in '!hos e perceotua l 
performanc e a more ba lanced relationshi p between Whole a nd 
Usue.l Detail- perception is witnessed . 
( 2) Analysis of the qua.lity of the Whole, Usua l 
Detail , and Rare Deta il responses , i . e ., t he use of geneti-
cally late (Mediocre and Combinatory) scores ino.icates 
t hat the percep tua l performa nce of the psyc honeur otics is 
intermedi a te and overlapp ing between the oldest children, 
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namely the ten year olds, a nd t he norma l a.du1 ts . Th ough 
ext en sive similariti e s . were found between the perceptual 
functioning of ps ychoneurotics a no_ t hD.t of t h e ol..der chil-
dren , particularly the ten yea r olds , psychoneurotic per-
ceptio n possesses a still fur t her degree of gen et:tc ma turity 
wnich closely approxinm.tes, but is not equiva lent to t ·hat 
of t he normal adults . 
(3) An essent i al difference between psychoneurotic 
e.nd norma l adult p erception resides in the sphere of 
percep tual inte gr~tion . The psychoneurotics show a sig-
nifica ntly lesser usage of combinatory (f) ~nole and Usua l 
Deta il responses tha n do the ir normal contem9oraries . 
(4) The psychoneurotics do not manifest a lesser 
over all d ominance of genetice.lly l a te f eatures in t heir 
nercention than do t he normal adults . Rather, while 
bot h grou:o s display mature perce:o tual qualities to a 
simi l ar extent , the normal adult gives significantly more 
i n t egrG.tect responses . It is in this respect that t he p sy-
chone urotics a re significa ntly discrepa nt from the 
norma l standard . 
( 5) ~P.he p sychoneurotics are stati s tically indis-
tinguishable from the normal adul t s and the various chil-
dren 1 s groups in their production of Vague W'nole responses. 
Since such scores a re compara tively absent among children 
but have been found in abundance amongst schizoDhrenic 
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popul a tions, it has been suggested that Wv represents 
a di sulacement of \~ scores as a result of the pa thological 
p rocess impelling perception in the direction of greater 
diffuseness . The results of the ·Jresent study suggest , 
that , within the p sychopathologica l continuum, the dis-
nlacement of Wm by Wv is limiteO. to schizophrenic disorders 
and d. oes not occur at the psychoneurotic level where per-
sona l ity functioning in general is markedly less impaired . 
(6) The gene t i c parallels of psychoneurotic per-
ceptu.al functioning are largely confined to the more ad-
vanced chronological levels . In rontrast , those of the 
sch i ZO :J}n~enics (hebephrenic and ca to tonic) show an i ntimate 
rele.tion to t he perceptual per·forme:nce of t he youngest 
children , the three to five year olds . Accordingly , psy-
chone uroti c perception reveals a dominance of genetically 
l ~te qualit i es whereas genetica l ly early qualities are 
in the ascendancy in schizonhreni c perception . 
(7 ) The use of fragmented resp onses (Adx and Hdx ) 
by the p sychoneurotics is similar to that of t he three 
olO.er groups of children , the seven , nine , and ten year 
olds . In t his respect , they may b e separated from the 
three to five year ol'ds in whose percep tua l func ti oning 
t hese responses of early discreteness are rela tively r are . 
In ado.i tion , t he psychoneurotic s manifes t a te ndency to 
give more Adx a nd HO..x the.n do the normal a dults, a further 
evidence of their lesser integrative effort . 
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( S) In r egar d to Fabuli ze6_ Combination a nd Contam-
inati on re snonses whi ch involve the fusion of bl o t areas 
a nd contents , the Dsy choneurotics a re ind i s tinguish ble 
f rom all groups but t he t hree to five ye ar old children . 
In r e l a tion to t hese children t hey give fewer such respons e s . 
( 9 ) Anal ysis of t he perseveration score a nd the 
number of things pel"severa ted revea l s the.t t h e psychoneurotics 
are inseparable from the seven , nine , ana ten year olds 
. a.l t _1ough they sh01 a -;:;e ndency tm~•ard grea ter persevera tion 
than t he ol d est group of ch ildren . In comparison with 
t he three t o five year olds t hey have a significantly 
l ower persever a tion score out hi ghe r numb~r of t hings per -
s evarated . On t he other hand , the psychoneur ot ics evince 
a grea te:r· procl ivity for r ep ea ting responses and persevera t e 
mor e t hings than t ne normal actults . Pers evera tion i n 
pe:.ecep tual func t ioning r epresents anot her importa nt iff-
erenc e be t wt.:en psychone uro t ic s and normal adults . 
(10) With r e spect to t he diversity of content as 
revealed by the number of cont ent categol"ies, t he ps ycho-
neurotics d i f fer only from t he three to ftve year olds . 
In thi s specific comparison t hey a re found to pr oduce more 
diversified content than t he y ounge st chi ldren . 
The se re sults p ermi t the follo Ping general concl usion s : 
(I) . The perceptua l functio ni ng of p sychoneurotics 
is "9re6.ominan t ly of a di ffere n t i a t ed , discret e , and some\•That 
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integrat ed na ture and is marked by a relative lack of 
s ~ncrat ic , diffuse , rigid , and l abile features . 
(II). In terms of its gene tic parallels , the 
perceptua l ac t ivity of psychoneurotic s is intermedia te 
and overlapping in quality between the ten y .ar olds 
?..nd the normal auul t s , a level a t v!hi ch the clee.r promi-
nence of mature fe a tures in n e rception i R firmly established. 
(III) . The perceptual performance of s:r choneurotics 
differs from t he norma l adul t standard in its grea ter 
e mpho.sis upon detail pel"cep tion , i t s le s ser incidence of 
highly integl"e.ted perceptual reactions , and in its more 
pronounced nersevera tive features . 
(IV) . Psychoneurotic percept ion consists of a uniaue 
combina tion of genetica lly early and genetica l ly l a te 
qualities which a.oes no t correspond in its entirety with 
that of any other group . 
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